
Oct* 22nd, 1932.

REPORT TO ROCKEFELLER FOUNDATION, 1931-2 

ON SOCIAL SCIENCES RESEARCH PROJECT 

FOR SESSION 1931-2.

The first vear’s grant ($15,000) from your Foundation for theaï releaÜch in the social sciences cas received during the 
This was also the first session of active work upon 

of research which, in the main, was formulated and
extension
session 1931-2,
a programme 
approved in the session before,

The recognition of one of the needs of modern research in the social science - that of f^nglng to hear on th^same^rohlemsjh^^
work of investigators trained in différé +h first anplica-, psychology, law, and the -st ^wa^tated^n the

At the same time,
ogytion made to the Foundation, -research along cooperative lines has been o o • ftntration on
however, the view has been generally ac*e^ 6research which might well main problem gives purposej^resear^^i ^ *

The work is organised under 
with the social scienceSocial Research

one
otherwise be lacking,
are an endeavour to meet both these ends, 
one Director, who is however in cooperation
departments in the University and in consultation wi fieldsCouncil and an executive committee. Research falling - , thiof Economics, Sociology, Psychology, and Education, was commenced this 
session ; and the participation of the Departments of * ,, ’
and Engineering, planned for session 1932-3, will bring e 
gramme under way.
The Social Research Council. a nfThe Social Research Council, bringing together represen 
the social science departments in the University and also other per s 
interested in the research, is constituted as follows. The exocu ivc 
committee is drawn from its members. The Council net twice and e

iitik.
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executive commit toe seven times during the session 1931-2 :

Sir Arthur Currie, G.C.M.G.,K.C.B.,LL.D.,
Principal and Vice-Chancellor : Chairman.

C.E.Kellogg, M.A.,Ph.D.(Harvard), 
Associate Professor of Psychology._ , B.Sc.,(McGill), Assistant Ira A.MacKey, M.A.,LL.B.(Dal.) ,Ph.D.

Professor of Mechanical Engineer- (Cornell), LL.D.(Queen*s), Dean of
« «ng: .4. „ , , , Faculty of Arts and Science.
.E.Corbett, M.A.(McGill and Oxen), George Hodge, representing E.W.Beatty 

Dean of the Faculty of Law. President Canadian Pacific Rail-
C.A.Damson, B.A.,Ph.D.(Chicago), nay Co.
„ „ Professor of Sociology. F.G.Pcdlcy, B.A,,M.D.,D.P.H.(McGill),

* • leming, M.C.,M.D.,D.P.H., Executive Director, Montreal
Director of the Department of Council of Social Agencies.
Public Health. Julian Smith, M.E.(Cornell), LL.D.
.Hcnncon, M#A# ,Ph,D. (Harvard) , (McGill), Vic c-Prc si dent Shr.vinigcin
Professor of Economics. Water and Poner Co.

C.W.Hendcl, Litt.B.,Ph.D.(Princeton), A.B.Wood, B.A.(McGill), Vice-Prosider 
Chairman of the Department of Sun Life Assurance Co.
Philosophy.

Fred Clarke, M.A.(Oxon.), Professor 
of Education.

J.À. Cooto

L.C.Marsh t B.Sc.(Econ.) (Lond,),F.S.S., 
Director of Unemployment Research.

The Research Programme and its Objectives,
The research programme takes unemployment as the central subject of 

study, not only because of the outstanding social importance of this pro
blem, but also because it is a subject which readily opens up avenues of 
approach along which the various specialists in the social sciences may 
make some contribution. A narrow definition of unemployment, of course, 
^ould clearly defeat this object. The subject is therefore interpreted 
widely. The general programme calls for the study of unemployment as a 
community problem ; and as a subject of which c.g., the problem of current 
unemployment relief is only a part. It would be better to define its 
objectives as "the study of the economic and social conditions which 
i.ttcnd and determine unemployment, and the problems related to it in all 
the various spheres in which thoy arise." The appropriate area of study, 
again, is to be similarly considered. Although it is designed to give 
special attention to Montrer,1 as an area of study, the scope of the 
problem clearly extends far beyond. In some of the first of the projects 
already begun, the analysis or the comparisons made will be Dominion- 
wide* At some later stage it may bo that other subjects can be taken up. 
It, i2 clear, however, that such limits as have been drawn enclose a wide 
field in which there should be no lack of important research problems 
for some while to 
attaehed hereto.

come. A diagrammatic representation of this field is 
(Appendix I).

The details of the research programme need not ho repeated here, but 
its general content nay be indicated. Two Rots of studios of general 
rclovanco, calling for work at first with special relation to Montreal 

: (a) the industries and occupations of the community, and (b ) 
measurements of the character, extent, and incidence of unemployment in
arc

MIM



The mmbor of graduate s*0«“0S?ae1 “”tSo°degreed*

and tiro to the degree of PhD.: all of then nill continue
(Salaried assistants work for various, «onetime

ns occasion

session (19 31-2) tos nine 
M.A. ,
work for a second year.
quite short, periods, being engaged for specific purposes 
d/onands ). In the coning session ( 1932-3 ) this number of gra 
student Assistants will be increased by at least nine more, n^eing a 
total of eight con and possibly twenty students, distributed c <c 
seven social science Departments. These graduates have been rr^n ^ _ 
from McGill to some extent but also from other Canadian Dniycrsi 1CS» 
Hith the now graduate assistants engaged this session, the la or ou 
number the former.

seven

Separate Projects Started. ,- _
L The separate projects started in session 1931-2 are as fo «

The Inst »in.n,J the graduut.
arc working

understanding of the problems of
of course theIncreased knowledge and better 

unemployment and the methods of dealing with then oreee | sg ??-
gramme, but which arc provided for in the cour su 0 u„
active interest of social science departments m rcscarc suitableThe provision of research training for suitable
students, to fit then to undertake independent research in c u ^ > 
is the other. These aims have determined the pnncip e source
of the research. Graduate students are drawn upon as ^ . uherc
of research assistance (though salaried assistai! s arc C_P studentsthe nature of the work better befits this procedure). These students 
arc enabled to proceed to the degree of M.A* (or in some cases, * * 
the M.A. degree however, can be secured only at the end o 1 ' ^.
work (subject to the project and the progress made men mg Director
Graduate research students work under the joint guidance o

in the specific study. Ana,
students and their advisors,

several fields is one.

and a member of t&0 Department concerned 
in general, contacts arc continuous between 
and between the Director and the Departments.

relevance because they arc strategic points of attack, or else specially 
significant in Montreal or Canada". Those so far chosen arc (i) the 
juvenile entrant to industry, (ii) the employment problems of the 
immigrant, (iii) the unskilled labour market, (iv) the unemployment 
problems of particular industries or industrial groups. All these 
to (d) studies of existing organisation - industrial, r 
mental, legal - for dealing with the problems of unemployment, 
when contributing studies in these main fields have multiplied the 
way should be open for considered statements of (e) the avenues of

and solution of unemployment problems. The scheme is one, it
number of separate pieces of research Cc,n 
relation to one another, but without any

social, govern- 
And

remedy
is hoped, into which a large 
be fitted, so as to boar some

limitation of those individual projects.undue

3
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student assistants arc given in each ease, 
detail of these projects is attached (Appendix II)t

A nonornndun giving more

(1 ) The occupational and industrial composition of Montreal 
comparatively considered: Director.

(2) Trends and fluctuations in employment and unemployment 
Montreal and comparative areas since 1921: Director.

(3) Seasonal variations in employment and unemployment in Canada : 
Director.

in
I

(4) Economic and social base-maps of Montreal:
Sociology Dept.

(5) The qualitative character and industrial aptitudes of 
employed as compared with employed groups : Dr. Kellogg, Psychology 
Dept.; Director ; N.W. Morton, M.A.(McGill).

(6) Vocational guidance and juvenile placement in relation to 
school training and the distribution of mental abilities, a study of 
high school boys in Montreal : Dr. Tait, Psychology Dept.: E.C. Webster,
B.A.(McGill).

(7) The permanence of the effect of school teaching and its 
relevance to cnploye„bi lity : a study of unemployed and employed groups :
Dr. Kellogg, Psychology Dept.; Prof. Clarke, Education Dept.; K.E.Norris, 
M.A.(McGill).

(8) The occupational adjustment problems of British immigrants :
Dr. Dawson, Sociology Dept.; Director ; LG.Reynolds,B.A.(Alberta).

(9) British immigrant areas in Montreal in relation to social 
influences bearing on employment adjustment : Dr. Dawson, Sociology 
Dept.; Miss M.E. Enmsdon, B.A.(Western).

(10) Problems of pa.rtio.lly or completely unemployable immigrants 
as revealed by Montreal social agency records : Dr. Dawson, Sociology 
Dept. ; Miss M.H.Da,vidson, B.A, (Western).

(11) Employment and unemployment problems in the rail transport 
industry: Dr. Hemmeon, Economics Dept.•
(McGill).

(12) The employment and unemployment problems of dock and harbour 
labour in Montreal : Dr. Hemmeon, Economics Dept.; Director ;
B.Com., M.A.(Alberta).

(13) Unemployment and unemployment relief in Western Canada :
Hemmeon, Economics Dept.; Director; F.V. Stone, B.A.(McGill).

case of all the graduate students concerned it has been con
sidered desirable to retain them for a second year’s work : on the 
grounds of their showing so far and the worth of their project. 
throe eases at least the indications arc that a third year’s work in 
addition will probably be profitable. The results in each project 
will by no means be equal in range or value, but all promise to produce 
some publishable material, when the time for the consideration of that 
Question arrives.

Director ; Dr. Dr.nson,

un-

G.M. Rountree, B.A.Director;

E.E. Bowker,

Dr.

In the

In

The report upon expenditures has a.lroady been made to your 
Foundation.



fri) The qualitative character and industrial aptitudes^of 
unemployed as compared with employed groups. (Psychology).

A study of selected unemployed groups, by no ans . +ht f^nose as to their comparative literacy, aptitudes, mental
„ , , ’Conncrison of more permanently unemployed, temporarydefects, etc. Comparison o± f , ) „lcricai and commercial

unemployed, and employed groups * ' ' lod nna unslcmod
f h ) technical and artisan groups l c ; io„ sku-luu u.BoïSîon of these foots to ego, race, period unemployed, 

of leaving school, etc.

of tests adapted

groups 
workers, 
mobility-history, ago

(2) Vocational guidance and juvenile ^%cs“fli(iosstSdy°ef 
school training and the distribution of montai abilitios, a study
high school boys in Montreal. (Psychology .

Study of the results of montai tests, cauca“””"\2atiïg on” 
in relation to school ^ «riousjourscs.^^^ basis for

aixxeron * & ^^0^ and choice of
Relation to vocational

• >

chances of success in 
guidance in selection of optional sub joe s 
occupations by now entrants to labour mark 
opportunities for boys of these ages.

school teaching and its role-(3) Tho permanence of the effect of x
vance to employability, (Education, Psycio o^

A study relating to unemployed ^typ^of^School taching,
educational and other tests, of the onoun _rgi^cd after leaving

^^i!laSe^%r:iiCni:^^ rÜ-àoSa^r^r^^s^1^ c.>
in employment. Consideration of (a) whit iuveniles and adults,
low-skilled groups; employed and unemployed g _ 1 ’/ period since
Relation to other factors affecting envoya y, 1 economic status
leaving school, quality of original school tr b
of family, temperamental characteristics, etc).

(4) A study of a selected group of British^ 
to their occupational adjustment. (Sociology ) ♦

immigrants in relation

Occupational history of the immigrants - former ‘ ^ '
skills, status, condition®, etc* Problems involved in r- s 
skills, change of job aud employment conditions, indu 1 e - ’ ~
labour organisation, ct>st of living, working conditions, v, » -> ce
of regular or irregular employment, period of adjustnen . o g ^

igc of job, tftages, status and conditions, on mdi - -nnrmnitv
______ . in rolatjop to degree of adjustment as ncnbcp.JA—5.9 , , '
AThis refers "to the department in which the roscarci nssl° 

taking a higher degree, not to any necessary

family
limitation of subject-

matter.

5 -
RESEARCH PROJECTS ON WHICH GRADUATE STUDENTS 

WORKING (1931-2); OUTLINE OE SCOPE._____Appendix II.
ARE
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(5) A study of the British immigrant areas in Montreal with 

re/orcnce to social influences bearing on their employment adjustment. 
(Sociology),x\

Main areas to which British immigrants migrate or are attracted, 
the presence or absence of social institutions intheir character

these areas aiding or handicapping them in securing livelihood and 
steady employments. Housing, communications, civic amenities, family 
life and social contacts, the attitude of employers, etc. Degree to 
which occupation, wages and expenses condition location and vice versa,

Effective community organisation makes for more satisfactory
Undue localisa- 

How far
and efficient workers, and more stable earning-power, 
tion tends to make for restricted employment opportunities, 
has the British immigrant escaped the difficulties of immigrants of 
other nationalities, and the degree of localisation which characterises 

of them (o.g., the Tews)?some
(6) A comparative survey of the problems of partially or completely 

unemployable immigrants, as revealed by the records of Montreal social 
agencies. (Sociology), x

Study of the statistics and case-histories of selected groups 
of immigrants of different nationalities who have fallen to the care of 
social agencies in Montreal, Their economic and social background, 
reasons for immigration, degree of skill, mobility-history, etc.
Among other things, study should throw some light on relation of 
unemployability to duration of previous period of unemployment or to 
irregularity of employment when at employable age, etc.

(7) Employment and unemployment problems in the rail transport
and C.P.R.industry, as exemplified by the experience of the C.N.R. 

(Economics)?

Tbo modern railway as the source (with its attendant opera
tions) of employment for a very large part of the Canadian working- 
force. Importance also because essentially affected by employment 
conditions specia.1 to Canada, and by fluctuations in business conditions 
in Canada. Various types (occupations, degree of skill, etc), employed. 
Methods of recruitment : differences if any for different grades of

variation in 
The problem of lay- 

Mcthods by which
workers. Problems raised by seasonal fluctuation or 
type of work. Employment and technical changes, 
offs or short-time working in trade depression, 
these problems met, possibly with pre-war and post-war experience^com
pared. Conditions special to railway operation making stabilisation x 
ficult or feasible * Special reference to Montreal but dealing with 
as much of wider aspects as is consistent with efficiency of the re
search .

(8) The employment and unemployment problems of dock labour in 
Montreal. (Economics).

Special characteristicsImportance of dock work in Montreal*
Extent and type of organisation: past

Methods of recruitment, type of
. , to

grain shipments).(o.g
history; amount of unskilled labour.
workers, conditions of work (adjustment of rates, hours, etc

Methods a.nd degree of adjustment to (a ) daily (b )
Movement of workers to ice-free ports in winter;

• 9

port activity, 
seasonal fluctuations.
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ncthods, experience, and degree of success.
(9) Unemployment end unemployment 

(Economics )...
relief in Western Canada.

_ nnfl 1nteroretation of unemployment situation in post-Survey and provinces: employment, unemployment and en-
nar years m the Prairie L -, materials. Seasonal, cyclical
ployment-exchange statist! . -nr oh lens of agricultural and ruraland technical factors. The special problems ol ^ri
roller nfS°ïïSel.îr“ Holla*
employment Relief Act * ministration problems. Farm and migra-
Lot of 1951. Local . lnt'oxchcngcs and Western employment. Intcr- 
tory labour: the employment exenung ^n-n-ritios) of Western fromprobation to brine out differences 
Eo.stern unenploynent end relief problems.

<

%
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Principal and Vice-Chancellor, 
McGill University.

REPORT OF THE PRINCIPAL AND 
VICE-CHANCELLOR OF McGILL 
UNIVERSITY TO THE BOARD OF 
GOVERNORS, DECEMBER 21, 1931.

Mr. Chancellor and Gentlemen:

Before proceeding to detailed consideration of the Agenda, 
it might he of interest if I made a brief report to you concern
ing things which have transpired since our last meeting.

We have to-day elected six new Governors, leaving one va
cancy yet to be filled.

I refer, of course , to the very regrettable death of the 
late Mr. Neill.
we shall miss him. Not only was he the close personal friend 
of all of us, but he was one of the most active and interested 
members of the Board. He rarely missed a meeting and his ad
vice was always much appreciated.
the Finance Committee and a constant attendant at Committee 
meetings. Here he probably rendered his greatest service.
A resolution expressing your regret at his untimely death will 
be placed before you.

It is unnecessary for me to say how greatly

He was also a member of

I join with the Chancellor in extending a cordial welcome 
to the new members of the Board, believing that their presence 
will add greatly to our strength. I look to them to take a 
real interest, not only in the present problems of McGill Uni
versity but in the part which our institution plays in the

and of those studentshigher education of Canadian men and women 
from other lands who have been drawn to McGill because of the 
reputation the University has won during its more than 100 years 
exis tence,

It must be a matter of great satisfaction to you and to 
all the friends of the University that this reputation is fully 
maintained. This statement can easily be subs tant iate^d, but 
this is not the time nor the place to set forth what McGill 
University means to Montreal and to Canada. I venture to. 
assert, however, that no institution in this City is held m 
higher or more universal regard. There may be some, of course, 
who judge every institution solely by its balance sheet, u 
while that test must not be overlooked - and in our case is a

it is not the real test. An appre-cause for grave concern 
ciation of what this city and this country, and even the world

■
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would be without the contribution to human welfare and know
ledge made by this University cannot fail to bring us to the 
conclusion that the investment has been many times worth the
cost.

REGISTRATION..

gÈiEBiiS-
from Europe, Mexico, Alaska, China, tho Havaiin Inlands, 
Newfoundland. There are 375 students at the university hail
ing from 25 other countries and colonies, while at Macdonald

60 s tudonts in this category.College we have

Graduate Enrolment.

You will note that the number of graduate students is 
now 258 or 29 more than last year which witnessed the largest 
enrolment up to that time. In 1906 thoro wore 30 post-graduate 
students hero; in 1920 this had only grown to 4 . 
cent years we have been attracting graduate su e n ® 1 
increasing numbers is one of tho most remarkable the most 
satisfactory developments in all our his o ry. fh t
bachelors graduating from Canadian universities rea 
hero at McGill, in our own country, are men of such me i , 
reputation, scholarship and knowledge that pos gra ua 
studies can bo pursued without going beyond our or ers. 
we consider that almost any good Canadian gradua c c"n g

the Amorican universities, and compare
University, it is a

That in re-

When

scholarship at some of
tho paucity of scholarships at our own 
matter of tho greatest possible satisfaction to no e is 
stantly increasing enrolment. I consider it is the ou s an 
ing testimony to the excellence of the work we are oj.ng.
As an instance of how a distinguished staff builds up 
School I may mention that prior to tho appointment of ro oso 
Fred Clarke in Education there wore no post-graduate students 
in that subject; there are now 17. Again, in recent yoaro 
our Department of Chemistry has drawn to itself a great 'ea 
of attention, and as a result there are 55 graduate studon s 
in Chemistry alone.

a Graduate

Undergraduate Enrolment.

There is not much comment to make concerning tho 
under-graduate enrolment in the different Faculties.

Arts and Science is practically the same as last year, 
and in this Faculty lack of space and shortage of staff make
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it obligatory for us to limit the dumber* 168 applications 
for admission were refused this session, while the raising 
of standards has prevented a great many others from making 
application.

There is a steady increase in the School of Com- 
Despite what some educationists advocate I am quite 

convinced that there is a place for a School of Commerce 
within the University, though I admit there is necessity for 
a revision of courses and a strengthening of staff.

me roe.

It is pleasing to note the increased enrolment 
in the Faculty of Engineering. Showing that we are getting 
over the effects of the great rush of students to Engineer
ing after the War, and the subsequent sharp drop in atten
dance because of the over-crowded condition of the profession, 
and showing also that we are recovering from the effects of 
the addition of a year to the course, which always results, 
at first, in a drop in attendance.

Enrolment in the Faculty of Law remains practically 
the same; as dees enrolment, in Medicine. 
were 615 applications for eatrunoe
were selected fer admission. The 1rogistrat ion in first year
is 96î 19 successful applicants finding themselves unable to 
carry out their plans for a medical course at McGill, 
count of the prevailing depression. The policy of selection 
pursued by the Faculty in recent years has resulted in a 
student body of much higher grade in mental e qhipment and 
personality.

In Medicine there 
and of this number 115

on ac-

In the Faculty of Dentistry, each year has wit
nessed fewer students. The reason for the sharp drop in
recent years would seem to be the addition of two years to 
the course. Dentistry, however, is the only profession in

We have drawn the attentionMontreal not now over-crowded,
of prospective students to this state of affairs, and the 
enrolment in first year this session indicates that we may 
look for an increase from now on.

You will note that the regular undergraduate 
g_nroj.ment shows an increase of 56 over last year.

The increase in what we term "Diploma Students"
is 57.

The registration of undergraduate, post graduate. 
diploma students and partials. which stood at 3440 last year 
now stands at 3622, an increaso of 182.

We neither expect, nor wish for a greater enrol
ment, except in the Graduate Faculty and possibly in the 
Schools of Engineering and Dentistry.
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Extension Courses and Extra Mural_; _or/' k

The figures in Extension Courses are quite interesting. 
There are 421 students taking instruction under the -Commi ttee 
on Extension Studies, while the Department of Extra-Mural 
Relations reports that a further 
attending extra-mural courses and lectures.

9077 men and women aro

The total of 13,119 gives some indication of the
are Drought under the direct educationalnumber of people that 

influence of the University.

FEES.

we can recommendI think the time is approaching when 
an increase in fees, but I do not advocate such action at the 
present time, because of the depression, and because I be
lieve we should further strengthen our staff and provide a 
few very necessary additional facilities before we would be 
justified in raising the fees, already the highest o ny 
university in Canada.

II

STUDENT HEALTH.

I have to report that the health of the students 
has been excellent, and for this due credit must be gj.ven o 
the strict medical examination undergone by each student at 
the time of enrolment, and to the medical service provide 
during the session. This service is furnished by e epar 
ment of Physical Education, assisted by members o 0 acu 1 
of Medicine and Dentistry.

When we can afford it, I should like to recommend the 
purchase of an X-Ray equipment for this Department.

GRANTS FROM PROVINCIAL GOVERNMENT•

With reference to the consideration we have given 
to the necessity of receiving an increased financial grant 
from the Provincial Government, »I would like to give a briex 

of the assistance the University has received from
You all remember

summa ry
that source during the last ten years. 
the special grant of a million dollars to the Campaign Fund 

In the ten years from 1921 to 1931 the University 
has received 0343,800, of which $70,000 is a special grant

Macdonald College

of 1920.

to the School of Commence ($7,000 a year), 
has received $401,765, of which $25,000 is a special grant 
given in the year 1930-31 for special purposes, 
has been continued for 1931-32, and it is out of this grant 

erecting the building for the prosecution of

This amount

that w6 are
research in Parasitology, to which 1 shall make reference later.

mm
m
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$800 ,000 
$275,000 
$137,500

University of Montreal, 
McGill University,
Laval University,

The above amount is the University of Montreal's minimum, and 
does not ensure thorn full development , for which they would 
have to look to other sources.
Tho intervening period would ho used for propaganda purposes. 
The application should not bo made until aftor tho present 
sos sion.

Tho total is not oxcossivo»

5.

Of tho total grant to Macdonald College, $276,875 has been 
given to the School of Agriculture, $14,000 to the Household 
Science School, and $110,890 to tho School for Teachers.

You will recall the statistics given at the last 
meeting of the Board disclosing that Quebec ' s contributions 
to higher education, as compared with those of other 
vinces,are very small, 
tien of the Province and in rocont discussions with the 
Catholic School Board stated that tho University of Montreal 
must be enabled to complete its buildings and given tho help 
necessary for its existence, 
the Province to make any grants this year. 
tax was dropped, and it is doubtful whether the gasoline tax 
will bo enough for prosent requirements. Tho University of 
Montreal has been told that no money will be given this year. 
1Te would only do our own cause harm by making application

pro -
The Premier recognizes the obliga-

It is impossible, howover, for 
Tho proposed boor

now.

Tho situation of tho University of Montreal is that 
they have no funds, that $3 ,000,000 is required to complote 
tho now buildings. It is proposed/that $2,000,000 of this 
bo raised by a bond issue of tho Catholic School Commission;

/ that property in the
Catholic Ecclesiastical Province of Montreal be taxed under 
a now Diocosan tax to bo authorised (this has already been 
approved by a private meeting of bishops) ;

/ that this tax bo used
for paying off tho school loan (this is a now plan and tho 
school and church authorities do not know if it)
A / that tho remaining
yl,000 ,000 be given as a grant by tho Province next y oar.
I would ask you to regard this information as strictly con
fidential, and wo must be 
to it in the press.

;

sure that no rofe ronce is made

Wo have had confidential conferences with the au
thorities of the University of Montreal, and it is recommended 
that wo take joint action and apply next year for an annual 
grant, payable first in 1933-34 , as follows : -

. • ■
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I have made ref orenco to a special grant for .research 
itoloe I believe the proper word is "Helminthology , 

the aturai hi tory and study of parasitic uorirs. I call 
your attention to a memorandum submitted on this sutje , 
from which you will learn the very !r«t losji this oountry 
and every other country suffers because of the presence 
parasites in horses, cattle, sheep, pigs and chic en . 
host qualified to Judge place this loss anywhere ^om 10 to 
35i?; at any rate there is no doubt that millions of 
are lost annually because of this scourge.

in

Tho se

Dean H. Barton 
Dr. H.L.Conklin 
Dr. John L. Todd 
Dr. Robert Newton 
Dr. E.S.xirchibald 
The Director of the Institute

ex-officio 
ex-officio

} The Principal 
Dr. H.M.Tory)

I would ask you to approve of the following as 
Committee to preside over this work : -

a

authorized a grant for 
been received and 

The National Re-
favourable

The Minister of Agriculture
This grant hasbuilding accommodation.

the building is now under construction, 
search Council and the Empire Marketing Board are 
to the establishment of a research institute at vac ona 
College and a grant of $50.000 to be expended over a penou 
of three years has been pledged as a joint contribu ion. 
is the intention of tho Empire Marketing Board to make the 
institute at Macdonald College the research institute m 
this subject for the whole north temperate zone.

11

This is a problem to which Macdonald College has 
given some attention. While our resources were necessarily
limited, information tte invostiga-

enough interest the National Research
Council of Canada, and from that institution receive in a 
vear a grant of $1000. which was continued during 1930 ana 
r*=La iTan along « have realised that we wst have sub- 
stantial resources if the research work . was
a proper basis, and with that end in view ^ . tile
submitted to tho Provincial Minister of —gnic * Roard
National Research Council, and to the empire ■ar

tion.

INSTITUTE OF HELMINTHOLOGY.

I am also submitting a statement which shows, the 
total of gifts and bequests in money to the University during

$3,000 ,000. This is exclusive of contributions resulting 
from the last Campaign.

6 .
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I also ask authority to procure an outstanding man in 
Helminthology who will act as the Director of the Institute, 
and request you to approve of the promotion of Dr. R.L. 
Conklin from Associate Professor in Animal Pathology, to 
a full Professorship, with an increase in salary of $500 per 
annum, the increase to be a charge on the special funds- 
pledged to this work.

SOCIAL SCIENCE RESEARCH

With roforence to this project, for which the Rockefel
ler Foundation are giving us $105,000, spread over 5 years, 
the initial grant of $15,000 has been received. The work 
has boon organized within the University under a Director, 
and this year four Departments - Economics, Sociology, Psy
chology and Education - aro participating. Arrangements are 
being made that the Departments of Medicine and Law shall 
bo g in active participation in the second year.

The programme and its objectives have been approved 
by tho Executive Committee and the Council. Nine graduate 
students have now been secured and are at work upon separate 
projects which fit into the general sc homo. All of them 
will work for at least 2 years (subject to their special 
project and tho progress they make meriting this attention) . 
Eight of them are proceeding to tho degree of M. A., and 
two to tho degree of Ph,D. 
under tho joint guidance of tho Diroctor and a member of 
the Department primarily concerned in tho specific study in 
which each one is engaged. Provision for continuous contact 
be two e n the students and their advisors, and between the 
Diroctor and the Departments concerned, has become tho estab
lished principle and practice.

These students aro working

It is hoped,

to train a number of well educated men and
in tho technique of social and economic 

research, and thus fit thorn tO' undertake the 
direction of research projects on their own 
account ;

inspire tho Departments concerned \'.ith 
greater interos t in rosearc h problems in their 

subjects and to onablo them to make con
tributions which v/e hope will be of value in 
the understanding, and even in the solution of 
social and eco-nomic problems $

(a)
women

(b)

own

to compile and produce balanced and authorita
tive statements dealing with the problems

(o )

a
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under investigation, statements which, will 
be distinct contributions to the understand
ing of these questions which have so much to 
do with the social and economic welfare of 
our people,

GYMNASIUM.

A conference took pla.ce on the 14th of last September 
in the office of Mr. Charles Sise, for the purpose of discus
sing the proposal that the graduates assume responsibility 
for the collection of sufficient funds to erect and endow a 
gymnasium.
Board of Trustees of the Graduates' Endowment Fund, from the 
Executive Committee of the Graduates' Society; Mr. H.M.Ja- 
quays, President of the Graduates’

Paul Sise, Mr. J. W. Ross and the Principal, 
representing the Board of Governors, 
the chair.

There were present representatives from the

Society, and Mr. Glassco,
Secretary; Mr.

Dr. Mart in occupied

The matter was fully discussed and the meeting 
gave general approval to the following considerations:-

1. That the Graduates’ Society be asked to enter 
on a campaign to collect a sum of money for the purpose of 
erecting a gymnasium.

2, That the collections should be confined to gra
duates .

That the campaign should be conducted in such a 
way as not to interfere with any general campaign for funds 
for the University.

3,
Sec ie tyThat for this purpose the Graduates 

should be asked to form a committee on which there should 
be representation from the Boord of Governors, such committee 
to obtain all the information as to (a) the cost of the 
erection of a building; (b) tho sums of money already on 
hand which could be used towards it; and (c) to present a 
definite proposition.

4.

5 » That this committee should deal through the 
Secretary of the University in obtaining any architects’ plans.

That the committee should be asked to ascertain 
if the University is committed to dealing with the firm of 
Hobbs and Hyde, should the erection of a gymnasium be under
taken.

6.

- ’
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COVERED PLAYING FIELD

At tho last meeting we decided that the time was not 
opportune for the erection of a covered playing field at the 
Stadium, hut th't there was no objection to accepting the offer 
of the architects to provide us, gratis, with preliminary 
sketches. I beg to report that this project has been dropped, 
for the present.

PUBLIC SPEAKING
At the last meeting I reported a request from certain 

interested individuals that the University consider the inaugur
ation of a course in Public Speaking.

We are now informed that following a meeting of those 
inheres ted,recently hold in Mr. Frank Common’s office, 
ter will have to be dropped for the present, because sufficient 
guarantees were not forthcoming.

the ma t-

FRBNCH SUMMER SCHOOL.

I would like to report that this School is growing 
'In 1911 there were 82 students.rap idly. 

had 221, This summer we

From Canada, 58, divided as follows : -

The Province of Quebec
Ontario 
New Brunswick 
Nova Scotia 
M anitoba 58

From the United States 
From Hawaii

161
2212

This is the most successful year in the history of the 
Our total fees collected amounted to $26,144.50. 

deducting all expenses wo have a surplus this year from the op
eration of the French Summer School of $3,474.73.

School . After

I
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THE ROCKEFELLER FOUNDATION
61 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

Cable Address:
Rockfound,New York

THE SOCIAL SCIENCES
EDMUND E. DAY, DIRECTOR

January 20, 1932.

Dear Sir Arthur:

I am much disappointed to have missed you when 

you were in the city last Saturday. Unfortunately I had 

head cold at the time and found it unwise to geta severe

I hope I may not be similarly disabled when 

next in New York, for I should like very much to

into the city.

you are

have the pleasure of a chat with you.

Sincerely yours,

Sir Arthur Currie, 
McGill University, 
Montreal, Canada.

EED:FMR

//<U<\
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January 14, 1932.

Dr. Edmund Day,
The Bockefél le r Foundation, 
6l Broadway,
Sew York • N.Ï.

My dear Br. Bay,

I shall be in Sew York in

Saturday next, January l6th, to address the 

members of the National Bepubliean Club 

luncheon meeting, and hope to call at the 

Foundation offices between ten 

the chance that I

at a

and eleven on

may have the pleasure of

seeing you, or some of my other friends there.

V/ith kindest regards.

IEver yours faithfully.

Pri ncl pal

l- -
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McGILL university

REPORT TO ROCKEFELLER FOUNDATION

ON SOCIAL SCIENCES RESEARCH PROJECT

FOR SESSION 1933-4.

This session constitutes the third year of the program
of research into problems of employment and unemployment 

was planned on the basis of the five-year grant made by your
which

Foundation in 1930. As in the previous session, members of

- conomics, Sociology, Psychology, 
education, Industrial Engineering, Law, and Public Health -

the staff of seven departments

have co-operated with the Director in 

This work falls into three branches: (a) 

during the current session, (b) the continuation

started last year, and (c) the preparation of material for 

publication.

work upon the program.

new studies initiated

of studies

New Projects

ihe new studies, numbering seven in all, 

placed under way this
which have been

year are as follows, with the staff members 
in charge, and the names of research assistants appointed for 

these projects given in brackets:

(1) Rationalisation in agriculture: a study of the past 
and present changes in farming technique and their significance 
for Western agriculture. (Prof. Leacock : D.W. Lusher).

(2) Agricultural labour supply in Eastern Canada : 
parative study of the employment afforded by the farm and its

(Director :

a con
sources of labour recruitment in Ontario and Quebec. 
Gr.V. Haythorne ).

(3) The employment problems of the French-Canadian 
in Montreal : a study of the influence of racial and community 
factors upon occupational divergence. (Profs. Hughes, Dawson : 
W.J. Roy).

worker



________
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(4) The unemployment and dependency problems of women 
workers in Montreal. (Profs. Dawson and Marsh : Miss M.E. Aikman).

(5) The occupational aptitudes and mental abilities of 
employed and unemployed women workers in Montreal. (Prof. Kellogg : 
Miss B. Robertson.

(6) The selective function of the educational system : a(Prof.study of promotion and retardation in Montreal schools. 
Clarke : H.F. Hall).

(7) The character and incidence of bankruptcy in Montreal : 
a study of commercial failure and insolvency in selected industries. 
(Profs. Scott and Marsh : H.B. Lande).
Continued Projec ts

Satisfactory progress has been made in the studies (ten in 
number) which were commenced in the session 1932—3, and were

Three or four of thesedescribed in the report for last year. 
will be in reasonably complete form by the end of the session. 
But work will be continued on the others during the summer and
fall, and a few will probably carry over into next year.

in 1934-5) has definitely been pro-
A

further year’s work (i.e 
vided for in three cases : (a) the vocational guidance studies

• »

in Montreal schools (started in 1930-31), (b) the study of un
skilled workers’ employments in the building trades, and (c) 
the survey of the growth and technical character of Montreal 

A summary of all the projects now covered by the 
program is given in Appendix A.
Publication

industries.

The preparation of material for publication has been an 
important part of the work in this session. It will call for a
larger share of the total activity next year, and new projects



_________ _______________________ ________________________________________________________

correspondingly less. The procedure adopted for publication 

Each study is first written up in quasi-thesis 

If it is then approved as suitable for publication, the

is the following.

form.

material is re-written and revised for book form. New material

is added where necessary, and two or more studies may be combined.

separate reading committee (with personnel varying according 

to the subject, but with the Director as common member) is

A

appointed for each monograph.

1‘inal arrangements have now been made with publishers, 

these provide for a Series uniform in format, preceded by an 

introductory monograph on the program as a whole, 

the first set of publications proposed are listed below, and it 

is planned that these will commence to appear early next session. 

Their contents are indicated by the abstracts attached hereto as 

Appendix B.

and

The titles of

I. Employment Research : An Introduction to the McGill
Program.

II. Employment in the Railways : a Study of the Employment 
and Unemployment Problems of the Canadian Railway Systems.

III. Employment in the Port : a Study of Dock and Harbour 
Workers in Montreal.

IV. Unemployment in Western Canada : Unemployment Relief and 
Its Setting in the Prairie Provinces, 1920-34.

V. Seasonal Unemployment in Canada : a Quantitative Analysis.

VI. The British Immigrant in Canada : His Social and Economic
Adjustment.

VII. Occupational Abilities : a Study of the Industrial 
Qualities and Aptitudes of Unemployed Men.



COMPLETE SUMMARY LIST OF RESEARCH PROJECTS.Appendix A.

(The studies are listed here in the order in which they are 

described in the Introduction) :

1. The occupations and industries of the Montreal population, 
comparatively considered (in relation to Canada as a whole and 
to the post-war period)• (Dept* of Social Research : Director)•

The trends of employment and unemployment in Canada
(Dept, of2.

since 1921, with particular reference to Montreal. 
Social Research : Director).

(Dept, of3. The iron and steel industries in Montreal. 
Mechanical Engineering : Prof. Coote ; V.L. Richards).

The cotton textile industry, with particular reference
(Dept, of Mechanical Engineering.4.

to technical development. 
Prof. Coote ; M.M. Hendrick).

5. Employment and unemployment in the Montreal food and
Profs. Hemmeon and Marsh ;(Dept, of Economics.drink industries. 

A. Shecter).

The employment and unemployment problems of the Canadian
Hemmeon ; G.M. Rountree).6.

railways. (Dept, of Economics : Prof.

7. Employment in the Montreal building industry, with
(Dept, of Socialparticular reference to unskilled labour. 

Research : Prof. Marsh ; E.E. Bowker).

The employment and unemployment problems of Montreal
(Dept, of Economics ; Profs. Hemmeon

8.
dock and harbour workers, 
and Marsh ; E.E. Bowker).
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9. The development of Montreal manufacturing industry 
in the post-war period : a statistical and analytical survey. 
(Depts. of Mechanical Engineering and Social Research : Profq 
Coote and Marsh ; G. Clarke),

10. The determinants of industrial localisation 
stability; a study of Montreal industry and trade. 
Mechanical Engineering and Social Research 
Marsh ; D.M. McDonald).

and
(Depts. of 

: Profs. Coote and

11. Seasonal unemployment : a quantitative analysis of 
Research “pron^ehK °a,,aaian (Dept, of Social

12.aïr^eîal^rT^- ^echiniclTEngineerîng
and Social Research : Profs. Coote and Marsh : R.L. Strong).

13. The character and incidence 
(Dept, of Law : Profs. of bankruptcy in Montreal. 

Scott and Marsh ; H.B. Lande).

. Nationalisation and the future of Canadian agriculture. 
. of conomics : Prof. Leacock ; D.W. Lusher).

15. Occupational division of labour and 
problems of the French-Canadian worker in Montreal, 
sociology : Profs. Dawson and Hughes : W.J. Roy).

the employment
(Dept, of

• Agricultural labour supply in Ontario and Quebec, 
of social Research : Prof. Marsh ; G.V. Haythorne).

17. The occupational adjustment problems of British 
immigrants. (Dept, of Sociology : Profs. Dawson and Hughes ; 
L.lt, Beynolds).

*
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18. Areas of British immigrant settlement in Montreal and 
their relation to social adjustment. (Dept. of Sociology : 
Profs. Dawson and Hughes ; Miss M.H. Davidson).

The British immigrant and the social agencies in Montreal. 
(Dept, of Sociology : Profs. Dawson and Hughes ; Miss M.E. Ramsden).

19.

The employment and social adjustment problems of the
(Dept. of Sociology : Profs. Dawson

20.
German immigrant in Canada, 
and Hughes ; A. Moellman).

The employment and social adjustment problems of Slavic
(Dept, of Sociology : Profs. Dawson and Hughes ;

21,
immigrant groups. 
S.W. Mamchur).

22. Comparative standards of living among immigrant groups 
and their relation to social and economic adjustment. (Dept, of 

Profs. Dawson and Hughes ; H,A. Gibbard).Sociology :

23. Vocational guidance and juvenile placement in relation 
to school training and the distribution of mental abilities. 
(Dept, of Psychology : Prof. Tait ; E.C. Webster).

The selective functions of the educational system : a 
study of the factors which promote and retard progress in school. 
(Dept. of Education : Prof. Clarke ; H.F. Hall).

24.

25. The survival of school-taught knowledge in adults, and 
its relation to employability. (Depts. of Education and Psychology : 
Profs. Clarke and Kellogg ; K.E. Norris).

Unemployment and unemployment relief in the Prairie 
Provinces; 1920-34, with particular reference to 1930-33 (Depts. 
of Economics and Social Research : Profs. Hemmeon and Marsh :
F.V. Stone).

26.

27. Occupational abilities and mental traits : a study of 
employed and unemployed male workers. (Dept. of Psychology : 
Prof. Kellogg ; N.W. Morton).

.. \
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28. The physical and medical standards of 
unemployed groups in Montreal.
Dr. Fleming ; C.F. Blackler).

representative (Dept, of Public Health :

29. The unemployment and dependency problems of women 
workers in Montreal. (Dept, of Sociology : Prof. Dawson : 
Miss M. Aikman).

30. Occupational abilities and mental traits : a study
srsr'&sE.r*'" (Dept- °f p-”h°iw =

Methods of recruitment and their relation 
readjustment : a study of selected 
market.

31. to employment
, - groups in the Montreal labour

a m v De5bf* °f i-conomics and Social Research : Profs. Hemmeon and Marsh : P.S. Heiber).

32. The legal status of the (Dept, of_ _ , „ t A wage-earner in Quebec.Law : Profs. Corbett and Scott : G.S. Charlap).

«■■■Hi Wk
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Appendix B:

ABSTRACTS OF FIRST SET
OF PUBLICATIONS.

(Subject to minor revisions).
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EMPLOYMENT RESEARCH î
the McGill Programme of 

Research in the Social Sciences.

An Introduction to

Preface
P.

Acknowledgements P.
List of Tables and Charts in the Text P.
Chapter I. The Heed for Social Research

The growth of science and its relation to modern 
Research in the physical sciences, 
research, 
organ!sation.

life.
Biological and medical 

Social and economicThe social sciences. 
Employment...... P.

Chapter II, Social Sciences Research and the University

The place of research in the University, 
and differentiation of the sciences, 
tegrated social research.
The McGill organisation..

Chapter III. Unemployment : The Scone of the Problem.

Unemployment a complex problem.
Threefold approach to causes.
Related problems, 
of study.,,

Chapter IT.

Special!sation 
The need for in- 

University research councils.
P.

Types of unemployment. 
Unemployment and employment. 

Regional research. Montreal as an area
P.

The Canadian Working Population.

jniiSSS— SsSsSjSks-
industrial and occupational trends.

Chapter V.
Socio-economic maps P.

i—1®_rlluctuations of Trade and Industry.

+hSewSOnalTflUCtUatlons in Canada* The "trade cycle" since 
_e ar. Ifcs phases. Boom-periods and economic maladjustments, 

rost-war international dislocations. Industrial progress 
an ecLnological factors. Relation of these primary causes 
to the programme................ P.
Chapter VI. The Labour Market.

The organisation of the labour market, 
trial engagement and recruitment. 
mobility, 
workers.

Job finding. Indus- 
The "labour reserve" and 

New entrants to employment : immigrants : juvenile 
Personal causes : individual and social factors........... P.



Statistical Appendices
Index.......... .................... ............ .
Appendix A, Summary Tables of Selected Basic

Statistics.................. .
Appendix B. "Greater Montreal"...............

General Index P.

P.Selected Bibliography

P*Summary List of Research Projects

Social data and 
The room

Relations between methods and objectives, 
social research technique, 
for future expansion......

Results and findings.
P.

Chapter X. Methods and Objectives.

Measurement of the extent of unemployment. Unemployment
Occupational abilities and

Employment and
Job-finding by the unemployed.

Western Canada.
Medical factors and health.

relief, 
aptitudes.
unemployment among women.
The legal status of the wage-earner P.

Chapter IX. The Unemployed.

Industrial stabilisation. 
Textiles. Food and drink industries. The

Dock and harbour work. Post-war devel-
Loealisation and industrial stability. 

Industrial technique. Commercial 
Rationalisation in agriculture.........................

Determinant factors in industry. 
Iron and steel.
railways. Building, 
opment of manufacturing. 
Seasonal fluctuations.

P.failures.

Chapter VIII. The demand for Labour.

Occupational "division
Women* s

Composition of the "working-force".
Agricultural labour supply in the East, 

employments. British immigrants in Canada. German immigrants. 
Slavic immigrants. Standards of living. Juvenile vocational 
guidance and education. The "selective process" of the 
educational system. School—taught knowledge and the adult.....

of labour".

P.

Chapter VII. Labour Supply.
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■ loy:i. îit in thl railways •, ----- --------- A Study of the«nploynent and Unemployment Problems 
of the Canadian Railway Systems.

CONTESTS.

Chapter I. Introduction

tlon and’trade8 p°r“on “J* BklU-c^o’p^lBeludeaT^Co^uilee-

ziir^vizizi.rresearch.
Chapter II * The Employment Struoture of the Induwtr^

(a) The working-force. Functions of the occupational 
t.roupo and crafts. Their proportionate importance 
groups. Sources of recruitment.

(b) Trade union organisation, 
affiliations, 
groups.

skill-
„ JA1 . Types of unions and their 
composition of different unions.

Craft- and industrial-unionism in the Unorganised
railways.

Chapter III, Collective Bargaining

The rôle of the trade unions. The determination nr 
rates and working conditions. Methods of nepoti^ïînn
the^Industriul^D? 0!,îtle”ont °f me r.U^. a.d
t e Industrial Disputes Investigation

wage

Act.

Chapter IV. Seasonal Fluctuating.,

moaluîerents of It, Vl™7 operations. "Representative" tîîis in !ln 1 îluctuetions. The "timing" of fluctua
tion** «Îtl divisions of railway work and their causes. Incidence of seasonal unemployment as between groups of workers.

Chapter V, The Business Cyei*

effect of the business 
ment since the war 
1929-33. 
ployment•

oyeie on railway revenue and employ- 
„ . ., * v ol^Kie and ineldenee of cyclical unemployment
Relation between traffic and the incidence 
Part-time working as a palliative. of unem-

mm. H
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Technological Change P.Chapter VI.
Analysis of technological factors In railway employment

Influence of teehnleal Improvementa, motor transport,
The situation today. Possiblesince 1900. 

and railway reorganisation, 
factors in the future.

P.Chapter VII. Wages and Earnings....
Wage-rates, shifts, and earnings, 

and skill-groups. Comparison of earnings of various crafts 
within the industry. Comparison with workers in other Industries. 
Influence of skill differences and trade union organ!eation.

Differences between crafts

11

Chapter VIII. The Mobility of Pallway Labour P.
Seniority. The division of labour. 

Geographical mobility. SeasonalMethods of recruitment.
Craft regulations. Language, 
work. Mobility and unemployment.

The Co-operative Plan in the C.N.B P.Chapter IX.
.R;in of the pi n. Adop 

maintenance f equipm 
mente. Analysis of results.
in

P.Chapter X. Conolualon
Labour and management 

Possible means fo the 
The promotion

The technical and the economic problem, 
in the railways. Future organisation, 
achievement of greater stability of employment, 
of mobility. Planning and amalgamation.

8
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'.:!PLOY. -T IN THE PORT :
Harbour Workere In Montreal.

A Study of Dock end

CONTENTS.

Preface P.
Table of Contents P.
List of Charte and Tables In the Text P.

Chapter I. Introduction p.
Casual labour and unskilled labour, 

the problem of unemployment, 
the Port of Montreal. 
labour.

Their contributions to 
The special characteristics of 

The nature and functions of longshore

Chapter II. The Shipping Industry In Montreal P.
The port and Its work. Management, operation, and control, 

employers (the Shipping Companies), types of shipping and their 
relative importance. Distribution of the working-force.

Chapter III, The Longshore Worker P.
Types of workers.

History of labour organisation in the port. 
Longshoremen’s Union, Other unions.

Functional and racial classifications.
The Syndicated 

Recent developments.

Chapter IV. The Longshore Labeur Market P.
Regular and reserve gangs, 

the padrone system, 
"Calling-on". 
working-conditions.

"Casuals". Coal-trimmers and 
Skilled, semi-skilled, and unskilled workers. 

Contracts and negotiations. Wage-scales and

Chapter V, Earningo and Standards of Living. P.
Records of earnings, 

special gangs.
Comparative standards of living.

Union workers, non-union men, and 
The effect of the labour surplus. Overtime.

Relief,

i V ÿ il



Appendices
(a) Employment and Earnings...
(b) Analysis of Questionnaires
(c) Case histories.........................

p.Chap ter XI. Conclusion. The Pros tec ta

Three Interested parties: the employer, the worker, and the 
public. The problème. Insurance or maintenance for winter un
employment. Lack of governmental interest. The unions, 
can the Industry do?

What

P.Chapter X.

Organised engagement and the reduction of the surplus. 
Methods and sueceas of decasuallsatlon In London and Liverpool, 
Rotterdam, Antwerp, Hamburg, and Italian ports.
Difficulties In Montreal,

Decasuallsatlon

The Seattle plan.

Rationalisation and Technical ChanjL&S P.Chapter IX.

Crop-handling methods In Montreal In comparison with other 
Trimmers, winders, ship’s gear, and transport.

Reasons for limited mechanisation.
ports.
Degree of labour die-placement, 
roepects.

Cyclical Fluctuations : The Trend of Employment.

The shipping Industry and employment In the post-war period.
The factors affecting activity in the 

The casual labour market In the depression.

P.Chapter VIII,

Exports and Imports, 
harbour.

Seasonal Fluctuations P«Chapter YII>

The shipping seasons and their relation to crops, markets, 
Montreal as a thirty-week port. The dock-worker 

Former movement to other ports. The
and customs, 
and the winter season.
farms. Winter work.

Casual Labour ; Its Causes and Effects P.Chapter VI.

Unorganised engagement. Immobility and the "reserve" of dock 
labour. The four main onuses of their maintenance, 
residuary nature of dock labour. Parasitism of dock work, 
and demoralisation. Reaction on the general labour market, 
attitude of the Freneh-Canadian worker.

The
Abuse

The
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UNEM LOYMSKT IK WESTERN CANADA : Unemployment 
Belief and Ite Setting In the Prairie 

Provinces, 1980-34.

Chapter I. Introduction
P.

"he background of the unemployment problem. 
Provinces and their place la the Canadian 
contrast of East and West, 
an agricultural setting.

Chapter II.

The Prairie 
economy. The 

Unemployment and relief
fcvf-:

measures in

The_EeonoHe Character of the Prairie Proving P.mmssmmm
Chapter III* Occupations and Industries

Rural and urban proportions in the 
groups, 
workers. 
population.

Chapter IV.

,M-ioui tuvfli86nî?ïl0yne£î aad une”tPloyment since the War. 
Agricultural activity. The difference between Industries.
employment opportunities in the West as revealed by the work of
HUllm 5erVlce‘ Placements by the Employmentmarket?* ^ effectiveness of the organisation of the labour

Chapter V.

r predominating Influence of agriculture. Weather as a
-î n — «r,«v Bfas°nal importance. Construction. Seasonal fluctuations 

bUmïnesS’ MlalnG and logging, the two main winter 
industilea. The measurement of seeeonel fluctuations by various 
indices. Possibilities of seasonal "dove-tailing".

Chapter vI. TheJCncldence of Unemployment in the West la 1931.............

Possibly: a chapter analysing the facts of unemployment In the 
three rovlnces and the main cities as measured by the 1931 Census).

P.

Occupational trends since 1921. e

The Labour Market Since tha War P.

Seasonal Unemnl Bymm P.
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Chapter VII. Unemployment Relief 3efore 1929 P.
Early history. First charitable organisations. Unemployment 

in 1907-8. Belief policy in 1913-14. 
participation in 1914-15.
Act 1918.

Provincial Government 
The Employment Service Co-ordination 

Liberal Government policy, 1921-89.

Chapter VIII. Unemployment Belief in the Depression P.
The Unemployment Relief Act of 1930.

Farm Relief Act of 1931,
Saskatchewan Relief Commission.
Provincial commissions for the care of single unemployed

Chapter IX. Public Works................................

The Unemployment and 
Changes in policy in 1932. The

The farm placement scheme.
men.

P.
The case for public works. Government regulations, 

character and costs of relief works.
Rotation of workers. Merits and limitations of relief work 
programmes.

The
ethods of selecting workers.

Chapter X. Direct Relief (a) Families. .•••••............ .

Administration and organisation. Eligibility rules. Methods
Scales of relief provision for elothing. 
Costs.

P.

of lssuin : relief. 
Numbers on relief.

Chapter XI,

The special problem of the single men in the West. Eligibility 
rules and the transient. . xceseive mobility. Community kitchens, 
work camps, farm placements. Numbers on relief and costs. 
Centralised administration through provincial commissions.

Chapter XU.

The ease for farm settlement. Financial arrangements and ad
ministrative organisation. Selection of families. Available 
lands, bucoeee of the scheme. Its limitations.

Chapter XIII. Summary and Conclusion*.

Direct Relief (b) Single Men P.

Farm Settlement p.

P.
Seasonal and cyclical fluctuations in employment. g

changes In agriculture. The poaition of unskilled workers, 
e^cios of rclinfMary unemployment. The adequacies and inad-
place of public works in the relief programme The "back-to-the-land" 
movement in relation to the problem as a whoi
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SEASONAL UNEMPLOYMENT: A Quantitative 
Analysis of Seasonal Fluctuations in 

Canadian Employment.

Preface P.
Table of Contents p.

List of Tables and Charts in the Text P.
Chapter I. Introduction P«

Reasons for the study. The universality of seasonal variation 
in Canada. Climatic and economic factors. Their significance in 
the labour market. Variation between industries, regions, and 
groups of workers.

Chapter II. The Causes of Seasonal fluctuation P«
Agricultural seasons, v/eather and temperature obstacles. 

Habits and customs in the market for consumers' goods, 
"Derived" seasonality. Types of seasonal unemployment.

Chapter III. The Basis of Measurement................. . P.
Means of measuring the seasonal factor in the labour market. 

"Normal" seasonal indices, 
their interpretation and combination.

: epreoentativeness of available indices ;
Supplementary information.

Chapter IV, Tbe Total "Weight" of Seasonal Unemployment p.

The working-force liable to seasonal unemployment. The average 
burden and its distribution in practice. Agriculture and the 
extractive industries. Other industries. Skilled and organised 
workers. Unskilled workers.

Chapter V. The Incidence of Seasonality: Differences between
Industries P.

Production, marketing, and employment, 
divisions of economic activity, 
industries, manufacture, trade, services, etc.

Chapter VI,

Major industrial 
Component groups in the extractive

The "Timing" of Seasonal Change P.

Seasons and the labour market. Seasonal!ty "types"• 
Agriculture. Manufactures. Other industries.

m
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Statistical Tables 
Appendices........
Bibliography.....

Adaptation,ij,.»t.,eanaa™n.mpl=^.nt.ainnev.n *%"££**
Winter construction. Unemployment Insurance.seasonality.

stabilisation.

and Conclusions: The Remedying of 
Seasonal instability.............. .
SummaryChapter IX. P.

The active and inactive seasons. 
The winter problem.Maximum and minimum months. 

Dovetailing and mobility.

MainGeneral measurements.
Other industries. The relative "weight'* 

Unskilled labour.
Differences as between areas, 

industrial employments, 
of seasonal employments compared.
Chapter vm. The Sequence of Seasonal Fluctuation P«

Regional Incidence i Seasonal Employments 
In Montreal.... ....................Chapter VII. P*
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THE BRITISH IMMIGRANT IN CANADA l Hi a
Economic and Social Adjustment.

Section A* Selective and Distributive Factors in British Immigration
to Canada,

The Nature of MigrationChapter I. P«
The "practical" reasons for interest in immigration.

The review and co
introduction.

The sociological approach to the subject, 
ordination of existing immigration theory.

Chap ter II. Trends in British Immigration dnoe 1900 P*
The volume and occupational composition of the British immigrant

TheStatistical and descriptive analysis.stream since ItOO. 
factors in Britain and Canada responsible for the selection of 
immigrants.

Chapter III. The Regional Distribution of the Immigrant P.
The factors distributing the immigrant flow to different regions 

in Canada. The part which British Immigration has played in the 
upbuilding of population in each of these regions. The inter- 
provincial drift of immigrants after arriial in Canada (Immigration 
Department and Census data). The factors which have attracted and 
selected British immigrants to Montreal.

Segregation Within the Metropolitan Framework,Section B.

Chapter IV. Areas of British Immigrant Residence in Montreal....
The development of "immigrant" areas in relation to the growth 

of Greater Montreal. Waves of British immigration and their port 
in the settlement and extension of the city. The major present- 
day British areas - Verdun, Point St. Charles, Rosenount, Maisonneuve, 
and Notre Dame de Graces. The factors making for British segregation 
and tho characteristics of the immigrant communities.

The Occupational Rôle of the British Immigrant

p.

Chapter V.

The occupational segregation of the immigrant, in relation to 
the growth of Montreal industry. Occupational and residential

The present occupational distribution of the Britisher
Relations between the British and 

the native-born worker in factory, trade union, etc.

P.

segregation, 
and the factors maintaining it.
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The Initial Adjustment to Canadian Conditions,Section C.

The Search for EmploientChapter VI»

The main factors conditioning the initial occupational adjustment 
of the immigrant: hie own occupational background, and the organ
isation of the Montreal labour market. The channele of immigrant 
entry to local industry. The problème of initial employment 
adjustment.

P.

■

Chapter VII. Establishing a Home P.

The influence of financial resources in setting up a home.
The time necessary for stable residential adjustment, 
of skill-grade and degree of occupational "success" to the process 
of residential adjustment.

Chapter VIII.

The relation

■ ]
Participation in Neighbourhood and Community Life P*

Their re-The cultural heritages of the British immigrant, 
tentlon and dissipation. Their expression during the first years 
in Canada. The factors isolating the immigrant from the larger 
community. Informal neighbourhood li e in the new environment of 
the immigrant.

The Later Stades of the Adjustment Process,.Section D.

Trend a In Occupational Status and Salary P.Chapter IX,

Progress in salary and occupational status, and its relation to 
period of residence. Distinction between skill-grades. Occupational 
mobility, unemployment, and other indices of adjustment. The 
conditions of occupational "success". Relations with fellow-workers 
in shop and union.

Budgets and Expenditure P»Chapter X,

The Immigrant family budget. The proportionnent of expenditures 
as family Income increases. Salary trends and changes in the 
family’s mode of life.

Trends in Social ParticipationChapter XI,

The growth of institutional affiliations with Increasing period 
of residence. The rôle of religious institutions in immigrant adjust
ment. Other institutions within and without the immigrant group. The 
loss of cultural and other primary heritages. The interrelation of 
occupational, residentail, and cultural adjustment.
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The IlGlaO.iuated - Who. Why, and HowlSection B.

Unemployment and Codai Dependency Among 
British Immigrante»............... .........

Chapter XII «
P.

Unemployment among the British in "normal" and "depression"
Comparison with native-born workers. The social agencies

The place of British immigrants 
in the case-load of the agencies, and the relative incidence of 
dependency.

Chapter XIII. The Natural History of Immigrant Maladjustment...............

The types of immigrant "failures", The conditioning factors 
in personal backgrounds and the Canadian environment. Stages in 
the process of becoming soelal dependents.

:
periods.
on which depdndent immigrants fall. s

P.

Section F. Conclusion.

The Subjective Aspects of Migration.......... ..............

Description and illustration of the immigration process. 
The experience of selected immigrants and immigrant families. 
The life historiée of immigrant "types".

P.Chapter XIV.

nummary and ConclusionsChapter XV.

The experience of British immigrants in Canada in recent decades. 
The conditions of successful immigration. Recommendations for 
Canadian immigration policy,

P«
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THE INDUSTRIAL QUALITIES OF THU UNEMPLOYED ;________ ______ A Study
of Occupational Abilities and Aptitudes of Unemployed 

Workers in Montreal.

COMTEK TS

Preface P.

Table of Contente P-

List of Tables and Charts in the Text P •

Chapter I. Introduction P.

Purposes of the study* The comparative character of the con
temporary group of Montreal unemployed. Experimental research 
in techniques of occupational classification and analysis. Just
ification of such research, and discussion of its long-term 
objectives.

Chapter II. The Measurement of Industrial ualities P.

Psychological tests, their history and validity. Theories of 
the interrelation and distribution of abilities and traits. The 
use of tests in vocational guidance and selection. Previous and 
contemporary use in the study of unemployed workers and in occupa
tional classification and analysis. Immediate objectives and 
viewpoints of present research. Description of questionnaires 
and tests used.

Chapter III. The Background and Procedures of the Present
Research P.

Distribution of workers in Montreal by aqe, nationality, 
occupational groupings, etc. Nature of the unemployed groups. 
Sources of data and methods of handling and testing. The problems 
of sampling, representation, and comparison.

Chapter IV. The Nature of the Traits Measured P.

Intercorrelations of tests. Analysis of component factors. 
Interrelationship and overlapping of variables, etc.

Chapter V, -^e..Comparative Character of the Source Groups,
and the Distribution of Abilities................................ P*

Tabular comparison of source-groups of unemployed. 
the adequacy of sampling, 
among the unemployed.

Study of
Discussion of the distribution of traits 

Conclusions on the basis of the present data.
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Appendices:
A. eview of Literature on Occupational Classification and

Related Topics...........................................................................................
• The Barr-Type Scales and Test Scores.................................XX
. Statistical Methods.....................................................................................
« Distribution of Test Scores.......... ....................... .....................

Bibliography P.

Summary.
research.

Implications and conclusions. Problems for further

Chapter XII. general Conclusions: Outlook for Further Rese arch .p.• •

relative characters of workers distinguished by immigration 
sources and periods. Relationship to immigration policy, 
Industrial and economic factors, etc.

Chapter XI, Immigration and Induetrial 'uallty P.

Chapter X. The Comparative Character of Relief and Non-Relief 
Groups................................ . . . .--------------- ------------------- ------- P.

Study of age, education, and recency of employment in 
relation to test data. Analysis by correlation, 
comparison of matched groups, 
groups.

Analysis by 
differences between occupational

Chapter IX, .è£S.jl_A.ion and Employment in Relation to 
Character Traits.......... ..777T7,7*1777#777.”77 P«

[ ■ C -3si t'j oi adequate samples. Question of trade 
standards and nononclature. The use of pspchographic and 
statistical methods as complementary procedures. Comparison 
of certain specific occupations.

Chapter Till, The Differentiation of Specific Occupations »........p.

The nature and use of methods of occupational grouping. 
Explanation of the occupational scale adopted. | 
and validity of trait-differences for occupational

The character
groups.

Chapter VII. The Comparison of Occupational Groupe Among 
the Unemployed........................... ....................  ~7Z P.

The testing of employed workers. Nature of the groups seeured, 
and comparison with unemployed. Similarities and differences 
in the light of their etatistloal significance. The question 
of sampling in relation to such comparisons.

Chapter VI. Control Groups of Employed Workers in Relation 
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THE ROCKEFELLER FOUNDATION
61 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

CABLE ADDRESS:

Rockfound, New York

THE SOCIAL SCIENCES
EDMUND E. DAY, DIRECTOR

July 11, 1935

My dear Sir Arthur:
In Mr. Day’s absence from the country 

permit me to acknowledge and thank you for your 

letter of July 10th enclosing a report on the 

Social Science Research Project at McGill Uni-

This has been passed on to Miss Walker, 

the Associate Director of the Social Sciences, 

and will be brought to Mr. Day’s attention upon 

his return to the office.

I

versity.

Very truly yours,
. zO

Secretary to Mr. Day

Sir Arthur Currie 
McGill University 
Montreal, Canada

JMP

L it'mpm
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July 10, 1933.

Ei. K. s. n,Te
Director, Social Sciences Division 
The Rockefeller Foundation. *
61 Broadway, New York*

My dear Dr. Day,

î aave the honour to subnit
herewith a report 

jeet at McGill University
on the Social Science research pre

fer the Session 1932-33.

Ever yours faithfully.

I

Brine ipal

r

i i

\®§

__________________ ;___________
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McGILL UNIVERSITY

REPORT TO ROCKEFELLER FOUNDATION
ON SOCIAL SCIENCES RESEARCH PROJECT 

FOR SESSION 1932-3.

Two years1 work ha» now bean done on the research 
programme initiated in 1930 and planned on the basis of 
the five-year grant from your Foundation. The general 
outlines of this programme were set out in the first report (19ol—2), as were the arrangements under which 
the research was proceeding. This programme has been 
devised so as to permit a number of related studies to 
proceed simultaneously in different fields of specialised 
knowledge (the social science "departments"). At McGill, 
these studies have been related to the central subjects 
of employment and unemployment, and will build up as they 
are completed what is in effect a many-sided survey of 
bue labour market" in its widest sense, with particular 
reference to Montreal but with a Dominion-wide background.

In scope at least, this programme is now near its 
maximum. The departments of the University now cooperating 
in the research are seven in number - Economics, Sociology, 
Psychology, Education, Industrial Engineering, Law, and 
Public Health. To the twelve "contributory" studies started 
in the first year, ten mere added last year; and another 
eight are projected for next session. Some of the first of 
these are now completed though on others a third year's work 
is called for. While there is no lack of research subjects 
calling for attention, and therefore of new contributory 
projects which might be started, the completion of those 
now planned will comprise the bulk of the work of the 
suing two years if the objectives of a rounded-off programme 
and a balanced assessment of its results are to be kept before 
us. New projects will be confined therefore to studies 
specially needed for this purpose or arising directly from 
work in progress.

en-
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started last sessionThe _work has now been done are listed below 
in charge and the name of the graduate 
ease. A 
further

of on,work

(1933-3) on which one year’s 
, specifying the professors 
student assistant in each 
in 1930-1 and in which a 
given in last year’s

report.

m . :

1

: ;"0:1

in the iron and steel trades in 
Director, Prof. Coote,(l) Employment stabilisation | 

(Industrial Engineering).Montreal.
Y.L. Richards, B.Sc. (Queens).

(2) Employment and unemployment problems of the couton 
textile trades in Montreal, with particular reference to the in
fluences of technical development. (Industrial Engineering). 
Director, Prof. Coote, M. Hendrick, B.A.Sc. (Toronto).

(3) Employment and unemployment problems of the food and 
drink trades, (Economics). Director, Prof, Hemmeon, A. Sheerer, 
B.A. (McGill).

________________________________________________________________________________________________

— 2 —

With some of the first contributory studies in reasonably

should follow have been considered both by the Exeeutlve Committee 
and the Council (See Appendix), and a uniform aeries preceded by 
an introductory monograph on the programme as a whole, ie favoured.

Graduate atudeuts, working under the Joint guidance of the 
Director and of one or more professors in the Department most 
concerned, have continued to be the chief source of research 
assistance, though salaried assistants have also been employed 
for some parts of the work. It is not xmimportant to mention 
that these graduate assistants have been enabled to acquire a 
special and superior research braining! and that it has been the 
uniform experience that these opportunities have attracted the 
best type of research-student. It is one of the direct benefits 
flowing from the grant that such men, most likely to profit irem 
research training and contact with staff members, can be retainer 
for periods of more than one year. The number of graduate students 
acting as research assistants for this programme will comprise 
twenty in all as from next session, half of them being graduaoes o 
other universities than McGill.

« ■
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These are studies in. continuation of the analytical 
survey of the main industrial gfoups of Montreal in their 
Canadian background. Their organisation and scale of operation, 
technical and marketing conditions, typos of workers employed 
and methods of recruitment, influence of seasonal and cyclical 
fluctuations, possibilities and difficulties of stabilisation, 
etc. form the content of the studies.

(4) The employment and social adjustment problem of the 
Slavic immigrant groups. (Sociology).
Hughes, S.W. Mamchur, B.A. (Saak,).

(5) The employment and social adjustment problems of 
the Germanic and Scandinavian immigrant groups.
Prof. Dawson, Prof. Hughes, A. Moellnan, B.A. (Sask.)

;
Prof. Dawson, Prof.

(Sociology).

(6) Comparative standards of living among divergent 
immigrant groups and their relation to employment adjustment. 
(Sociology). Prof. Dawson, Prof. Hughes, H.A. Gibbard, B.A. 
(U.B.C.).

These studies continue the research into the problems 
of the variouo immigrant groups (including the British 
immigrants) who fora an important part of the Canadian labour 
supply. Immigration agencies, fields of employment, areas of 
eèttlement, degree of adaptation, special difficulties of 
immigrant groups, are among the matters investigated. A 
feature of the studies of the non-British immigrant has been 
the oocurance of graduate assistants whose racial background 
or knowledge of languages assists them in their work.

(7) The Montreal labour market and the problems of employ
ment readjustment. (Economics). Director, Prof. Hemneon,
S«P. Heiber, B.Com. (Toronto).

(8) The legal status of the employed and unemployed wage- 
earners in (;uebee, and its social and economic implications. (Law). Prof. Scott, Director, G.S. Charlap, B.C.L. (McGill), 
M.S. (Columbia).

These studies are intended to throw light on certain 
special aspects of the Montreal labour market which cannot be 
studied through the medium of single industries or labour 
groups. They are studies of (a) the agencies, methods, and 
degree of organisation for securing jobs, the employment 
histories of representative groups of workers before and 
since 1929, etc: and of (b) the legal position of the wage- 
earner in relation to the contract of employment, wages, 
organisation, types and incidence of industrial risks, etc 
respectively. • »
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(9) The technical development of Montreal industries. 
(Industrial Engineering). Prof. Coote, Director.

A survey of the technical character of the main industries 
of Montreal, relative of labour and machinery employed, factors 
affecting labour displacement, eta. This is the first of a set 
of studies which will examine the characteristics and growth 
of industry in Montreal, more particularly since the war, with 
the object of throwing light on the trends of the labour market 
from the demand side, their relative importance as sources of demand, 
their use of equipment and power, their degree of stability, etc.

(10) A comparative study of the physical and medical standards 
of the unemployed. (Public Health). Prof. Fleming, Director,
O.F. Blackler, M.D.

A study involving the medical examination of selected unemployed 
groups and the assessment of their health and physique, etc., in 
comparison with employed groups. This is intended to bear relation 
to various direct studies of the unemployed which are being made 
from other points of view (e.g their occupational abilities)i •• »

In Appendix I is given for convenience a summary list of all the 
contributory projects of the programme to date.
(a) studies on which two years work has been done, dealt with in 
last year’s report to your Foundation, and (b) studies on which one 
year’s work has been done, annotated above.

Appendix II contains extracts from the minutes of meetings of 
the Executive Committee and the Social Research Council which servo 
to explain the plan which is proposed for publication.

This includes

The report upon expenditures has already been made to your 
Foundation.



Appendix I. SUMMARY LIST Qjj- ALL CONTRIBUTORY PROJECTS TO DATE.

>
A. Begun 1931-2.

1. Social sciences research and the McGill (An introductory monograph to commence the series). programme.

c.. Tue trends of employment and unemployment in Canada 
since 1921, and their relation to the present problem of un
employment in Montreal,

3. The occupations and industries of the Montreal
population.

4, ihe employment and unemployment problems 
Canadian railways. of the

The employment and unemployment problems 
ur labour in Montreal,

G. The problem of seasonal unemployment:

of dockand

a quantitativeanalysis.
7. bnemployment and unemployment relief in WesternCanada,

The occupational and industrial 
unemployed in Montreal.

9. Juvenile vocational guidance in Montreal

8. abilities of the

schools.
10. The occupational adjustment problems of British 

igrants.
11.. British immigrant settlement in Montreal and the

miiuence of social adjustment: a study of Verdun.
Tne character of British immigrant dependency 

revealed by Montreal social
B, Begun 1932-3.

13. The employment and unemployment problems of the 
cotton textile trades,

Employment stabilisation in the iron and steel trades.

12. asagency records.

14.
15.

drink trades.Employment and unemployment problems of the food and

5%

* Sxcepting the first-named.

______
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Tlie employment and social adjustment problems of16.
the Germanic and Scandinavian immigrant groups.

The employment and social adjustment problems of 
the Slavic immigrant groups.

18. Comparative standards of living among divergent 
immigrant groups, and their relation to employment adjustment.

19. Methods of engagement in the Montreal labour market 
and their relation to the problem of employment readjustment.

20. The legal status of the employed and unemployed 
wage-earner in Quebec, and its social and economic implications.

2 • The technical character of Montreal industries: a

17.

survey
22. A comparative study of the physical and medical 

standards of the unemployed.

%

6
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Appendix II. NOTES GIT PUBLIC ATI OK PROPOSALS.

(1) Meeting of Executive Committee Feb. 14th (1953).

"Detailed consideration was given to the tentative scheme 
for first publications, on the basis of a memorandum, submitted 
by the Director. As a result of this discussion, the following 
were agreed upon:

(a) This scheme of publication was approved in principle.
(b) The Director would be more directly responsible for 

four among the first projects to be completed. (numbers 1,2,3 
and 6 in Appendix I}.Z The other studies, being based on 
graduate theses, would raise questions of editorship, etc., 
which could be taken up again when some of these theses were 
available.

(e) The outline of studies intended for publication would 
be considered in detail by the Executive Qommittee,

{d} Each study to be submitted to the Council for approval 
as to publication.

(e) Uniformity of format to be preserved as far as possible, 
though the size (number of pages) might of course vary within a 
wide range, ilonographa to be published under some such heading as 
"McGill University: Social Research Studies" (Rockefeller Grant
to be mentioned if considered desirable).

(f) A suitable sum to be set aside in the budget to cover 
costs of first publications.

(g) Negotiations with publishers, and other related matters, 
are not called for until some of these studies are in typescript 
and in a form sufficiently near completion to indicate number of 
pages, other considerations of costs, etc.

The Director intimated his intention of working on part of 
this programme during the coming summer and fall."
(2) Meeting of May 9th (1933).

" A list of studies which would be completed in thesis- 
form or its equivalent for consideration next term, was submitted 
to the Committee. This comprised a total of eleven studies (not 
necessarily implying eleven separate publications).

On discussion, it was agreed that the question of preparing 
this material for publication should be taken up by the Director 
in consultation with the representatives of Departments concerned 
as the first business of next term. Part of this preparation would 
also be the seeking of comment and suggestion from other persons or 
bodies outside the University, (many of whom have already given 
assistance) whose cooperation would be valuable. The extent to
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which the material in thesis-form should be available to such 
personsthe Council wishes to make any recommendation cn this point.” 
(3) Meeting of Social Kesearoh Council. May 29th,

to be loft to the discretion of the Director, unless

1031
« A number of points relating to publication were raised 

It was reemphasised that the representativesand discussed.of departments and the Director would be active participants 
in orsparing material for publication. The point was raised 
as to whether there might be some difference bo two on. the 
find!nra presented in the theses and in the final publication.
It was pointed out that there is very little likelihood of this 
occuring since the contacts between professors and students 
in this particular research had boon too closot those particular 
theses were not properly to be regarded as on all fours wioh 
others presented by tho ordinary graduate student.

The attestions wore also raised of (a) how far the studies 
were to embody definite recommendations, (b) if, and when, a con
cluding summary report was to be contemplated. It was agreed 
that no far-reaching recommendations were to be expected in con
stituent studies; and that the question of a summary report nightIn the majority of tho studies,

■

-y»! reasonably be reserved pro tea, moreover, the primary emphasis would certainly be upon fact-finding 
rather than upon recommendations.

On discussion of the extent to which Council members would 
be able and willing to read the studies before publication, it 
was agreed that those studies should be so available; the Director, 
however, stated that he proposed to circulate at a later date 
summary statements of each study, if possible before the next 
Council mooting. This proposal was wolcomod by the Council.

Doan Corbett suggested that if necessary a special ublications 
Committoo might bo appointed (not necessarily with tho sane popscarol 
as tho Executive Committee) with the function of ponding and reporting 
upon studies before thoir publication.

The Council approved of the proposal that the Director should 
undertake come tentative negotiations with publishers in the fall 
with a view to ascertaining the probable cost (and other related 
matters) of publishing research studies in various forms; to report 
to the Council at some later date."

• ' • J
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SOCIAL SCIENCES RESEARCH

The social sciences research work at McGill enters next 
session on the third year of the five-year programme which 
was made possible when a grant was received from the Rockefeller 
Foundation in 1930.
to permit a number of related studies to proceed simultaneously 
in the different fields of specialised knowledge which constitute 
the social science departments'1* In the current programme 
these studies have been related to the central subjects of 
employment and unemployment, and will build up as they are 
completed what is in effect a many-sided survey of the "labour 
market" in its widest sense, with particular reference to 
Montreal but with a Dominion-wfcde background.

The research is not confined to any one of the branches 
of social science, though economics and sociology, of course, 
have special relation to the subjects of study. The work now 
being done, however, represents the cooperation of members 
of the staff, assisted by graduate students and others, in 
seven Departments of the University - those of Economics,
Sociology, Psychology, Education, Industrial Engineering, Law, 
and Public Health* Eleven contributory projects were sponsored 
in the first year of the programme, and ten more added to 
these last year* Next year probably another eight detailed 
studios will be started, thereby completing the arrangements for 
the main constituents of the programme. These projects are 
coordinated through the Department of Social Research, and the 
general programme is in the charge of Prof. L.C. Marsh.

In broad terns, the seheme of the McGill research involves . 
a survey of the industries and occupations, and the trends of 
eaplo; in Montreal and in Canada generally. It aims a
completing studies in detail of the major industries, their 
employment problems and possibilities of stabilisation on the 
one hand; and the sources of labour supply, particularly from 
the schools and from immigrant stocks, on the other* A survey 
of the unemployed groups themselves from many angles and of 
relief organisation generally is also part of the work. And 
there is a wide range of special probiens or studies contributory

This programno has boon devised so as
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to these main line# of research, called for In addition» T e 
potential range of th/ese subjects Is of course extremely wide, 
and If for this reason that a number of the studios being 
pursued hava boon designed to have special reference only to 
Moat real.,- ,y

Clearly the results of such a task cannot be expected In 
â hurry. It is hoped however, that the first material for 
publication will bU completed next session. The exact form of 
publication has not yet been decided upon, but pi; ns are under 
discussion. It is expected that a* introductory monograph 
by the Director on the program e as a whole will precede such 
other studios as are published»

<:>
XX

X
It may be said In advance that they will not yield the 

remedy for the depression"» They represent a stock-taking, 
perhaps a diagnosis, rather than the prescription curve- 
The present depression, in eny case, lias Its roets in Intern? ,-i<>iic 1, 
not merely Canadian causes, and is the resultant of events 
belonging to at least the last ten years. The research ot e. ill 
is looking to the problems of employ: .ent and unemployment which are not epeeial to depression periods, though of course the 
influence of the present doproealon touches all of them. There 
ax*o man,, phases of ^tiie labour market which car be 
Improved whether the cycle of business Is upward or dcwnwc.ro, 
and it is the impartial fact-finding which ic the necessary basis 
of such improvement which is the contribution of this research.

(6) Unemployment and unemployment relief in estera Canada.

(5) The problem of seasonal unemployment: a quantitative
analysis.

(4) The employment and unemployment problems of dock and 
harbour labour in Montreal»

(3) The employment and unemployment problems of the Canadian
railways.

(2) The occupations and industries of the Montreal population.

(l) The trends of employment and unemployment in vanada 
since 1921, and their relation to the present problem of un
employment in Montreal.

A list of the projects started at the beginning of the 
work, and during last session respectively, are given below.
It is on some of the studios in the first group which are now 
approaching completion that publications are likely to be based.

%

.
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(7) The occupational and Industrial abilities of the 
unemployed in Montreal.

(8) Juvenile vocational guidance in Montreal schools.
(9) The occupational adjustment nroblens of British

immigrante.
(10) British immigrant settlement in îontreal end the 

influence of social adjustment: a study of Verdun.
(11) The character of British immigrant dependency as 

revealed by Montreal social agency records.
The studies in continuation of this programme which 

woïo started last session were as follow.
{1} The Employment and unemployment problems e cot

textile trades.
(?,) Employment stabilisation in tho iron and steel trades.
(U) Employment and unemployment problems of the food and 

drink trades.
(4) The employment and social adjustment problems of the 

Germanic and Scandinavian immigrant groups.
(ü) Tho employment and social adjustment problems of the 

Slavic Immigrant groups»
(6) Comparative standards of living among divergent 

immigrant croupe, and their rolation to employment adjustment.
(7) Methods of engagement in the Montreal labour market and 

their relation to the problem of employment readjustment.
(8) The legal status of the employed and unemployed wage- 

earner in Quebec, and its social and economic implications.
(9) The technical character of Montreal industries: a

survey.
(10) A comparative study of the physical and medical standards 

of the unemployed.
Finally, among the studies remaining to be started and which 

It is hoped will be undertaken next session, are the following.
(1) The problems of tho unemployed woman and the work of the 

women’s agencies.

^1
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(2) An occupational study of employed and unemployed women»
(3) Dependency problems and the social agencies in the 

yrench-Cimadian community in liant real.
(4) The character of manufacturing-industry development 

in Montreal since tho wan a survey »
(5) fnie localisation and stability of trade and industry 

in Montreal»
(6) The legal and economic aspects of business failures, 

their causes and effects.
(?) Machiaory and improved technique in agriculture; the 

effects on costs> labour—displacement, and agricultural lixe*

_________________
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THE ROCKEFELLER FOUNDATION
61 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

THE SOCIAL SCIENCES
EDMUND E. DAY, DIRECTOR

Cable Address:
Rockfound, New York

October 26, 1952.

My dear Sir Arthur;

Your letter of October 25th, together with the 
enclosed report on research in the social sciences at McGill 

University during the year 1951—32, has been received in Mr.

Day's absence. Mr. Day sailed last week for Geneva to represent 

the United States on the committee preparing the agenda for 

the World Economic Conference. There is a possibility that he 
may return to this country late in November for a week or two, 

but because of the uncertainty of his plans, we are not counting 

definitely on his being in the office before Christmas.

Your letter and report will, of course, be brought 
to Mr. Day's attention upon his return. I am sure he will regret 
missing the opportunity of seeing you on your visit to New York

this November.

Sincerely yours,

Secretary to Mr. Day

Sir Arthur W. Currie, 
McGill University, 
Montreal, Canada.



______________________ . -

V.:'»

j October 85, 1938.

Dr. E. E. Day,
The Social Sciences,
The Rockefeller Foundation, 
61 Broadway,
Hew York, H. Y.

My dear Dr. Day,

I am enclosing a report on the 

Social Science Research project at McGill University

for the year 1931-38.

is far as I can see, there has been 

some very good weak done, and all concerned are deeply

I am. sure seme thing useful will ensue.interested•

With kind personal regards,

I am.

Ever yours faithfully,

Prlncipal.

I intend to be in Hew York for the meeting of 
the Carnegie Corporation Trustees in November. 
May I hope to see you then?

P.S.

SI*



McGILL UNIVERSITY

in the aoeia^science 1-^thatfof°brinline T.'V. °f M?!rB researehoroblems th® Wnw> 71 , : of wringing to bear on the same
( eoonnriir» Inves tigators trained In different fields

52 Fro

izlTfiqUn>«d 7 accepted that concentration on one main problem 
be ÎL2?n! and PurP°se to research which might well otherwise 

‘S* he arran6ement8 under which work is proceeding
under onet0 K!et both these enda* ”he work 18 organised 

, , * -iro^tor, who is however in co-operation with the
science departments in the University and in consultation 

J a ocia“- Research Council and an executive committee, 
desearch falling within the fields of Economics, Sociology, p»y- 

o ogy, anu Education, was commenced this session; and the parti
cipation of the Departments of Law, Medicine, and Engineering.
planned for session 1932-33, will bring the full programme under 
way .

- was

Office of the Principal 
and Vice Chancellor.

*k The first year*s grant ($15,000) from
/X?eaSl?n °f res8aroh in the social sciences 

oeived during the session 1931-32.
o,.:rî:e tï upon a »">•»«■»• re„ar=h .moh, ta

the main, .a, formulated and approred In the session before.

your Foundation 
was re- 

This was also the first

October 25th, 1932,

The Social Research Council.

*li0 Social Research Council, bringing together rep
resentatives of the social science departments in the University

REPORT TO ROCKEFELLER F0USDA7I05, 1931-32

OH oocial sciences research project

FOR SES3I0E 1931-32.
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and. also other persons interested in the research, is constituted
The executive committee is drawn from its members.as follows.

The Council met twice and tho executive committee seven times 
during the session 1931-32:

. ,1.. G . 3 , ,LL. DSir Arthur Currie, G.C.M.G
Principal and Vice-Chancellor : Chairman.

L.C. Marsh, B.Sc.(Boon*)(Lond.j, F.3.5 
Director of Unemployment Research.

,LL.B.(Dal.),Ph.D.(Cornell 5,
Dean of Faculty of Arts and Science

• 9

• 9

Ira A. MacKay, M.A. ,
LL.D «(iUeen* si,

P.E. Corbett, X.A. (McGill and Oxon) ,
Dean of the Faculty of Law.

P. Clarke, M*A.(Oxon), Professor of Education. 
Dawson, B.A.,?h.D.(Chicago), Professor 

of Sociology.
A.3. Fleming, M.C. ,M.D. ,L«?.iI. , Director of 

the Department of Public Health.
J,C. Hemméon, 1. ,?h.D. (Harvard), Professor 

of Economics.
C. Hendel, Litt.B.,Ph.D.(Princeton), Chairman 

of the Department of Philosophy.
C.B. Kellogg, M.A.,?h.D.(Harvard), Associate 

Professor of Psychology.
J.A. Coote, B.î'c. (McGill ), Assistant Professor 

of Mechanical Engineering*

C • A*

tt$

George Hodge, representing B.W. Beatty, President 
of the Canadian Pacific Railway Company.

F.G. Pedley, B.A.,M.D.,D.P.E.,(McGill}, Executive 
Director, Montreal Council of Social Agencies. 

Julian Smith, U.3.(CornellÎ,LL.D.(HoQlll). Fice- 
Presldant, Shawinlgan Water and Power Company. 

A.B.Wood, B.A.(McGill, Vice-President, Sun Life 
Assurance Company.

The Research Programme and its Obiectires,».

The research programme takes unemployment as the 
central subject of study, not only because Of the outstanding social 
importance of this problem, but also because it is a subject which 
readily Opens up avenues of approach along which the various 
specialists in the social sciences may make some contribution.
A narrow definition of unemployment, of course, would clearly 
defeat this object. The subject is therefore interpreted widely. 
The general programme calls for the study of unemployment as a

the problem 
It would be

community problem; and as a subject of which e.g 
of current unemployment relief is only a part, 
better to define its objectives as n the study of the economic and 
social conditions which at tenu and determine unemployment, and the 
problems related to it in all the various spheres in which they

* *

.



Tho details of the research programme need not be 
, but its g noral content may be indicated.repeated 

sets of s fee
relevance, calling for work at first 

with special relation to Montreal are: (a) the industries and 
occupations of the community, and (b) measurements of the 
character, ex ten.., and incidence of unemployment in the community. 
Beyond this, however, (c) certain special problems have been 
singled out, problems "which although in one sense only special 
aspects of the general research field, are of more immediate 
relevance because they are strategic points of attack, or else 
specially significant in Montreal or Ganada.” Those so far
ohosen are (i) the Juvenile entrant to industry, (li) the employ
ment problems of tho immigrant, (ill) the unskilled labour 
market, l iy ) t,he unemployment problems of particular Industries 
or industrial groups. ..ill these lead to (d) studies of 
existing organisation - industrial, social, governmental, legal - 
for dealing with the problems of unemployment. And when contri
buting studies in these main fields have multiplied, the way 
should bo open for considered statements of (e) the avenues 
oi remedy and solution of unemployment problems. The scheme is 
one, it is hoped, into whleb a large number of separate pieces 

r8$39ar°L °an be fitted, so as to boar some relation to one 
another, but without any undue limitation of those individual 
projects.

of g 9

arise." The appropriate area of study, again, 
iarly considered. Although it is designed to give special 
attention to Montreal as an area of study, the eeope of the pro
blem clearlj extends far beyond. In some of the first of the 
pro-Jects already begun, the analysis or the comparisons made 
will be Dominion-wide. It some later stage it may be that 
other subjects can be taken up. It is clear, ho 
limits as hare been drawn enclose a wldo field in 
should be no lack of important research problems for some while to 

A diagrammatic representation of this field Is attached 
(Appendix I}.

is to be slmi-

r, that such 
oh the re

corns, 
hereto.

Increased knowledge and better understending of 
the problems of unemployment and the methods of dealing with 
taem are of course the ultimate ends of this programme, 
two other needs as great as our need for guidance in this parti
cular problem are being kept in ulnd. They are needs which do 
not have to wait for the completion of a programme, but which 
are provided for in the course of the work, 
of social solenoe departments in research in their several fields 
Is one.

But

The active interest

The provision of research training for suitable students, 
to fit them to undertake independent research in the future, Is 
the other.
practice of the research.

These aims have determined the principles and
Graduate students are drawn upon as 

the main source of research assis tance (though salaried assis
tants are employed where the nature of the *:ork better benefits 
this procedure}, 
the degree of K.A.
however, can be secured only at the end of two years’ work 
(subject to the project and the progress made meriting this).

These students are enabled to proceed to 
(or in some oases, Ph.D*)z the H.A. degree,

3%
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(1} ?he occupational and industrial
L.C. Marsh,comparatively considered: Mr« 

Research.

The number of graduate students engaged on specific 
projects this session (1931-32] 7,0a nine, seven of these proceed
ing to the degree of M.&., and two to the degree *f ».-> *11 ot

W11 be increased by at least nine more, mak ng a -otal of sig 
and possibly twenty students, distributed between seven social 
science Departments. These graduates have been drawn from 
KoOlll to some extent. Out else Iron other Oonndlon Unlver.ltie.= 
with the new graduate assistants engage~ this session, the latter
outnumber the former•

In the

4.

so rch students work under the joint guidance of the 
member of the Department concerned in the specific

continuous between students
Graduate 
Director and a
and^hei/ad^isers^an^between the director and the Departments.

fluctuations in employment and unemployment 
since 1921: Hr. L.C. Marsh,(2} Trends and 

in Montreal and comparative areas 
Director of Unemployment Research.

13) Seasonal variations in employment and unemployment!in
of Unemployment Research.Canada* Mr. L.C. Marsh, Director

(4) Economic and social base-maps of Kontraai: «r. * *
Harsh, Director of Unemployment Research; Professor ^.A. Dawso , 
Chairman of the Department of Sociology.

(5) The qualitative character and industrial aptitudes of 
unomployed as compared with employed groups: Professor C.n. r.exiogg, 
Department of Psychology; Mr. L.C. Marsh, Director of Inemployé 
Research; H.W. Morton, M.A.(McGill), Lecturer in the Department or
Psychology.

(6) Vocational guidance and juvenile placement in relation 
to school training and the distribution of mental abilities, a 
study of high school boys in Montreal : Professor ’.2. Tait, -hair- 

of the Department of Psychology : 3.C. Webster, 3. A. (McC-ill j •man
(7) The permanence of the effect of school teaching and its 

relevance to employability: a study of unemployed and employed

Separate Projects Started.
The separate projects started In the session 1931-32

-4 th- ar.^,»Lreî"« *. -ease.
attached (Appendix II).
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group»! Professor 0.3. :.ello3E, 3epar«™e=t of Psychology, Professor 
n.'A^M0G°il)falrnan °f the lel”irt”ant ef ae**atl9«R I' •*• Xorrls,

i" 4 fy-'r. fir.' NÊ&

*v#

Le Go

(We^tïrn)! ® 3epartmcnt of Hiss H.E. Hans den, B.A.

S;«4.a£nÆ.r“»E th°36partBcnt °f “•■ ■■■-.=•

".>•". ': yv '.

s^1' Ssi51°7a9nt and unemployment problems in the rail fcrans-
PolitiealS-^iLoI? S8S°f ’V"; Hemmeon, Department of Economics and 
Political aoienoe; Mr. L.G. Marsh Director of Unemployment Research} G.M. Rountree, 3.'.-------- unemployment

4

(12) The employment and unemployment 
harbour labour in Montreal: Professor 
Economies and Political Science; :ir.
Unemployment Research; E.E. Bowker,

Uysn-r»^1!1 ^employment nd unemployment relief in Western Canad 
llîîïï!? wî*°»“ ®en^eon’ Apartment of Economics and Political 
StoL, Lïrilïim* alr0“or ot Cnomploynent N.sooroh, F.T.

problems of dock and 
J.C. Hemmeon, Department of 
L.C. Karsh, Director of 

BsConie ,M*A. ( Alberta) .

In the case of all the graduate students concerned It 
to retain them for a second year’s 

their showing so far and the worth of 
io cases at least the indications are that a Lrd year’s work in addition will probably be profitable, 

results in each project will by no means too equal in range or
u® * hu " promise to produce some publishable material, when 

-he t..me for the consideration of that question arrives.

has been
on the g 
project.

The

r

—

The report upon expenditures has already been mnde to 
your Foundation.
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Appendix II»
R331AE01 PROJECTS OK 2THI0K Q.RA0UAT2 

.t TUP ES? ft ARE jOMH3 {1331-32}; OUTLiri: OF ?OOyg

(1 j flie qualitative charac “,er and industrial aptitude» of
(Payotology)•unemployed as compared with employed groups»

A study Of selected unemployed groups, by means of 
tests adapted to the purpose, as to their comparative literacy, 
aptitudes, mental defects, etc. Comparison of more permanently 
unemployed, temporary unemployed, and employed groups* Also of (a) clerical and commercial groups (S) technical and artisan groups 
(o j low-skilled and unskilled workers, Relation of these fee a 
to age, race, period unemployed, mobility-history, ago of leaving 
school, etc.

(2) Vocational guidance and Juvenile placement in relation 
to school training and the distribution of mental abilities; a

(Psychology)•study of high sohool boys in Montreal,
Study of the results of mental tests, educational tests, 

etc*, in relation to school standing in various courses» Their 
bearing on chances of success in different occupations, the proper 
basis for guidance in selection of optional subjects in sohool, 
and ehoioe of occupations by now entrants to labour market.
Relation to vocational opportun!ties for boys of these ages.

(3) The permanence of the effect of school teaching and Its 
relevance to employability. (Education, Psychology}»

# study relating to unemployed and employed groups, 
using educational and other teste, of the amount and typo of school 
teaching, particularly the basic subjects, which has persisted after 
leaving sohool, Extent to which these factors have bearing on 
success or failure in employment. Jonsideration of (a) "white- 
collar1* (b) artisan and (a) lew-skilled groups; employed and unem
ployed groups; juveniles and adults. Relation to other factors 
affecting employability, (age, period since leaving school, quality 
or original sohool training, »conoraio status of family, temperamental 
characteristics, eto).

(4) A study of a selected group of British Immigrants in 
relation bo their occupational adjustment» (sociology}»

Occupational history of the immigrants - former trades 
and skills, status, conditions, etc. Problems involved in trans
fer of skills, change of Job and employment conditions, including 
aâatus, labour organisation, cost of living, working conditions, eto» 
Degree of regular or irregular significance of change of job, employment, period of adjustment, 

wages, statue and conditions, oa 
individual and on family, in relation to degree of adjustment as 
member of new community.
"""ThisT refers 'to she department in which the research assistant.is
taking a higher degree, not to any necessary limitation of subject- 
matter*



transnort ilL.ÎÏ107”*** and unemploymeat problems ia the rail 
a»â ofp.3, ** ““ «P”1*"08 of *»• °*»-»-wmmmairroreaces if any for different g es »f workere. 
raise i by seasonal fluctuation or 
Employment and technical

Problems
iatlon in type of work, 

changes. The problem of lay-offs or 
S-°vT:~t;ira<3 WOr*in« 1,11 trade depression. Methods by which these 
problems met, possibly with pre-wçr and post-war experience com
pared. Conditions special to railway operation making stabili
sation difficult or feasible. Special reference to Montreal but 
dealing with as much of wider aspects as is consistent with 
efficiency of the research.

v ®) 5ho employment and unemployment problems of dock labour 
(Economics).In Montreal.

■d'

s ♦

(5) A study of the British 
reference to social influences bearing 
(Sociology}.

immigrant areas in Montreal■ (ü. JÜÜI. withon their employment adjustment.

T.v^i\imAVe::i\rErrr. "•tation. la the., areas aiding or Handicapping then in seôûrin/lî™"

■ t,u0 iosf family liie and social contacts th** *àki . » 9 » _©to. Degree to which occupation, wages -nd «I ttUd employers, 
location and vioe ,ersa. * 898 aad exPen80s condition

Undue localisation tends to make fôr rLtnM, oaraing-power.
tunitlea. How far has the British immigrant escaL!^ the *dif f i**

nsrsarS?®“ ?atrs anew
groups Of immie^«t«°Lt5î,ïtatlStlCs and ree-his to r iee of selected
?LeaKr:,of‘“.*;i:r.%n,nrn":nS«rautir,who iaT*, f*n:° t°

“”»4Tit2«wp2”2*1iSht
age* etc. ir.egularity of employment when at employable

N 
B
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Importance of look work in Montreal. Special 
characteristic# {*.«., grain shipments). Extent and type of organi
sation: pact his toryi amount of unskilled labour. Methods of 
recruitment, type of workers, conditions of work (adjustment of rates,

Methods and degree of adjustment to 
Movement of workers to ioe-

bours, etc to port activity.
(a) daily (b) seasonal fluctuations, 
free ports in winter: methods, experience, and degree of success.

* »

(9) Unemployment and unemployment relief in Western 
3anada. (Socnemios).

Survey and interpretation of unemployment situation in 
poet-war years In the Prairie Provinces: employment, unemployment

Local materials.
?he special proble

and employmeat-exchange statistics, 
cyclical and technical footers.
cultural anti rural relief* differences from Western problem, operation of the Unemployment Relief Ac of 1930 and" the Unemployment; 
and Farm Relief Act of 1931. Lecal relief administration problems. 
Para and migratory labours the employment exchanges and Western 
employment.
similarities) of Western from Beetern unemployment and relief pro
blems.

Seasonal, 
of agrl-

•Phe

Interpretation to bring out, differences and



McGILL UNIVERSITY

Office of the Principal 
and Vice Chancellor.

04tuber 25 th* 1932.

BIOS'S* ?0 BOOKXmiBB FOUSIUTIOS* 

OK SOCIAL SCI2ÎÎCE3 RESEARCH 

?OB SES3I03 1931-32.

1931-32

PROJECT

for the e,tI«Unrêi «!««£”!*fr?” your r«=»»‘ton
ootrod durtBg the ee.eto» 1931-!» h !??lel ,oleno” 
session of aotlvo !! This was also the first
the main, was formulapr°eramîae of research which* la * aS °rEiulatea approved la the session before.

was re

in the social sol once ° °% 0219 of tbe aae^s modern research
problem, tio Work orinv.^î °f brlagln6 t0 b**r »n the same
t economics , .£cïoloL ?*'*** 18 dlffereat
8tarid ln tr,n * ' psychology, law, and the rest)

boon u ' At tbo time, however, the view has
gives *ordor Ï «««opted that concentration on one main problemSi »rrPO°° 60 «•••«»■ -leht «11 other.1,.
are «« ! : ae arrangements under which work is proceedingunder* one'Director0 theae ead8’ *ork is orgîSised
social Sq1a«I ! * h° 18 howover ln co-operation with the
with » departments in the University and in consultationS!?.! *Hesoarch Council and nn executive committee. 
ahnlfta0h * ailing within the fields of Economies, Sociology. i>*y. 
dipation Education, was commenced thie session} and the paîtl- 
âlïwîî! f the Apartments of Law, Kedlcine, and Englneorin*.
Wa_ “ or 8easion 1932-33, will bring the full programme under

fields 
- was

jJiM> vtQOla^ Research Connell

r...nt.tir.r:f3!!îaî„«ï:r.%°ï.“:r!ip:rï«ü.1iIltoso“i" rep- 
the University
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and ala® other persons Interested in the research, is constituted 
as follows.
The Council met twice and the executive co

eW'"
The executive committee is drawn from its members.

itteo seven times

i-M ■
i

t%

Sir Arthur Currie, G.C.zi.G.,k.G.B.
Principal and flee «-Chancellor i Chairman. 

,;>c. (Soon.) (lend. ) , F.3.3., 
f Unemployment Research.

Ira A. L’acKpj, M.A. *11.3. (Dal* ) ,?h*D.( mo 1) 
LL.C.(Queen’s), Dean of faculty of ts nd 

P.2. Corbett, E,A.tl«01U and Oxon),
Dean of the Faculty of Law.

F. Clarke, M.A.(Oxon), Professor of Education. 
C.A. Dawson, 3.A.,?h.D.(Chicago), Professor 

of Sociology.
I. 3. Fleming, 2Z.C. ,r.D. «D.P.H. , Director of

the Department of Publia Health.
J. C. Hemmeon, L’.A.,?h.D.(Harvard), Professor

of economics.
0. Hendel, Litt.B. ,Ph. 3. (Princeton), Chairman 

of the Department of Philosophy,
,,;h.„.(Harvard), Associate 

Professor of^Psychology »
J.A. Coot», 3.fc.(McGill)» Assistant Professor 

of Mechanical Engineering.

• •

'.:V *

George Hodge, representing B.W* Beatty, President 
of the Canadian Pacific Hallway Company.

F.G. Pedley, B.A,,M.D..D.P.H.,(McGill}, Executive 
Director, Montreal Council of iooial Agencies. 

Julian Smith, M*£.(Cornell),LL.D*(McGill), Vice- 
President, Shawinlgan rater and Power Company. 

A.B.Wood, B.A.(McGill, Vice-President, Sun Life 
Assurance Company.

• ■ - '
:

And._1 ts Objectivea.
The research programme takes unemployment as the 

central subject of study, not only because of the outstanding social 
importance of this problem, but also because it is a subject which 
readily opens up avenues of approach along which the various 
specialists in the social sciences may make some contribution.
A narrow definition of unemployment, of course, would clearly 
defeat this object. The subject is therefore interpreted widely. 
The general programme calls for the study of unemployment as a 
oommunity problem; and as a subject of which e.g., the problem 
of current unemployment relief is only a part, 
better to define Its objectives as "the study of the economic and 
social conditions which attend and determine unemployment, and the 
problems related to it in all the various spheres in which they

V

It would be

■

i*sa» 
NO Uo <

23 
O



3.
The appropriate area of study, again, is to be simi

larly considered. Although it is designed to give special 
attention to Montreal as an ares of study, the scope of the pro
blem clearly extends far beyond,
pro-Jects already begun, the analysis or the comparisons made 
will be Dominion-wide. At some later stage it may be that 
other subjects can be taken up. It is clear, however, that such 
limits as have been drawn enclose a wide field in which there 
should be no l&ok of important research problems for some while to 
come.

arise.“

In some of the first of the

L diagramnatlc representation of this field is attached 
hereto, (Appendix IK

The details of the research programme need not be 
repeated here, but its general content may be indicated, 
sets of studies of general relevance, calling for work at first 
with special relation to Montreal are: (a* the Industries and 
occupations of the community, and (b) measurements of the 
character, extent, and incidence of unemployment in the community. 
BOyond this, however, (c) certain special problems have been 
singled out, problems "which although in one sense only special 
aspects of the general research field, are of more immediate 
relevance because they are strategic points of attack, or else 
specially significant in Montreal or Canada." 
chosen are (1) the Juvenile entrant to industry, (ii) the employ
ment problems of the immigrant, (ill) the unskilled labour 
market, (iv) the unemployment problème of particular Industries 
or industrial groups. All these lead to (d) studies of 
existing organisation - industrial, social, governmental, legal - 
xor dealing with the problems of unemployment, 
buting studies in those main fields have multiplied, the way 
should be open for considered statements of (e) the avenues 
of remedy and solution of unemployment problems, 
one, it ie hoped, into which a large number of separate pieces 
of research can be fitted, so as to bear sons relation to one 
another, but without any undue limitation of those Individual 
projects.

TWO

Those so far

And when contrl-

The scheme is

Increased knowledge and better understanding of 
the problems of unemployment and the methods of dealing with 
them are of course the ultimate onds of this programme, 
two other needs as great aa our need for guidance in this parti
cular problem are being kept In mind,
not have to wait for the completion of a programme, but which 
are provided for in the course of the work, 
of social science departments In research in their several fields 
la one.
to fit them to undertake independent research in the future, is 
the ether.
practice of the research,
the main source of research assistance (though salaried assis
tants are employed where the nature of the work better benefits 
this procedure),
the degree of M*A. (or in some oases, Ph.3.): the 23,A, degree, 
however, can be secured only at the end of two years* work 
(subject to the project and the progress made meriting this).

But
They are needs which do

The active interest
The provision of research training for suitable students,

These alms have determined the principles and
Graduate students are drawn upon as

These students are enabled to proceed to

■ ty-t-ii'T:

■

I
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Graduate research students work under the Joint guidance of the 
Director anti a member of the Deportment concerned in the specific 

And, in general, contacts arc oon inuous between students
■%.

etudy.
and their advisors, and between the Director and the departments.

The number of graduate students engaged on specific 
projects this session (1931-52} was nine, seven of these proceed
ing to the degree of UmlU* and two to the degree of Ph.D, : all of 
them will continue their work for a second year. (Salaried 
assistants work for various« sometimes quite short periods being 
engaged for specific purposes as occasion dementis). 
coming session (1932-33)this number of gratin te student assist 
will be increased by &% least nine more, mak ng a total of eig 
and possibly twenty students, distributed between seven social 
science Departments. Those graduates have been drawn from 
McGill to some extent, but also from other Canadian Univers 1 tiesi 
with the now graduate assistants engaged this session, the latter 
outnumber the former.

The separate projects started in the session 1931-32 
are as follow. The lust nine of these ere the projects on 
which graduate students are working, end the professors in charge 
and the name of the graduate student assistants are given in each 

A memorandum giving more detail of those projects is

v;un.

In the

>>%

Vv.x Vi-:
case.
attached (Appendix II).

(1) The occupational and industrial composition of Montreal, 
comparatively considered: Mr, L.C. Karsh, Director of Unemployment 
Research.

1*1 Trends and fluctuations in employment and unemployment 
in Montreal and comparative areas since 1921 $ Mr. L.C, Marsh, 
Director of Unemployment .’.©search,

(3) Seasonal variations in employment anti unemployment!in 
Canada: Mr. L,C, Marsh, Director of Unemployment Research»

(4) Economie anti social base-maps of Montreal : Mr, L,G, 
Marsh* Director of Unemployment Research} Professor 0,A, Dawson, 
Ch irman of the Department of Sociology,

(S) The qualitative ohr.racter and industrial aptitudes of 
unemployed as ooraprei with employed groups: Professor C.E. Kellogg, 
Department of Psychology$ Mr, L.C, Marsh,* Director of Unemployment 
Research; !T,r. Morton, U.A.(McGill), Lecturer in the Department of 
Psychology.

(6) Vocational guidance anti Juvenile pincement in relation 
to school training and the distribution of mental abilities, a 
study of high school boys in Montreal : Professor W.D* Tait, Chair
man of the Department of Psychology: s.C, Webster, 3.A.(McGill).

(7) fho permanence of the effect of school teaching and its 
relevance to employability: a study of unemployed and employed

L 1 «a

________
:

a

w 
mè? «H
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. (9) Sf1U*b Emigrant areas in Hoatreal in relation to social
Inf*uonoa« 'bearing on employment adjustment: Professor C.A. Dawson 
tïîiïîîn)! Department of Sociologyj nS8 Mm ?.affi8den, B.A. *

», .ij ^ ^ ^roblozss of partially or completely unemployable Imml-
C • is^lrl by S®nt;oai social agency records; Professor

0 ;‘ep‘rtM,“ °f *«“»•« = Mi., M.

U1? ^pioyaent ai nployraent problems In the rail trans-
Pélltîeîl8^* -rolessor J.O, H«ape«me Department of 3conomlos and

;9 0T! îr- Le^ Kf«h, Director of Unemployment 
..osearehi 9.11. Rountree, B. A. (ÎJÔCH11} . 1 *

harboti^iLnïï nn? unemployment problems of dock and
aic ‘ ..nnfï^f6*1! Professor J.C, Beruaeon, Department of

*1nlî*1^0ieneeî Hre L*C* ****** D1 rector of V $î oyment ..«search; B*E. 3owker. B.Oom. Alberta).

(13) Unemploymentt&s^ssssssss&r
. In the case of all the graduate students concerned t

„1X„V 11 considered dealrable to retain them for a second year s
6roua4s <>f their showing so far and the worth of 

K * . 2>r°J*0** In three oases at least the Indications are that 
„Q ‘ , a ^0:ar o work In addition will probably be profitable» 

au r, in each project will by no means be equal In range or 
value, but all promise to produce 
the time for the consideration of

The

publishable material» when 
question arrives.

The report upon expenditures has already been mde to 
your Foundation.

• w

«I
 «



Occupational history of the Immigrants » former trades 
and skills, statue, conditions, etc,
fer of skills, change of job and employmont condition». Including 
status, labour organization, aoet of living, working conditions, 
degree i regular or irregular employment, period of adjustment. 
SIgnif1 snee of change of job, wages* status and conditions, on 
individual and on family, in relation to degree of adjustment as 
member of new community•

Problems involved in trass»

etc.

7.

Appendix II,

HESS A BOH ï'EOJEO?S 07? T’HIOH ÜUiSàt* 
aTffljSOTS ARSTORKINO (1931 -32): OPSLIgE OF SCOPP

(1) The qualitative character and industrial aptitudes of
(Psychology)s

À s tttdy of selected jraenployed groups, by means of 
tests adapted to the purpose, a® to their comparative literacy, 
aptitudes, mental defects, etc.
unemployed, temporary unemployed, and employed groups.
(a) clerical and commercta.1 groups (b) technical and artisan groups 
(o) low-skilled and unskilled workers.
to age, race, period unemployed, mobility-history, age of leaving 
school, «to.

unemployed as compared with employed groupe.

Comparison of more permanently
Also Of

Relation of these facts

12) vocational guidance and Juvenile placement in relation 
to school training and the : is tribu lion of mental abilities; a 
study of high school beya in Montreal.

Study of the results of mental tests, educational teste, 
etc,., in relation to school standing in various courses, 
bearing on chancea of success la different occupâtlone, the proper 
basic for guidance in select,! ibjeota in school,
and she ion of occupations by new entrants to labour market.
Halation to vocational opportunities for boys of these ages.

(3) 'She permanence of the affect of school teaching and its 
relevance to employability. (3duct tion, Psychology ) .

(Psychology)♦

Their

# study relating to unemployed and employed groups, 
using educational and other teats, of the amount and type of school 
teaching* particularly the basic subject», which has persisted after 
leaving school. Sxtent to which these footers have bearing on 
success or failure is employment. Considorat ion of (a) "white- 

- collar*’ (b) art lean and (c ). low-skilled groups* employed and unem
ployed groups; Juveniles and adults. Relation to other factors 
affecting employability , (age, period since leaving .school, quality 
or original school training, economic status of family, temperamental 
characteristics, etc).

H) A study of a selected group of British Immigrants in 
relation to their occupational adjustment. (Sociology)•

fhis refers so he department in which the research assistant i* 
taking a higher degree, not to a; .............................. ....: s i - - ■ : > . • ■■ ?• t-

o e
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(6} k study of the British Ir.-migpnnt areas la Montreal with 
to social lufluenoee bearing on their employment adjustment.reforenoel 

(Seciology).

gain areas te which British immigrants migrate or are 
attracted, their eh.*,racter, he prosonoo or absence r.f social insti
tutions in these areas aiding or handicapping then In securing live
lihood and steady er 1 -, * /using, communications, civic
amenities, family life and social contacts, the attitude of employers. 

Degree to which occupation, wages and expenses conditionetc#
location and .vJLttft JJUC1&*

Sfâootlve community organisation makes for more 
satisfactory and offlolont workers, and more stable oarning-powor. 
Unduo localisation tende to make for restricted employment oppor
tunities. Hot. far has the British immigrant escaped the diffi
culties of immigrante of other nationalities, and the degree of

to,g., the Jews)?
(d) â comparative surrey of the problems of partially or 

completely unemployable lmalgrahte, as revoaloS by the records of
(Sociology).

localisation which characterises some of th

Meat sal social agencies.

Study Of the a tatis ties and case-historios of selected 
groups of Immigrants of different nationalities who have fallen to 
th* cars of social agencies in Montreal. fhoir economic and sooiel
background, reasons for isr igration, degree of skill, mobility* 
history, etc* 4*oMg ether $hlngs, %*uby M£0*ld throw some llgb 
on relation o unomployabUi .y % duration of previous period of 
unemployment r to irregular!ty employment when at employable 
age# etc.

(7) Employment and unemployment problems in the rail 
transport industry, as exemplifie * by the experience of the O.3.R. 
and C.P.B. (Economics).

?he modern railway' as the source (with its attendant
operations) of employment for a of the ^
working-force. Importance also b cause e sentially affooted j„ 
employment conditions special to denude* "JT fluctua tiens in 
business conditions in Can- da. Tarions types (occupations# 
degree Of skill, «to). employed. Ke the is oi r©oruitroen : 
differences if any for different grades of workers. Vro*l 
raise i by seasonal fluctuation or variation in type of wor .
short-time wotklng1" 1»° trace *3k£~ak iont° ^^etuoL by whloh those

S&r ziiiVdii'iioZii Su. .«Mil-
aatlo» dlffleult or feasible. Special refareuao -o ..outre.... u 
dealing with as much of .vider aspects as is cons is tent with 
efficiency of the resosroh.

,nt and unemployment problems of dock labour(8) -The employ 
In Montreal. (Economics).

«*
■

-o 
o

©
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*R&v»§
9.

Importance of dock work in Montreal* 
oharaoter1sttoo (e*g«, grafcn shipments), 
satlom past his tory j amount of unskilled labour* 
recruitment* ty *• of workers* conditions of work (adjustment of rat.ee* 
hours * ota** to port activity*
(a) daily (b) seasonal fluctuations.
free ports in «inters nothoua, ex erienoe, and degree of success*

(9) Unemployment and unemployment relief in Western 
Canada* (Booconlos j.

Special 
Extent and type of organ!-» 

Method» of.

: ethocls and degree of adjustment to 
Movement of workers to ice*

Si
Survey and Interpretation of unemployment situation In 

post-war years in the Prairie Provinces* employment* unemployment 
and er.ploymeat-exchange statistics* 
cyclical tad technical factors*
o.atural and rural rel of* differences from Western problem* 
operation of the Unemployment Belief AO : of 1950 and the Unemployment

' oo.-'l relief administration problems*

Local materials*
?he special problems of agrl-

Seasonal*
.

The

find Barra Belief Act of 1931*
Farm and migratory labour» the employment exchanges and Western

Interpretation to bring out differences andemployment*
similarities) of Western from Eastern unemployment and relief pro
blems .

i>i
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PROJECT

f.r «h. .xJL8ioT:f‘ ïn:^rs‘tiîxï:^oi trryonr
:iv°a im-3e* *«• ~’S»“ ”«n;

tho ra-in WB, , **' '"*)on '* Programme of research which, lathe mala, was formulated and approved in the session bofoie.

in the soolïl^Iinîfï1 °f one ot the aeed« of modern research
mlllml! , *’ thaî of bringing to bear on the same

brk-~u
bee-1 »«, . .°ij° ° * At tho 8a®o time, however, the view has
xrî*A«.S« a ally SCC0Pted that concentration on one main problem 
b« l «St * aad PurPose to research which might well otherwise 
nL:!8, ?he arrangements under which work is proceeding
under nn*‘n?V°U* t0 S2®et both theae ond8« work is organised
. .. « , ona, ireo tor, who is however in co-operation with the

80l»»ee departments in the University and in consultation 
a social Research Council and an executive committee, 

jJ3?af0a lug within the fields of Economics, Sociology, Psy-
nolcgjr, and Education, was commenced this session} and the parti- 

oipatlon of the Departments of Law, Kedloine, and Engineering 
way””*4 f°r 8888lon 1932-33» will bring the full programme under

5L&P Social Research Council»

The Social Research Council, bringing together rep
resentatives of the social science departments in the University



2.
and also other persons Interested in the research, is constituted

£he executive committee is drawn from Its members. 
The Council mot twice and the executive committee seven times 
during the session 1931-32»
as follows.

Sir Arthur Currie, G.C.i'.G. ,K.G•3• ,1L*D. ,
Principal and Vice-Chancellor : Chairman.

L.C• Marsh, B.Uc.(Econ.HLond.), F.S.S 
Director of Unemployment Research.

Ira A. MaoKay« K.A.,LL.B.(Dal.),Ph.D.(Cornell),
LL..D. (Q-ueen* s ), Dean of Faculty of Arts and Science.

P.E. Corbett, M.A*(McGill and Oxon),
Dean of the Faculty of Law.

F. Clarke. K*A«(Oxon), Professor of Education.
C.A. Dawson, B.A.,Ph.D.(Chicago), Professor 

of Sociology.
A.6. Fleming, M.C*,M.D.,D*P»H

the Department of Public Health.
J.C. Henmeon, 3Z.A. ,?h.D.(Harvard), Professor 

of Economics*
C#W* Hendel, Litt.B.,

of the Department of Philosophy.
C.E. Kellogg, H,À.,?h.D.lHarvard), Associate 

Professor of iPsyohology.
J.A. Coots, B.Sc.(McGillj, Assistant Professor 

of Mechanical Engineering.

• *

■

Director of• t

Ph.D.(Princeton}, Chairman

George Hodge, representing 3.P7. Beatty, President 
of the Canadian pacific Railway company.

D.P.H. ,(McGill}, ExecutiveF.O. Pedley, B.A.,M.D.,Director, Montreal Council of Social Agencies. 
Julian Smith, H.B.(Cornell3,LL.D.(McGill), ^ice- President, Shawlnigan Water and P#»e>^3ei|pa»i•

Aesuranco Company.
*’V

' ^he 3ese.arch Programme and its Objective»-*
The research programme takes unemployment as the 

central subject of study, not only because of the outstanding social 
importance of this problem, but also because it is a subject which 
readily opens up avenues of approach along which the various 
specialists in the social sciences may make some contribution.
A narrow definition of unemployment, of course, would clearly 
defeat this objeot. The subject is therefore interpreted widely. 
The general programme calls for the study of unemployment ns a 
community problem; and as a subject of which e.g., the problem 
of current unemployment relief is only a part. It would be 
better to define its objectives as "the study of the economic and 
social conditions which attend and determine unemployment, and the 
problems related to it in all the various spheres in which they



À
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7ho details of the research programme need not be 
repeated here, but its general content may be indicated,
with °feolUlle8l°tie9atray r®leT^noe» oallln6 for work at first

occupations of the community, and ( b) measurements of the 
character, extent, and Incidence of unemployment in the community. 
Beyond this, however, (c} certain special problems have been 
singled out, problems "which although In one sense only special 
aspects of the general research field, are of more Immediate 
relevance because they aro strategic points of attack, or else 
specially significant in Z'ontreal or Canada," Those so far 
chosen are ID the juvenile entrant to Industry, (11) the employ
ment problems of the Immigrant, (111) the unskilled labour 
market, (lvj the unemployment problems of particular Industries 
or Industrial groups.

Two

411 these lead to (d) studies of 
existing organisation - industrial, social, governmental, legal - 
for dealing with the problems of unemployment, 
bating studies in these main fields have multiplied, 
should be open for considered statements of (e) the 
of remedy and solution of unemployment problem», 
ono, it is hoped, into which a large number of separate pieces 
of research can bo fitted, so as to boar some relation to one 
another, but without any undue limitation of those individual 
projects.

And when contri- 
the way- 

avenues 
The scheme is

Increased knowledge and better understanding of 
the problems of unemployment and the methods of dealing with 
them are of course the ultimate ends of this programme, 
two other needs as great as our need for guidance in this parti
cular problem are being kept in mind.
not have to wait for the completion of a programme, but which 
are provided for in the course of the work, 
of social soienoe departments in research in their several fields 
is one.
to fit them to undertake independent research in the future, is 
the other,
practice of the research,
the main source of research assistance (though Sriarled assis
tants are employed where the nature of the work better benefits 
this procedure 1.
the degree of IS,A* (or in some oases, i'h.j. ) : the 21,a. 
however, can be secured only at the end of two years’
(subject to the project and the progress made meriting this).

But

They are needs which do

Tho active interest

The provision of research training for suitable students.
These alms have determined the principles and

Graduate students are drawn upon as

Theso studen.s are enabled to proceed to
degree, 

work

3 *

arise.” The appropriate area of study, again, is to be simi
larly considered. Although It is designed to give special 
attention to Montreal as an area of study, the scope of the pro
blem clearly extends far beyond. In some of the first of the 
pro-jeots already begun, the analysis or the comparisons made 
will bo Dominion-wide. At some later stage it may be that 
other subjects can be taken up. It is clear, however, that such 
limits as have been drawn enclose a wide field in which there 
should be no lack of important research problems for some while to 
oorae, 
hereto.

A diagrammatic representation of shia field is attached 
(Appendix I).

,

__________



17) The permanence of the effect of aohool teaching and its 
relevance to employability: a study of unemployed and employed

.-'g- ■ j r "> • •r.'i ,,■ . t h ■
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Graduate research students work under the joint guidance of the 
Director and a member of fcho Department concerned in the specific 
study. And, in general, contacts are continuous betwean students 
and their advisors, and between.tho iroctor and the Departments.

■ .> ?■ ■ h.; tV, 5k r .$• . ™. g

The number of graduate students engaged
— on specific

projects this session (1931-32) was nine, seven of these proceeding*^ to the degree of S.A., and two to the degree of Ph.D.t all of 
them will oontinae their work for a second year. (Salaried 
assistants work for various, sometimes quite short periods being 
engaged for specific purposes as occasion demands). In the 
coming session (1932-33)this number of graduate student assistants 
will be increased by at least nine more, making a total of eighteen 
and possibly twenty students, distributed between seven social 

g g ■ These graduates have been drawn fromscience Departments.McGill to some extent, but also from other Canadian Universities: 
with the new graduate assistants engaged this session, the latter 
outnumber the former.

M MU ?Ur.t.aiL*..
The separate projects started in the session 1931-32 

The last nine of these are the projects on
-EE -E;

are as follow.which graduate students are working, and the professors in charge 
and the name of the graduate student assistants are given in each 

A memorandum giving more detail of these projects is,.v . ÿ‘
case.
attached (Appendix II).

(1) The occupational and industrial composition of Montreal, 
comparatively considered: Sr# L.Marsh, Director of Unemployment 
Betearch.

(6) The qualitative character and industrial aptitudes of 
unemployed as compared with employed groups: Professor C.5. Kellogg, 
Department of Psychology; Ur, L.0. Marsh, Director of Unemployment 
Research; H*W* Morton, a.A. (McGill ), Lecturer in the Department of 
Psychology. <•

(6) Vocational guidance and juvenile placement in relation 
to school training and the distribution of mental abilities, a 
study of high school boys in Montreal : Professor W#B* Tait, Chair
man of the Department of Psychology: S.C. Webs ter, 8.A.(McGill)•

(2) Trends and fluctuations in employment and unemployment 
in Montreal and comparative areas since 1921: Mr. L»C« Harsh 
Director of Unemployment Research.

(3) Seasonal variations in employment and unemployment!in 
Canada: Mr. L.C. Marsh, Director of Unemployment Research.

(4) Economic and social base-maps of Montrealt Mr. L*C• 
Marsh, Director of Unemployment Research; Professor C*A. Dawson, 
Oh-irmnn of the Department of Sociology.

*

ff
*

■
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groups: xrofessor G.B# ellogg, Department of Psychology; Professor 
?• Jiarke, Chairman of the Dopertment of Education; ï 
2I.A. (KcGill} •

(3) The occupational adjustment problems of British Immi
grant s$ i-rofassor c • A• -av^soa, Chairman of the Department of 
Sociology; Mr, L.C. Harsh, Director of Unemployment Research; L,G« 
Reynolds, B.A.(Alberta).

(9) British immigrant areas in Montreal in relation to sooial 
influences bearing on employment adjustment; Professor C.A*
Chairman of the department of Sociology; Miss 
(Western)•

JTorris »

Dawson, 
Ramsden, B,A*

(10) Problems of tally or completely unemployable immi
grants as revealed by Montreal social .gency records : Professor 
C.A* Dawson, Chairman of the Department of Sociology; Hiss 
Davidson, B,A*(Western)«

(11) Employment and unemployment problems in the rail trans- 
fcry: Professor J,3. Bemmeon, Department of Economics and

.olitioal ..oloaco; Hr# L»C» Marsh, Director of Unemployment 
Research; G.E. Rountree, 3.A.(McGill),

(12) The employmeat and unemployment problems of dock and 
harbour labour in Montreal : Professor J.C, Hemmeon, Department of 
economics and Political Science; Mr. L.C. Marsh, Director of 
Unemployment Research; SUB, Bowker, B.Com

(id) Unemployment nd unemployment relief in Western Canada: 
Professor J.C. Hanuaeon, Department of Economics and Political 
bcienoe; Sr. L,C. Marsh, Director of Unemployment Research; E.7. 
Stone, B.A.(MoGill).

: *A#(Alborta)•♦ 9

In the ease of all the graduate students concerned it 
has been considered desirable to retain them for a second year’s 
work: on the grounds of their showing so far and the worth of 
their project,
a third year’s work in addition will probably be profitable, 
results in each project will by no means be equal in range or 
value, but all promise to produce some publishable material, when 
the time for the oonsidor&tion of that question arrives.

In three cases at least the indications are that
The

The report upon expenditures has already been made to
your Foundation.



Occupational history of the immigrants - former trades 
and skills, status, conditions, etc. Problems Involved in trans
fer of skills, change of job and employment conditions, including 
status, labour organization, cost of living, working conditions, etc.

adjustment.
Itions, onDegree of regular or irregul r employment, period 

Significance of change of jo , wages, status and 
Individual and on family, in relation to degree of adjustment as 
member of new community.

This refers to the department In which the research assistant Is 
taking a higher degree, not to any necessary limitation of subject-
matter. *>

Appendix II.
KB3BASCI PROJECTS OB WHICH GRADUATE 

3TÜD3ETS ARK ’."ORKIBG (1931-32 ) t PIT?hi NS OF SCO?'..

(1) The qualitative character and industrial aptitudes of
(Psychology).unemployed as compared with employed groups.

A study of selected pnemployed groups, by means of 
teste adapted to the purpose, as to their comparative literacy, 
aptitudes, mental defects, etc. Comparison of more permanently 
unemployed, temporary unemployed, and employed groups. Also of 
(a) clerical and commercial groups (b) technical and artisan group»

Relation of these facts(o) low-skilled and unskilled workers, 
to age, race, period unemployed, mobility-history, age of leaving
school, etc.

(2) Vocational guidance and juvenile placement In relation 
to school training and the distribution of mental abilities; a 
study of high school boys In Montreal. (Psychology).

Study of the results of mental tests, educational tests, 
etc.. In relation to school standing in various courses. Their 
bearing on chances of success in different occupations, the proper 
basis for guidance in selection of optional subjects in school* 
and shoioe of occupations by new entrants to labour market.
Relation to vocational opportunities for boys of -hose ages.

(3) The permanence of the effect of school teaching and Its
(Education, Psychology).relevance to employability.

4 Study relating to unemployed and employed groups,
t:^4Tp«u=ui«î,°îL,%»!=,h»>oLe.'1^h Ijfi
leaving school. Extent to which these factors ha.o bearing u 
success or failure in employment. Consideration of (a) white- 
collar- (b) artisan and (c) low-skilled groups; employed and unem-

Relation to other factorsyed groups; juveniles and adults, affecting employability, (age, period since leaving school, quality 
or original school training, economic status of family, temperamenta 
characteristics, etc).

(4) ,1 study of a selected group of British Immigrants In
(Sociology)•relation to their occupational adjustment.

%
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(6) A Study of the British immigrant areas in Montreal with 
reference to social influences bearing on their employment adjustmant. 
(3ociology)•

The modern railway as the source (with Its attendant 
operations) of employment for a very large ptirt of the Canadian 
working-force. Importance also b cause essentially affected by 
employment conditions special to Canada, and by fluctuations in 
business conditions in Can'da*

employed* |
differences If any for different grades of workers*

Various types (occupa'lone.
Me thods of recruitment*

Problems
raise* by seasonal fluctuation or variation in type of work* 
Employment and technical changes, 
short-time working in trade depression* 
problems met, possibly with pre-war and post-war experience Com
pared* Conditions special to railway operation making stabili
sation difficult or feasible. Special reference to Montreal but 
dealing with as much of wider aspects as is consistent with 
efficiency of the research*

degree of skill, etc).

The problem of lay-offs or
Methods by whioh these

(8) The employment and unemployment problems of dock labour 
In Montreal. (Economics)*

tv ’:W ^

____
w . : " <-'■ Ÿ . :
__________________

Main areas to which British Immigrants migrate or are 
attraoted, their character, he presence or absence of social insti
tutions in these areas aiding or handicapping them in securing live
lihood and steady employment». Housing, communications, civic 
amenities, family life and social contacts, the attitude of employers, 
etc* Degree to which occupation, wages and expenses condition 
location and vice versa.

Effective community organization makes for more 
satisfactory and efficient workers, and more stable earning-power. 
Undue localisation tends to make for restricted employment oppor
tunities. Hew far has the British immigrant escaped the diffi
culties of immigrants of other nationalities, and the degree of 
localisation which characterises some of them (e.g., the Jews)?

(6) A comparative survey of the problems of partially or 
completely unemployable immigrante, as revealed by the records of 
Mont oal social agencies. (Sociology),

:>tudy of the statistics and case-histories of selected 
groups of invigrants of different nationalities who have fallen to 
the care of social agencies in Montreal, 
background, reasons for immigration, degree of skill, mobility- 
history, etc. Among other things, study should throw some light 
on relation of unemployability no duration of previous period of 
unemployment or to irregularity of employment when at employable 
age, etc.

Their economic and social

\7) Employment and unemployment problems in the rail 
transport industry, as exemplifie1 by the experience of the 0 «9T.H. 
and G.B.R. (Economics),

4

m

..
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Special 
Sx teat ana type of organi

se thois of

Importance of dock work In Montreal, 
grain shipments}.charao taris tioe le.g

sation: past history; amount of unskilled labour, 
recruitment, type of workers, conditions of work (adjustment of rates, 
hours* etc
(a) dally (b) seasonal fluctuations.
free ports in winter: methods, experience, anti degree of success.

*♦

Methods and degree of adjustment to
Movement of workers to les

te port activity.* i

(9) Unemployment and unempleymeat relief la Western 
Canada. (Economics}.

Survey and interpretation of unemployment situation in 
post-war years in the Prairie Provinces: employment, unemployment 

and employnest -exchange statistics. Loosi materials, Seasonal, 
cyclical and technical factors. the special problems of agri
cultural and rural rel of: differences from Tester» problem, 
operation of the Unemployment Belief Ac of 1930 and the ünemployment 
and farm Belief Act of 1931, Local relief administration problems, 
farm and migratory labours the employment exchanges and western 
employment. Interpretation to bring out differences and
similarities) of Western from Eastern unemployment and relief pro
blems.
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From

The Principal and Vice-Chancellor,

McGill University,

Montreal.

?

Principal and Vice-Chancellor:
Sir Arthur W. Currie. G.C M G KC.B.

Oct. 22nd, 1932.

REPORT TO ROCKEFELLER FOUNDATION, 1931-2 

ON SOCIAL SCIENCES RESEARCH PROJECT

FOR SESSION 1931-2.

The first year * s grant ($15,000) from your Foundation for the 
extension of research in the social sciences was received during the 
session 1931-2. This was also the first session of active work upon 
a programme of research which, in the main, was formulated and approved 
in the session before.

The recognition of one of the needs of modern research in the
~ "that of bringing to bear on the same problems the work 

0~ investigators trained in different fields (economics, sociology, 
psychology, law, and the rest) - was stated in the first application 
made to the Foundation.

social science

From the outset, this aim of leading research 
along cooperative lines has been followed. At the same time, however, 
the view has been generally accepted that concentration on one main 
problem gives order and purpose to research which might well otherwise 
be lacking. The arrangements under which work is proceeding are an 
endeavour to meet both these ends. The work is organised under one 
Director, who is however in cooperation with the social science depart
ments in the University and in consultation with a Social Research Council 
and an executive committee. Research falling within the fields of 
Economics, Sociology, Psychology, and Education, was commenced this session ; 
and the participation of the Departments of Law, Medicine, and Engineering, 
planned for session 1932-3, will bring the full programme under way.

The Social Research Council.
The Social Research Council, bringing together representatives of 

the social science departments in the University and also other persons

m
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is constituted as follows.

The Council met twice and the 
executive committee seven tines during the session 1931-2:

The executiveinterested in the research 
committee is drawn from its members.

Sir Arthur Currie, G. C .11. G. ,K. G . B. , LL. D. , 
Principal and Vice-Chancellor : Chairman.I

Fred Ph.D.(Harvard),
Associate Professor of Psychology. 

\ Ira A. MacKay, LI.A. ,LL.B. (Dal. ) ,Ph.D. , 
(Cornell), LL.D.(Queen*s), Dean of 
Faculty o

George Hodge, representing E.W.Beatty., 
President Canadian Pacific Rail-

Clarke, Z.... (Oxon. ), Professor1 df 
Education.

J.A.Coote, B.Sc.(McGill), Assistant 
Professor of Mechanical Engineer
ing.

P.E.Corbett, M.A.(McGill and Oxon.), 
Dean of the Faculty of Law.

C.A.Dawson, B.A.,Ph.D.(Chicago), 
Professor of Sociology.

A.G.Fleming, M.C.,M.D.,D.P.H.,
Director of the Department of 
Public Health.

, J.C.Hemmeon, Li. A. , Ph.D. (Harvard ), 
Professor of Economics.

C.W.Hendel, Litt.B.,Ph.D.(Princeton), 
Chairman of the Department of 
Philosophy.

^C.E.Kellogg, M.A.

il
rt sa ence.

way Co.
F.G.Pedley, B.A.,M.D.,D.P.H.(McGill), 

Executive Director, Montreal 
Council of Social Agencies.

Julian Smith, M.3.(Cornell), LL.D.
(McGill), Vice-President Shawinigan 
Water and Power Co.

A.B.Wood, B.A.(McGill), Vice-President 
Sun Life Assurance Co.

6Z

L.C.Marsh, B.Sc.(2eon.)(Lond.),F.S.S., 
Director of Unemployment Research.

The Research Programme and its Objectives.
The research programme takes unemployment as the central subject of study, 

not only because of the outstanding social importance of this problem, but also 
because it is a subject which readily opens up avenues of approach along which 
the various specialists in the social sciences may make some contribution. A 
narrow definition of unemployment, of course, would clearly defeat this object. 
The subject is therefore interpreted widely. The general programme calls for 
the study of unemployment as a community problem; and as a subject of which

the problem of current unemployment relief is only a part. It would bee.g.
better to define its objectives as "the study of the economic and social con
ditions which attend and determine unemployment, and the problems related to 
it in all the various spheres in which they arise." The appropriate area of 
study, again, is to be similarly considered. Although it is designed to give 
special attention to Montreal as an area of study, the scope of the problem 
clearly extends far beyond. In some of the first of the projects already 
begun, the analysis or the comparisons made will be Dominion-wide. At some 
later stage it may be that other subjects can be taken up. It is clear,

■
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however, that such limits as have been drawn enclose a wide field in 
u-ere should be no lack of important research problems for 
come. ^ diagrammatic representation of this field 
(Appendix I).

some while 
is attached,hereto.

Increased knowledge and better 
unemployment and the methods of 
ultimate ends of this

understanding of the problems of 
dealing with them are of course the"S nte:?°ga*s?rr» :r,rh , . . s do not have to wait for the completion of a programmePP0T^d6d f0r in the course of the work . The active‘ interest 

The'nrovis?nn°n?e depart™ents_in research in their several fields is one.
, v. t . 01 research training for suitable students, to fit them toundertake independent research in the future, is the other.

® ermned tne principles and practice of the research. Graduate 
^ ® are^drawn upon as the main source of research assistance (though

sa anec assistants are employed where the nature of the work better befits 
^ xiis piocedure). These students are enabled to proceed to the degree of

^or dn S0Rle cases, Ph.D): the M.A. degree however, can be secured only 
f; . ® en;of t,° yearsf work (subject to the project and the progress made 
neriiing ^ tna. s ). Graduate research students work under the joint guidance 
ox the Director and a member of the Department concerned in the specific 
study. And, in general, contacts are continuous between students and their 
.avisera, and between the Director and the Departments.

These aims

The details of the research programme need not be repeated here 
its general content may be indicated. Two sets of studies of general
ar^e'TrLr^iuïtr0! "'ï Ct ^ ^ relaté il MontraiEl Si F
aï îaS Æ Lel?ï T 0f ;10re *“•“**• relevance kïauL Ley

tïï;"l IxonV- -*• I-roblema of particular Industries or Indus-
lïdLtrtT * mm ïeSe leah\° 141 •*»<!•• of oxistlne organisation -
1HC.L. >m „ c- SO C lui . p; O V B 2? H221B H"t u. 1 — 4T» . . ,, ,,mul«ïïïïaymtehLk. studies In theLmaiLfïïlds6™8
multipniod, u.ie ,ray should be open for considered st-tenentq of fel the

ll LeLT ;;L‘5i?tiea pr<*i.».! iL lliLT.can ’ be fitter^ ol n_xUu.n'^1Ch ^ large number of separate pieces of research
und-,P îinitntînn f'+i!0 e'T"L soae to one another, but without anyundue limitation of those individual projects.

but

have

■

SHE

Xi -P



Separate Projects Started.The separate projects started in session 1931-2 are v s f ol_Ox7. 
last nine of these are the projects on which graduate students ere working, 
and the professors in charge and the name of the graduate student assistants

A memorandum giving more detail of these projects is

The

are given in each ease, 
attached (Appendix II). Hm &£ --

(1) The occup<4*^o^L3-I- a.nd industrial composition of Montreal, compara
tively considered Director.. rj ,(2) Trends and fluctuations iix employment and unemploymen t m M:.,n .• -’oc
and comparative areas since 19 213 director. _

(3) Seasonal variations in employment and unemployment in^Ganadai ^ >1
Director. U ' 1

VjEjef. Dawson,(4) Economic and social base-maps of Montreal: Director;V Sociology —rrvc^xr .(5) The qualitative character and industrial aptitudes of unemployed
as compared with employed groups ; Kellogg, Psychology/yeps Director;
N.W. Morton, M.A. (McGill). JX < \ ■ .' '•

(6) Vocational guidance and juvenile placement in relation to school
entai abilities, a study of high school 

ept.; E.C. Webster, B.A.(McGill). 
school teaching and its relevance

: #*. Kellogg,
a, • ‘ ■

training and the distribution of 
boys in Montreal : Sa*. Tait ^/Psychology ■

(7) The permanence of the effect 0 
o lo abi ity: a study of unempjLayad-^and employed 
sy lo y D pt. ; Prof V' Ôlark^^TÎd cat d\l)ept. ; K.E. No 

{8J The occupational adjustme t p blems of British Dawson^Sociology Dept.; .Director ; L.G. Reynolds, B.A.(Alberta).
(9) British immigrant areas in Montreal in relation to social influences 

bearing on employment adjustment : Dr. Dawson, Sociology Dept.; Miss m.E. 
Ramsden, B.A.(Western).

(10) Problems of partially or completely unemployable immigrants as 
revealed by Montreal social agency records : 9ft, Dawson, Sociology Dept.;
Miss M.H. Davidson, B.A.(Western).

(11) Employment and unemployment problems in the rail transport industry: 
geC Hemmeon, Economics Dept.; Director; G.M. Rountree, B.A.(McGill).

(12) The employment and unemployment problems of dock and harbour labour 
in Montreal: Dr. Hemmeon, Economics Dept.; Director ; E.E. Bowker,
M.A.(Alberta).

(13) Unemployment and unemployment relief in Western Canada: Dr.
Economics Dept.; Director ; E.T. Stone

B.Com.,
Hemmeon,

B.A.(McGill).

The number of graduate students engaged on specific projects this 
session (1931-2 ) was hine, seven of these proceeding to the degree of

all of them will continue their workM.A., and two to the degree of Ph.D.:for a second year. (Salaried assistants work for various, sometime quite 
short, periods, being engaged for specific purposes as occasion demands).
In the coming session (1932-3) this number of graduate student Assistants 
will be increased by at least nine more, making a total of eighteen and 
possibly twenty students, distributed between seven social science Depart
ments. These graduates have been drawn from McGill to some ex <ent but r-1 -■ ° 
from other Canadian Universities: with the new .graduate assistants engaged 

the latter outnumber the former.this session,

Office of the Principal 
and Vice Chancellor. 4
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In the case of all the graduate students concerned it has been 
considered desirable to retain then for a second year’s work: 
grounds of their showing so far and the worth of their project, 
three cases at least the indications are that a third year’s work in 
addition will probably be profitable.

on the
In

The results in each project willby no means be equal in range or value, but all promise to produce 
publishable material, when the time for the consideration of that question 
arrives.

sone

me report upon expenditures has already been made to your Foundation.

_____ &

» 
* 
**
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RESEARCH PROJECTS ON WHICH: GRADUATE STUDENTS 

ARE ,/ORHING (1951-2); OUTLINE CP SCOPE._______
Appendix II.

(l) The qualitative character and industrial aptitudes of unemployed
(Psychology).as compared with employed groups.

A study of selected unemployed groups, by means of tests adapted 
to the purpo se, as to their c omparative literacy, aptiuud es, men v al doiects, 
etc. Comparison of more permanently unemployed, «emporary unemployed, '-■-ic, 
employed groups. Also of (a) clerical and commercial groups (b) technical 
and artisan groups (c) low-skilled and unskilled workers. Relation of 
these facts to age, race, period unemployed, mobility-history, age Oj. 

leaving school, etc.
(2) Vocational guidance and juvenile placement in relation to school 

training and the distribution of mental abilities; a study o^ Eigh school
(Psychology).boys in Montreal.

etc., inStudy of the results of mental tests, educational bestsTheir bearing on chancesrelation to school standing in various courses.of success in different occupations, the proper basis -or uî. -ce in 
selection of optional subjects in school, and choice of occupations oy 
new entrants to labour market. Relation to vocational opportunities .or
boys of these ages.

(3) The permanence of the effect of ^school teaching and its relevance 
(Education, Psychology).to employability.

A study relating to unemployed and employed groups, using educational 
and other tests, of the amount and type of school teaching, -pur^ti cularxy 
the basic subjects, which has persisted .after leaving school. ue -0 u0
which these factors have bearing on success or failure in employment. 
Consideration of (a) "white-collar" (b) artisan and (c ) lo’.v-skillen ..roups ; 
employed and unemployed groups; juveniles and adults. Relation uo other 
factors affecting employability, (age, period since leaving schoo,., quc.l.i^j 
of original school training, economic status of family, temperamental c int
act eristic s , etc).

(4) A study of a selected group of British immigrants in relation uo 
their occupational adjustment. (Sociology’’).

Occupational history of the immigrants - former trades and skills, 
status, conditions, etc. Problems involved in transfer of skills, change 
of job and employment conditions, Including status, labour organisation, 
cost of living, working conditions, etc.
employment, period of adjustment. Significance of change of job 
status and conditions, on individual and on family, in relation to degree 
of adjustment as member of new community. __
K This" ref e r s 1 e p a r t m ent in which th :ar c h a ssi s t a n t i s

a, higher degree, not to any necessary limitation of subject-matter.

Degree of regular or irregular
wages,
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~ study of the British immigrant : re; s in Montréal with reference 
. influences e. ri: or f sir enplo; ert . " ; . ( ociclc * .

LIain areas to which British immigrants migrate or are : 
their character, the presence or absence of social institutions
areas aiding or handicapping them in sec ri g live ihood and st

■

to

ttrue ted, 
in these 
ad employ

ee »
of whi ch , wagesand

Effective community organisation makes for more satisfactory and
ana more stable earning-power. Undue localisation tends 

to make -or restricted employment opportunities. How far has the British 
immigrant escaped the difficulties of immigrants of other nationalities, 
and the degree of localisation which characterises 
Jews )?

efficient workers,

some of then (e. ., the

(6) a comparative survey of the problems of partiall- 
unemployable imini grant s 
agencies . (Sociolo ,*).

or completely 
us revealed by the records of Montreal social

Study of the statistics and, . case-histories of selected groups of
immigrants of aii. ferent nationalities who have fallen to the care of social 
agencies ^in jLonfcreal. Their economic and social background, reasons for 
immigration, degree of skill, mo.bility-history, etc. Among other things, 
o vany snoa-c.^ w.row some xigat on relation of unemployability to duration of 
previous period Oi unemployment or to irregularity of employment when at 
employable age, etc.

t71 Loyment and unemployment problems in the rail transport industry, 
us exemplified by the experience of the C.K.R. and G.P.h. (Economics^.

ine modern railway as the source (with its attendant operations) of 
employment for a very large part of the Canadian working-force. Importance 
also because essentially affected by employment conditions special to Canada, 
and by fluctuations in business conditions in Canada. Various types 
(occupations, degree of skill, etc), employed. Methods of recruitment: 
differences if any for different grades of workers. Problems raised by 
seasonal fluctuation or variation in type of work. Employment and technical 
cnanges. The problem of lay-offs or short-time working in trade depression. 
Methods by which these problems met, possibly with pre-war and post-war 
experience compared. Conditions special to railway operation making stab
ilisation difficult or feasible. Special reference to Montreal but dealing 
v/ith as much of wider aspects as is consistent with efficiency of the research.

(8) The employment and unemployment problems of dock labour in Montreal. 
(Economics).

Importance of dock work in Montreal. Special characteristics (e 
Extent and type of organisation: past history; amount of 
Methods of recruitment, type of workers, conditions of

• C • >
grain shipments). 
unskilled labour.
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Methods and 
Movementwork (adjustment of rates, hours, etc., to poru activio/. 

degree of adjustment to (a) daily (b) seasonal fluctuations, 
of‘"worker s to ice-free ports in winter: methods, experience, and degree
of success.

(9) Unemployment and unemployment relief in Western Canada. (Economics^.

warSurvey and interpretation of unemployment situation in post
years in the Prairie Provinces: employment, unemployment and employment- 
exchange statistics. Local materials» Seasonal, cyclical and tecnnic^l 
factors. The special problems of agricultural and rural relief: differ
ences from Western problem. The operation of the Unemployment nelief ^cu 
of 1930 and the Unemployment and Farm Relief Act of 1951. Local relies 
administration problems. Farm and migratory labour: the employment ex
changes and Western employment. Interpretation to bring out differences 
(and similarities) of Western from Eastern unemployment and relief problems.
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Dear Mr.Giassco:

Our appropriation RF 30107 to McGill University of 

$110,000 for the development of research in the social sciences 

over a period of five years begins as of June 1,1931, the installment 

for the first year, June 1, 1931 to May 31, 1932, amounting to 

As we have received no word from you as to the 

method oA payment desired, we would suggest that the amount available 

each year be paid in semi-annual installments, 

satis iactoiy, we shall be pleased to send you, upon receipt of a letter

$15,000.

If this is

from you, a check for $7,500, and on December 1st, an additional 

$7,500. Subsequent payments could be made on June 1st, and December

1st of each year.

At the close of each fiscal year of the University 

we would appreciate receiving a statement of expenditures incurred 

in the development of research in the social sciences.

Very truly yours,

(Sgd) Geo.J.Beal.

Mr.A.P.S.Glassco,Bursar, 
McGill Cniversity, 
Montreal 
P.Q.
Canada

GJB:RS Original filed in vault with Dee^s of Donations.

June 5, 1931.

THE ROCKEFELLER FOUNDATION 
61 Broadway, New York.

Office of the Comptroller,
George J.Beal.Comptroller,
EM .Gillette , Assistant Comptroller.

.ii
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F __________________________________ _

August 8th, 1930*

Dr* Edmund R* Day,
Director, The Rockefeller Foundation, 
Department of the Social Sciences, 
Hanover, H.H.

Dear Sir,

In the absence of Sir Arthur 
Currie I am enclosing herewith a copy of a letter 
which ho wrote you on July 29th* 
the original was mailed to the Hew York address, 
and from what you said to Sir Arthur in your 
last letter it seems there is a possibility 
that the Hew York office might not be open.
I therefore thought It safer to send you another 
copy.
on August 13th.

I find that

Sir Arthur will be back In Montreal

Yours very truly.

Secretary to the Principal,



____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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III
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;July 29th, 1930*

ssse

Dr* Edmund H. Day*
Director, The Rockefeller foundation,
61 Broadway, I?ew York* (Ploaee fomardi «

-, .... . Let «• thank you for yourletter of July 19th received by mo upon my return from

UXVS&*; & ass artszzr *
fjood spot to spend a vacation durit** th to you as a 

summer months*

îfyr,tho '»>» »? y^8oïf"S*?.-.r'4ni0iL1fra'
~„nG* h<r * a numbor of conforonoes * at which there 

sera present irofessor Corbett, Dean of the Faculty of 
Î *** ro esaor TaoKay, Dean of tho Faculty of Arts;
^rlessor vlarno. Chairman of tho Department of S duos- 

,>onl 1 rofeesor ïïommeon of tho Department of Economics; 
^roiossor Grunt Fleming of the Department of Public 

Koaith, and Professors Tate and Eollogg of tho Depart- 
°; ^“f-holg^5r ;Prof ess or Dawson of tho Dop&rtmont 

O. oocielosy* Profoes or llondel of tho Department of 
fall coo inx; (greatly interested in social problems); 
nnu ono or two others, 1 no lading Professor Beattlo of 
tne Department of Anâtomy* tho Professor of Industrial 
*.ouicine, and tho Professor of Sanitary Engineering*

■
.

■
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This group was sincerely
enthusiastic and anxious to co-operate in a study of 
specific problems* We decided to form a General 
Committee, composed of tho above, under ny own Chair- 
nanohlp, and Hr* E* Ü. Bootty, 
to sit in with this Committee*

our Chancellor is anxious 
From that General Com

mit toe we fomod a smaller Executive Committeo, also 
under my own Chairmanship*
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It was our idea to obtain
tho services of a skilled and experienced invostigs.tor 
in this kind of work, and I have ongagod Hr. L. 3* Ear oh, 
at present on tho staff of tho London School of r.cononie s, 
cordially recommended to no by Sir William Jlevoridgo, who.ee 
rooormendation is supported by Sir Josiah Stamp* e foil 
that if any investigation was to proceed from its beginning 
intelligently, smoothly, and with a definite purpose, it 
should be guided by a mn who has had experience in such
work.

I I am allowing Hr. Harsh to 
a course in the Department of Economics, but his 

raair duty will be tho superlnton once and guidance of 
Hvostigatioral work. I felt that if ho wore not glvi g 
aiy lectures he might bo looked upon by his col leagues as 
a more or loss outsider, and if they regarded him in that 
light à* might never got inside. Hr. Ha sh is coming in 
September.

1
-

1

Roughly speaking, wo thought
that tho University might make two distinct contributions,
one ro a3B* J61*® a°n~
side ration of-a certain défini to social problem? tho other,
tho training it expert workers « -Tory of ..on tnoso mixod 
social and economic problème are left no, & or l uo 
chance, that is, ".hoir . tudy had been presented by those 
who hare not boon trained for that especial kind of v/ork. 
While all of these c * ial problem» are intensely interest
ing, their study has boon loosely dono. If we make an 
extensive and Intensive an”, profound ote% of some 
problem and all its allied problems, we would oo doing 
something worth while; and if, In additio to that, wo 
give training under export direction to, say n group 
of post-grn mate tudents, and taoreljjr plaeo thorn m a 
position to proaooito late 111 oat studios on the ir own 
initiative, wo would be ranking solid progress.

Tho mew bora of the Commit fcc:; 
wore anxious to begin with tho study of unemployment in 
Greater Montreal, as this problem soomd to bo a vary 
pertinent one and should oaally lend itsolf to thorough 
co-operative study of the typo which we havo in mind.
Tho problem has so many phases - immigrant unemployment; 
seasonal unemployment; the employions of women ottd children 
in industries who ought to be in tho school or in tho home; 
unemployment duo to illness, bad homo conditions, bad 
social conditions in the community; the classification 
of unemployment; del intente, defective*» and their care;

one
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treatment of vagrants, and many, many other raoifioatlons. 
ihxs suoject would employ the Departments of Economics, 
sociology, Psychology, Education, Public Health and Law.

This is an outline of tho most 
meagre description, I know, but it is in connection with 
the outline of such a programme that I should like to have 
your advice.

I am leaving to-night for a
snort visit to Murray Bay, after which I want to run up 

to Western Ontario to see my sisters for a few days.
1 shall be in Montreal between the 13th and 31st of 
August, and oould easily motor down to Hanover to have 
a word with you.

’’ednosday and Thursday, the 
and 28th of August, would20 th and. 2le

suit me beet
or the

... . , . During September Mr. Beatty
tar.es his Directors on his annate. 1 trip to tho Uest of
rîïa<1ÎVa tak6s four and he is anxious
; r me -o go with him t is year, and I should like to go.

-a ' •'i^o d0Wn t0 Hanover to see you between August 13th

Ever yours faithfully.

Principal.

■

________________________________________
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THE ROCKEFELLER FOUHDATION
61 Broadway, Hew York,The Social Sciences 

Edmund B. Day, Director
December 5, 1930,

Dear Sir Arthur,
Tho University’s application for a grant from the Foundation 

in support of social science rosearch will be brought to tho atten
tion of our Board of Trustees at its meeting of October 10th in a 
docket item which has already been prepared with the approval of 
the Foundation officers.
Board aay bo favorable and that funds may be placed at the Uni
versity’s disposal. However, it is impossible, of course, to say 
just what is in prospect until the Board had taken definite action.

The grant, if made, will become available t the beginning 
of your next fiscal year, which I understand to be June 1st, 1931. 
There will thus be ample time to plan tho program well in advance. 
The reference which you make in your letter of the first to the 
provision of "soholnrshlps to graduate students to encourage them 
to spend two years in this work (social science research) in pro
ceeding to their M.A. degree", leads me to ask whether the Uni
versity is under the impression that it could use any part of the 
foundation’s grant, if it should be made available, to offer such 

It has been our general policy in providing these re - 
search funds not to permit any part of them to be usedin support 
of announced scholarships or fellowships.

This does not p re o ip. do the development of part-time re - 
search ass is tantshj^ps which can be assigned to graduate students 
who are employing the balance of their time in candidacies for 
advanced degrees. But this, after all, is quite different from 
a program of schol rshipa or fellowships with all the publicity 
which is commonly attendant upon the administration of such awards.
I trust this restriction on the use of any funds the Foundation may 
make avail bio will not upset any plans you have been developing,
II does not seom to me that the restriction Imposes any serious 
obstacles in the way of the satisfactory promotion of significant 
research activities on the part of the permanent staff. Please 
let me know if I have made myself clear, or if you would like to 
discuss the matter further.

I am hopeful that the action of the

awards?

.e 3hall be glad to send your office a wire following the 
meeting of our Board of Trustees Mean-on the tenth of the month, while you have again my hearty best wishes for your trip.

Cordially yours ,
EDMÜHD E. DAY.
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December 8th, 1930.

Dr. Edmund E. Day.
Director. The Social Sciences Department, 
»he rockefeller Foundation,
61 Broadway,
New York.

Dear Dr. Day,
1

did not « „four lott9r of December 5th
2 \ ° ln timo to reach Sir Arthur

before his departure for India, as he loft
forrardLrh?eCGWb0r 4the 1 am» however,

aïs:! Eux*whioh ”in rea°-hi"

Yours faithfully.

Secretary to Sir Arthur Currie.

. . à



*
NIGHT LETTERGRAM

October 22, 1930.Dr, E.P.Day
Rockefeller Foundation 
61 Broadway, New York. N.Y
AS A RESULT OF FURTHER MEETING OF INTERESTED PARTIES THE
PROMISED MEMORANDUM CANNOT BE MAILED UNTIL TWENTY THIRD
BUT WILL REACH YOU FRIDAY MORNING. A. W. CURRIE.
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Oct. 19, 1930.

Dr. E . P. Day, 
Rockefeller Foundation 
61 Broadway,
New York.

PROMISED MEMORANDUM RE PROSECUTION
RESEARCH IN SOCIAL SCIENCES AT McG-ILL
WILL REACH YOU THURSDAY.

A. W. CURRIE
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In applying to the Rockefeller Foundation for a
grant in aid of social research the purpose of McGill
University is to obtain facilities, at present lacking,
which would enable it to take full advantage of its
unique position for the prosecution of studies of this

nature.
In the first place McGill is a national univer V

sity and its affiliations throughout the Dominion
would enable it to use the whole country as a labora- aMoreover, it draws to itself students of thetory •

■
Of itsmost varied experience and points of view.

total registration the Province of Quebec accounts 
for only sixty-five and one-half per cent, the other 
provinces for twenty and one-half per cent, the United 
States for ten and one-half per cent, Great Britain 
for three per cent and other countries for one-half

Its constituency, that is to say, is neither 
a municipal nor a provincial one, and of necessity it 
must approach any problem with which it deals from a 
national and international standpoint.

The study of human relations is forcing itself 
more and more upon the attention of the institutions

per cent.
3

nU
of higher education everywhere as a field in which

nil
■V ■ mma is.I; ■o.
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their staff organisation and equipment can render new 

service in the modern world. In this connection the

enquiries already sponsored by the Rockefeller Founda

tion furnish instruction in methods and examples of 

the results which can be achieved. In Canada, which 

is destined to go on absorbing the most varied elements

into its population, there is a special need and 

tunity for social research.

The University is situated in the largest city 

and principal industrial and financial centre of the 

The cleavage of the citizens of Montreal 

into two main races complicates all social problems.

This adds difficulty to the investigation, but challenges 

special interest and may give to the results obtained

oppor-

11

Dominion.

a measure of international value which they would not 

have if the population were uniform in texture. It is 

also true that, in view of the large French element in 

the population of the Dominion as a whole, no study under

taken in a purely English-speaking community would be 

likely to lead to generalisations of truly national 

val idi ty. We have in Montreal and its neighbourhood re

presentatives of the races and nationalities resident in 

Canada and of all our classes and industries in a degree 

to which no other Canadian city can pretend.

The field being a good one, the question may be 

asked what benefits the University considers likely to

m

I*1,
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accrue from the improvement of its machinery for social

research. From our own point of view perhaps the great

est advantage would be that the University would be enabled

to pursue lines of investigation which are in logical se

quence to courses and studies now going on but which it 

is at present prevented from following up by lack of

We already have men capable of directing such 

investigations, but up to the present funds and organ!-

The provision of adequate 

means for co-operative research, which would concentrate 

upon the various facets of a social problem the work of 

economists, psychiatrists, sociologists, doctors and 

lawyers, would not only add greatly to the efficiency 

of the University in the fields of economics, psychology, 

sociology, public health and mental hygiene, it would 

also intensify existing interest and individual effort 

in these fields.

Once in operation, the plan would offer new faci

lities to graduate students already in attendance, and 

would attract more, thus increasing the supply of trained 

minds available for social research.

funds.

sation have been lacking.

We should hope also that the systematic investiga

tion contemplated would soon begin to produce results vi

sibly useful to the community, 

recognition of the practical value of University research

■■ If so we should win new
is

■Is

B m m

.
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in community problems, giving at the same time effective 

proof of intimate interest on the part of the University

This might go somein the every day life of the people•

towards meeting the complaint so frequently heard thatway

universities are

with the ordinary problems of humanity, 

which might be achieved by the frank and sympathetic co-

§|
remote academic institutions unconcerned

The social results
fVvvïr
Sa

incalculable.operation of community and university areg

The University would propose to set up a Social 

Research Council composed of members of the UniversityProposed
organi
sation. staff and men from the world of commerce and industry. 

The latter would be chosen partly on the basis of the 

interests which they represent and partly because of

This Councilpersonal inclination for social work, 

would be an advisory body, but its members would also
! furnish actual investigators with entrees which might

The active admin-

available for the project, and

f;
otherwise be difficult to obtain.

m
istration of any funds 

the day-to-day direction of the work, would be entrusted

Committee of which the Prin-

■
fhit
I to a much smaller Executive 

cipal of the University would be ex-officio, chairman.

It: '

Committee would be entrustedOne member of this

direction of whatever enquiry is being 

The University has obtained for this pur-

Enquiry •
with the general

prosecuted.

the services of Dr. L. C. Harsh, who comes to uspose

extensive and successful experience inwith a record of

. \S'fc:
£8
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similar work in London.

As the first study in a scheme which has, of 

course, great potentialities of expansion, it is pro

posed to choose the subject of Unemployment, not only 

as being of first-rank significance among social pro

blems, but as a subject the systematic investigation 

of which is calculated to open up further fields of 

research and to provide at an early stage opportunities 

for contribution from a number of departments of uni-

versity work.

We believe that McGill, again owing to its pecu

liar situation and to its mode of government, has very

special advantages in attacking the problem of unem- 

We would refer here to what has alreadyployment.

been said about the character of Montreal as a city.
. ;

In this industrial and financial centre McGill is go

verned by the outstanding leaders of Canadian industry 

This fact will enormously facilitate en-■ and finance.Emif Proceedingquiry into economic and social conditions, 

under the auspices of men such as those mentioned in 

the attached appendix, our investigators will carry

■
§|
it

with them a guarantee of good faith and a passport 

which will open doors that might well be closed to
■;>

In addition, these men, somethe ordinary enquirer,

!
»
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of whom will be called upon for active participation 
in our Council of Social Research, offer a guarantee of 
the practical nature and value of the tasks to be under
taken.

One factor which must bulk large in the study of 
unemployment in this country is the work of employment 
agencies financed and controlled by the provincial 
governments . Modes of relieving, by State or private 
action, the distress arising out of lack of work, must 
also come under review. Both employment and relief 
agencies will be examined in comparison with those 
operating in England and elsewhere, and it is hoped 
that any conclusions arrived at may be of some interest 
in other countries faced with similar problems.

Among the subjects which may subsequently occupy 
the contemplated research organisation two have been
repeatedly mentioned in staff meetings called to 
ine into possible lines of work.

exam-
These are (1) health 

services in the Dominion, and the provision, on an 
economic basis, of adequate health protection for per
sons and families of moderate means ; and (2) interna
tional relations and world organisation for peace and 
for economic and social welfare. The first is naturally

1
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suggested by the strong medical tradition of this
The second would be a response to theUnivers! ty .

rapidly developing interest of this country in inter
national affairs and to the growing consciousness, in
McGill and in the great harbour-city where the University
has its seat, of the intimate interdependence of all the
civilized peoples in every aspect of their daily life.
These, however, are only two examples of the unlimited
possibilities of useful activity in the domain of so-

The difficulty will be, not to findcial science.
subjects, but to choose and adequately delimit parti
cular objects of investigation from among those that 
will clamour for attention as our work proceeds,

m
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s was The Principal and Vice-Chancellor, 

McGill University, 

Montreal.
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Principal and Vice-Chancellor:
Sir Arthur W. Currie, G.C.M.G., K.C.B.
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In applying to the Rockefeller Foundation for a 
grant in aid of Social Research the purpose of McGill 
University is to obtain facilities, at present lacking, 
which would enable it to take full advantage of its 
unique position for the prosecution of studies of this 
na ture.

In the first place McGill is a national uni
versity and its affiliations throughout the Dominion 
would enable it to use the whole country as a labora
tory. Moreover, it draws to itself students of the 
most varied experience and points of view, 
total registration the Province of Quebec accounts 
for only sixty-five and one-half per cent, the other 
provinces for twenty and one-half per cent, the United 
States for ten and one-half per cent, Great Britain 
for three per cent and other countries for one-half 
per cent.
a municipal nor a provincial ono, and of necessity it 
must approach any problem with which it deals from a 
national and international standpoint.

The study of human relations is forcing it
self more and more upon the attention of the institu
tions of higher education everywhere as a field in which 
their staff organisation and equipment can render new 
service in the modern world.
enquiries already sponsored by the Rockefeller Foun
dation furnish instruction in methods and examples of 
the results which can be achieved, 
is destined to go on absorbing the most varied elements 
into its population, there is a special need and oppor
tunity for social research.

Of its

g!

Its constituency, that is to say, is neither

In this connection the

In Canada, which

The University is situated in the largest 
city and principal industrial and financial centre of 
the Dominion.
treal into two main races complicates all social pro
blems .
but challenges special interest and may give to the 
results obtained a measure of international value

The cleavage of the citizens of Mon-

This adds difficulty to the investigation.
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which they would not have if the population were uni
form in texture.
the largo French element in the population of the 
Dominion as a whole, no study undertaken in a purely 
English-speaking community would be likely to lead 
to generalisations of truly national validity, 
have in Montreal and its neighbourhood représentâtivos 
of the races and nationalities resident in Canada and 
of all our classes and industries in a degree to which 
no other Canadian city can protend.

It is also true that, in view of

Wo

'T:,

The field being a good one, the question may 
be asked what benefits the University considers likely 
to accrue from the improvement of its machinery for 
social research, 
the greatest advantage would be that the University 
would bo enabled to pursue lines of investigation which 
are in logical sequence to courses and studies now going 
on but which it is at present prevented from following 
up by lack of funds.
directing such investigations, but up to the present 
funds and organisation have been lacking, 
vision of adequate means for corporative research, 
which would concentrate upon the various facets of a 
social problem tho work of economists, psychiatrists, 
sociologists, doctors and lawyers, would not only add 
greatly to tho officionoy of tho University in the 
fields of economics, psychology, sociology, public 
health and mental hygiono, it would also intensify 
existing interest and individual effort in those 
f i o 1 ds .

From our own point of viow perhaps

Wo already havo men capable of

The pro-

Onoo in operation, tho plan xvould offer 
now facilities to graduate students already in at
tendance, and would attract more, thus increasing the 
supply of trained minds available for social rosoarch.

Wo should hope also that tho systematic in
vestigation contomplatod would soon begin to produce 
results visibly useful to tho community, 
should win

If so wo
now recognition of tho practical value of 

University rosoarch in community problems, giving at 
tho samo time offoctivo proof of intimate intorost 
on tho part of tho University in tho overy day life 
of tho pooplo. This might go sotno way towards 
mooting tho complaint so frequently hoard that 
univorsitios aro romoto academic institutions 
concerned with tho ordinary problems of humanity.
Tho social results which might bo achiovod by tho 
frank and sympathetic corporation of community and 
university aro incalculable.

un-
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Proposed
Organisation

The University would propose to set up a 
Social Research Council composed of members of the 
University staff and men from the world of commerce 
and industry. 
on the basis of the interests which they represent 
and partly because of personal inclination for social 
work.

The latter would be chosen partly

This Council would be an advisory body, but 
its members would also furnish actual investigators 
with entrees which might otherwise be difficult to 
obtain. The active administration of any funds 
available for the project, and the day-to-day 
direction of the work, would be entrusted to a 
much smaller Executive Committee of which the 
Principal of the University would be ex-officio 
Chairman.

Enquiry

One member of this Committee would be en
trusted with the general direction of whatever 
enquiry is being prosecuted, 
obtained for this purpose the services of Dr. L.C. 
Harsh, who comes to us with a record of extensive 
and successful experience in similar work in London.

As the first study in a scheme which has, 
of course, great potentialities of expansion, it is 
proposed to choose the subject of Unemployment, not 
only as being of first rank significance among social 
problems, but as a subject the systematic investiga
tion of which is calculated to open up further fields 
of research and to provide at an early stage oppor
tunities for contribution from a number of departments 
of university work.

The University has

We believe that McGill, again owing to its 
peculiar situation and to its mode of government, has 
very special advantages in attacking the problem of 
unemployment.
been said about the character of Montreal as a city.
In this industrial and financial centre McGill is - 
governed by the outstanding leaders of Canadian in
dustry and finance, 
facilitate enquiry into economic and social conditions. 
Proceeding under the auspices of men such as those 
mentioned in the attached Appendix, our investigators 
will carry with them a guarantee of good faith and a 
passport which will open doors that might well be

We would refer here to what has already

This fact will enormously

EMSSI ïisfeüf- ÉÉfiSÉI
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In addition, theseclosed to the ordinary enquirer.
of whom will be called upon for -active par-

offer amen, some
ticipation in our Counçil of Social Research, 
guarantee of the practical nature and value of the 
tasks to be undertaken.

which must bulk large in the study 
of unemployment in this country is the work of employ
ment agencies financed and controlled by the provincial 
governments. Modes of relieving, by State or private 
action, the distress arising out of lack of work, must 
also come under review. Both employment and relief 
agencies will be examined in comparison with those 
operating in E: land and elsewhere, and it 15 hope* £hat y 
conclusions arrived at may be of some interest m other 
tries faced with similar problems.

One factor

subjects which may subsequently occupy 
research organisation two have been re- 

taff meetings called to examine
These are (1) health ser-

Among the
the contemplated 
peatedly mentioned in s 
into possible lines of work. 
vices in the Dominion, and the provision, on an economic 
basis, of adequate health protection for persons and fa
milies of moderate means; and (2) international relations 
and world organisation for peace and for economic an s

The first is naturally suggested by the
The secondcial welfare.

strong medical tradition of this University.
_j the rapidly developing interest 

international affairs and to the
McGill and in the great harbour-

would be a response to 
of this country in
growing consciousness, in . B
city where the University has its seat, of the miimate 
interdependence of all the civilized peoples in every <10 

pect of their daily life. These however, are only two 
examples of the unlimited possibi ities of useful ac ivi y 
in the domain of Social Science. The difficulty will be,

, but to choose and adequately delimit
those that

not to find subjects
particular objects of investigation from among 
will clamour for attention as our work proceeds.

■
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The Canadian National Committee For Mental Hygilene.
Patron:—His Excellency the Viscount Willingdon, Governor-General of Canada 

Patroness :—Her Excellency the Viscountess Willingdon

OFFICERS

Dr. Charles F. Martin.
EXECUTIVE OFFICERS BOARD OF DIRECTORS

K. W. Beatty. K.C..
W. F, Angus, Esq.
W. A. Black. Esq. 
a. J. Brown. Esq.
Sir George Burn 
Sir Arthur Currie 
A. F. C. Fiske, Esq.
F. P. Higgins, Esq.
J. B. Holden. Esq.
Vincent Massey. Esq.
J. W. McConnell. Esq.
C. B. McNaught. Esq.
C. E. Neii.l, Esq.

Dr. C. M. Hincks Chairmanpresident medical director

Sir Robert Falconer 
Sir Arthur Currie

Dr. J. G. McKay
associate medical director

D. M. 3L,e Bourdais. Esq.,
DIRECTOR, DIVISION OF EDUCATION

VICE-PRESIDENTS

Sir George Burn,
Fred Page Higgins. Esq.

JOINT TREASURERS Dr. Helen R. Y. Reid,
DIRECTOR, DIVISION ON

Dr. Colin K. Russel.
Chairman Executive Com.

immigration

Marjorie H. Keyes
secretary

103 ST. GEORGE STREET 
TORONTO. 5.

February 1st, 1930.

Sir Arthur Currie,
Principal, McGill University, 
Montreal,
Que.

Dear Sir Arthur;

I will never forget your great
kindness to me on Friday. Your hospitality touched my heart.
It was a genuine pleasure to see Lady Currie, your daughter and 
yourself in your own home. I only hope that in the days to come 
I can play a small part in contributing- to the best interests of 
McGill University.

Very sincerely yours,

Am

Medical Director.

Ex'

Second Canadian Conference on Social Work—Toronto, Ont., April 28th—May 1st, 1930 
First International Congress on Mental Hygiene—Washington, D.C., May 5th—10th, 1930
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The Canadian National Committee For Mental Hygilene.
Patron:—His Excellency the Viscount Willingdon, Governor-General of Canada 

Patroness .-—Her Excellency the Viscountess Willingdon

OFFICERS

Dr. Charles F. Martin.
EXECUTIVE OFFICERS

Dr. C. M. Hincks
BOARD OF DIRECTORS

E. W. Beatty. K.C..
W. F. Angus, Esq.
W. A. Black. Esq.
A. J. Brown, Esq.
Sir George Burn 
Sir Arthur Currie 
A. F. C. Fiske, Esq.
F. p. Higgins, Esq.
J. B. Holden. Esq.
Vincent Massey. Esq.
J. W. McConnell, Esq.
C. B. McNaught, Esq.
C. E. Neill, Esq.

Chairmanpresident medical director
Sir Robert Falconer 
Sir Arthur Currie

Dr. J. G. McKay
associate medical director

D. M. I„e Sourdais. Esq., 
director, division of education-

vice-presidents

Sir George Burn.
Fred Page Higgins. Esq.

joint treasurers Dr. Helen R. Y. Reid,
director, division on

Dr. Colin K. Russel.
Chairman Executive Com. immigration

Marjorie H. Keyes
secretary

103 ST. GEORGE STREET 
TORONTO. 5.,:St!

March 1st, 1930.

Sir Arthur Currie, G.C.H.G., K.C.B. 
Principal, McGill University, 
Montreal,
Que.

Dear Sir Arthur:

I wired you yesterday confirming the 
dates,March 10th and 11th, for the visit of Doctors Ruml and Day.

Mr. Beatty told me that he was going 
to be engaged until 4 o'clock or later on Monday, March 10th. He 
hoped, however, that he could arrange dinner at his home for the 
two visitors and for 
I might go along.
Social Sciences.

you. He was also good enough to suggest that 
The evening would be spent in discussing the

I will be glad to hold myself in 
readiness to spend Sunday in Montreal and if you have a group 
together I would feel honored to sit in. On Monday and Tuesday 
I could guide the New York men about when you and Mr. Beatty are 
otherwise engaged.

In a day or two I will take the liberty
of sending a memorandum for your consideration..

It It was indeed kind of you to give me so
much of your busy time on Thursday last.I

Sincerely yours

Medical Director.
Second Canadian Conference on Social Work—Toronto, Ont., April 28th—May 1st, 1930 
First International Congress on Mental Hygiene—Washington, D.C., May 5th—10th, 1930
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4 th Earch, 1930*

Dr. 0 . 11. Illnoks ,
Hedloal Director*
Canadian national Con. for I'ental Hygiene, 
103 31. Qoorgo Street, Toronto, 5.

Dear Dr. Hincks,

Just a lino to thank you 
for your letter of Ilarch 1st and to say that I 
have arranged for a mooting at my house noxt Sunday 
evening at nine orclook.
you will join us, - Better come and take supper 
with mo at sevon-thirty.

I shall be delighted if

Yours faithfully.

P r inc ipa 1

nnn«HiHN
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The Canadian National Committee For Mental Hygiîene.
Patron His Excellency the Viscount Willingdon, Governor-General of Canada 

Patroness:—Her Excellency the Viscountess Willingdon

Dear Sir Arthur;

I am taking the liberty of writing you 
at some length concerning social science development at McGill and 
the attitude of our New York friends, Doctors Ruml and Day.

They have an interest in McGill at the 
present time for such reasons as the following - (1) vision on the 
part of Mr. E. V. Beatty and yourself with regard to the possibilities 
oi the social sciences contributing to human welfare, (2) the peculiar 
advantages of McGill - a University with a national outlook; a private 
corporation unfettered by strictures of government control; a University 
located in the financial and industrial centre of the Dominion closely 
affiliated with leaders in the national life; a University that has 
already given splendid leadership in the biological and physical 
sciences, (3) close co-operation with the Canadian National Committee 
for Mental Hygiene, thus ensuring the making of contacts with Governments, 
industries and other organizations to pave the way for research and the 
practical application of research findings, (4) confidence that leadership 
for any scheme of development would be wisely chosen, (5) realization that 
McGill in the field of the social sciences could utilize Canada as its 
laboratory, and that this laboratory is unrivalled because the country is 
young, is in the process of active development and is less crystallized 
by traditions than older civilizations.

Second Canadian Conference on Social Work—Toronto, Out., April 28th May 1st, 1930 
First International Congress on Mental Hygiene—Washington, D.C., May 5th 10th, 1930

Û
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;
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Doctors Euml and Day are interested in 
social science research, in the training of leaders and in the part 
McGill might play in this regard. Such vital problems as the following, 
that might "be eventually attacked by McGill workers would intrigue our , 
visitors - racial and immigration problems; human relations in industry; 
problems in education; problems in making health resources availaole 
for the entire population; problems in connection with unemployment, 
delinquency and dependency; problems in government administration, etc.
The fact that McGill has always stressed the giving of adequate training 
for leadership will weigh with the Foundation, and there will be interest 
in that training facilities would be extended for students wishing to 
equip themselves for public life, industry, social science research, 
health administration, education, social work etc.

While this coming visit may not proceed 
further than a general exchange of ideas, the question may arise con
cerning ways and means of fostering developments at McGill. I will 
take the liberty of suggesting a policy that may or may not be sound. 
There might be organized an "Institute of Social Sciences . ho building 

be involved but there would be needed a capable Director - a man
Associatedwould . . .of vision with a grounding in social science techniques, 

with the Director there might be a small Committee composed of Heads 
of Departments interested in the social sciences. It would oe the 

Institute to review research and training projects.
in this regard, there would emerge needs

This strengthening
function of the
When faced with definite tasks
for the strengthening of University departments, would be made possible through funds granted by the Rockefeller foundation 
and perhaps through funds from other sources as well. The Institute 
could secure co-operation among various university departments for 
research and training projects, and could link up with the Canadian 
Rational Committee for Mental Hygiene and other outside bodies.

I do hope that the forthcoming visit will 
be a factor in paving the way toward significant developments in 
McGill and, indeed, throughout Canada. The time has arrived when >-he 
social sciences should be developed in the same spirit and with the 
same vigor as the biological and physical sciences. The human ^actor 
has been too much neglected. It seems to me that McGill has a 
splendid opportunity to give leadership.
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When I saw Mr. Beatty in the Royal York Hotel on Thursday last, I said that I would forward him a 
memorandum, 
communication.

I may utilize material that is included in this

Very sincerely yours,

Medical Director.

f
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July 3rd, 1930,

Dr. Edmund E. Day 
Direo tor
The Rockefeller Foundation 
61 Broadway, Hew York.

Referring Sir Arthur Currie s letter June twenty-seventh 

please wire me whether his suggestion 

1-,ew Yoik July ninth or tenth is acceptable to you.

to see you in

D. McMurray
Secretary to Sir Arthur Currie

Day le tter CPR
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THE ROCKEFELLER FOUNDATION
61 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

Cable Address :
Rockfound, New York

THE SOCIAL SCIENCES
EDMUND E. DAY, DIRECTOR

Hanover, N. H. 
July 18, 1930.

Sir Arthur Currie 
McGill University 
Montreal.

Dear Sir Arthur:

My office reports that you sought an appointment 
with me in New York for July 9th or 10th. I am very sorry 
not to have been available. I am making headquarters here 
at Hanover, N. H. for the months of July and August and 
hardly expect to be back in the office for more than fleet
ing visits before the second week in September. The con
ference which you have sought can probably be put over 
until September without any real loss of time since the 
Foundation's staff is so widely scattered during the summer 
months that no formal consideration of business is at all 
practicable.

Doubtless you will be coming to New York sometime 
in the early fall and we can then arrange to get together

If you are not planning any such trip 
Perhaps you will let 

me hear further from you when your plans are more definitely 
made.

at your convenience.
I may be able to see you in Montreal.

Sincerely yours,

Edmund E.'
EEDsAEF

1

m
m
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July 29th, 1930.ûrv'
U

Copy to Hanover, Hew Hampshire. 
mailed to ITev? York.

jyy dear Dr. Day,

. Let me thank you f r your
letter of July 19th received by me upon my return from 
a short visit at St. Andrews-by-the-Sea, a place, by the 
v/ay, which I can cordially recommend to 
spot to spend a vacation during the

you as a good 
summer months.

purpose of a oonforence that I wished to soo you, 
rather for some advice as to the best cay in which we 
could lay our plans before your Department for consider-
***?”• T êf,tîr tho visit of yourself and Dr. Rural last 
spring, I neld a number of conferences, at which there 
wore present Professor Corbett, Dean of tho Faculty of 
Laxv, Professor SlacKay, Dean of the Faculty of irts; 
Professor Clarke, Chairman of the Department of Educa
tion; Professor Hemmeon of the Department of Economics; 
Professor Grant Fleming of the Department of Public Health; 
and professors Tato and Kellogg of the Department of 
rsyohology, Professor Dawson of the Department of So- 
oiology* Professor Hondel of the Department of Philosophy, 
tgraat y interested in social problems), and one or *wo 
tnors, including Professor Beattie of the Department of 

anatomy, the Professor of Industrial 2Iedicine~, 
ro-essor of Sanitary Engineering.

but

and the

This group was sincerely
enthusiastic and anxious to co-oporate in a study of 
specific problems. We decided to form a General Com
mittee, composed of the above, under my ov/n Chairmanship, 
and 2Jr. E. 7. Beatty, our Chancellor, is anxious to sit 
in with this Committee. From that General Committee 
v/e formed a smaller Executive Committee, also under my 
own Chairmanship.

* ♦.r
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It was our idea to obtain the 
services of a skilled and experienced investigator In this 
kind of work, and I have engaged Mr. L. 0, Marsh, at present 
on the staff of the London School of Economics, cordially re
commended to me by Sir William Beveridge, whose recommenda
tion is supported by Sir Joaiah Stamp, 
investigation were to proceed from its beginning intelligently, 
smoothly, and with a definite purpose. It should be guided by 
a man who has had experience in such work.

We felt that if the

I am allowing Mr. Marsh to give
a course in the Department of Economics, but his main duty will 
be the superintendence and guidance of investigational work.
I felt that if he were not giving any lectures, he might be 
looked upon by his colleagues as a more or less outsider, and 
if they regarded him in that light ho might never get inside. 
Hr. Marsh is coming In September.

Roughly speaking, we thought that 
the University might make two distinct contributions, one re
sulting from the prosecution of a study and the consideration 
of a certain definite social problem; the other, the training 
of expert workers, 
problems are left more or less to chance, that is, their study 
has been prosecuted by those who have not been trained for that 
especial kind of work.
intensely interesting, their study has been loosely done, 
we make an extensive and intensive and profound study of some 
one problem and all its allied problems, we would be doing 
something worth while; and If, in addition to that, we give 
training under expert direction tb, say a group of post
graduate students, and thereby place them in a position to 
prosecute intelligent studies on their own initiative, we 
would be making solid progress.

Very often these mixed social and economic

7/hlle all of these social problems are
If

The members of the Committee 
were anxious to begin with the study of unemployment in 
Creator Montreal, as this problem seemed to be a very per
tinent one and should easily lend itself to thorough co
operative study of the type whioh we have in mind, 
problem has so many phases - immigrant unemployment; seasonal 
unemployment; the employment of women and children in industries 
who ought to be In the school or in the home; unemployment due 
to illness, bad home conditions, bad social conditions in the 
community; the classification of unemployment; delinquents, 
defectives and their oare; treatment of vagrants, and many, 
many other ramifications.
Departments of Economics, Sociology, Peychology, Education, 
Public Health and Law.

The

This subject would employ the

This is an outline of the most
meagre description, I know, but it Is In connection with the 
outline of such a programme that I should like to have your 
advice.
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I an leaving to-night for a short visit to Murray 
Bay, aftor which I want to run up to Western Ontario to see ay 
sisters for a few days. I shall be in Hontroal between the 
13th and 31st of August, and codld easily motor down to Hanover 
to have a word with you.

Wednesday and Thursday, the 20th and 21st; A» 
the 27th and 28th, of August, would suit me best.

During September l!r. Beatty takes his Dlreotors 
on his annual trip to the West of Canada, a trip which taîçes 
four weeks, and he is anxious for me to go with him this year, 
and I should like to go, Kay I run down to Hanover to see 
you between August 13th and 31st?

vEver yours faithfully.

(Signed) A. W. Currie.

Princ ipal.

■

•A
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to which Dr. Day replies : -

The plans you report are most

interesting and I trust will lead to

It

substantial results You are quite wise,

in my opinion, in your idea of concen

tration on some specific problem, but

it may be that there should be con

siderable reconnoitering before a

final decision is made in this regard.

I shall be glad to talk this over with

you when we get together. "

,

S",

1
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Ever youre faithfully,

Or. Edmund 5. Day, ’ 
Hanovor,
Hew Hampshire.

Dear Dr. Day,

of the 6th August. i'foJnd 1 t^^not°p^!lble 
for me to got away this weak, on account of 
tho^acwumul^tion of work during my absence
In duly, but I shall go down to Hanover next 
week.

Intention Is to leave
.^.ontreal on the morning of rednesday and spend 
th.t night in Hanover, leaving for Hew York 
the next day (Thursday).

I am looking forward to
seeing you.

>'* :

;
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n -1iv AUGUST 27th and 28th.MEMDBABTDUMbV\^'« 1 —
I visited Hanover on these dates to consult with Dr. Day and Dr. Rural$jii

In the course of my conversation with them Iof the Rockefeller Foundation.V-'

set forth in detail the reasons why the Committee set up in the University

prefers to do research work in connection with unemployment in Greater Montreal. 

I stated that it seemed to me that it was preferable to select one particular 

problem and investigate it extensively and profoundly in all its ramifications 

rather than to expend our energies on a number of unrelated problems. The

problem of unemployment is universal and, as far as I know, has been only 

loosely and unscientifically studied and certainly never intensively studied

It is a local, a national and also an international problem and,

It touches life and living most

in our country.

therefore, has a very wide range of interest.

It has its political, economic, legal, health, sociological,intimately.

psychological, educational and anthropological problems and as much as any 

other subject which I can think of should lend itself to co-operative study.

I said I wanted to take it up because,-

a. The value of the study of the problem itself, a problem which

has its theoretical as well as its practical side;

To train men to do this work; teaching them the technique ofb.

investigation, also the technique of co-operative investigation

or research. The trouble with us in Canada is when undertaking

these research problems that we have no one who has ever been

trained to do research work - witness the necessity of our

engaging the services of Marsh;

Mi

is
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c. For the sake of the University and its influence in the community.

The University must be intellectually alive, or it stagnates,and 

I cannot imagine anything that will give inspiration to intellectual 

activity so much as to have a number of Professors engaged in positive 

research work on a very live problem;

d. Because of the value of such a piece of work as a creator of and

guide of public opinion.

In the course of several conversations with Dr. Day and Dr, Ruml, 

I was assured that they had complete sympathy with the advisability of 

undertaking research on unemployment, that is, they approved of the subject but 

it '.vas their advice that the Rockefeller Foundation did not provide funds so 

much or the investigation of a particular problem as for the encouragement of 

scientific research.

our

They advised me to make an application for an annual grant 

to be applied ror the promotion of scientific research in the social sciences,

and they suggested that I might ask for #15,000. for the first year, #20,000. 

for the second year and #25,000. for the next five years, 

years and would certainly be ample time in which to demonstrate whether we were 

capable of doing any really worth while work or not.

This would be seven

When this matter was first discussed with them I was under the

impression that as a result we might be able to add considerably to our staff 

and to strengthen its weak parts, but on this visit learned that that v/as not

They leave the strengtheningso much the policy of the Rockefeller Foundation.

of the staff to the University and they do not wish their research funds to be

appliedfor that purpose. Their idea is to help the staff to do research work

by giving scholarships to post graduate students who would do the spade work

-v.
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MEMORANDUM - AUGUST 27th and 28th. Sheet 3.

under the guidance of the Professors, by paying the cost of printing of findings, 

by paying travelling expenses, or hy paying any other expenses incidental to the

intelligent prosecution of the problem - for instance, if this Committee in

coming to its final conclusions should wish to get the opinion of a great

authority in that particular field the Foundation would provide the funds to pay
that man to come to Montreal and remain as long as necessary. They want to sake
it almost obligatory for a Professor to do some research work, or to get out, 

That is, they want to make it impossible for him to say that he cannot do

research work because he cannot get the facilities.
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CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY COMPANY

OFFICE OF THE CHAIRMAN AND PRESIDENT

MONTREAL

October 22nd, 1930.i

Dear Sir Arthur:

I return the two copies of the memorandum which you left 
with me respecting the application to the Rockefeller Foundation for 

a grant in aid of social research.

The memorandum is excellent as a skeleton outline and this 
is all that is possible at the present. I think, however, a paragraph 
dealing with the value of such research in a country which will be

steadily admitting new immigrants of many nationalities for years to 

come might be mentioned in a sentence or two. I realize, of course, 
that the subject of national characteristics is one covered by existing 
-University courses but, in its broader aspect of the relation of the 

individual to society on this continent, it has a great bearing.

I do not know whether Doctors Day and Rural have ever outlined 
their ideas of the work of the proposed department. 

formed some opinions and if they have, no doubt, you can secure them.

The repetition of the views of the Rockefeller people themse: 

your memorandum might aid in its favourable reception. IJ L

Yours sincere!;

They must have

s in

General Sir Arthur Currie, G.C.M.G.,K.C.B., U 
Vice-Chancellor and Principal,
McGill University,
Montreal.

t
.

i
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Reasons 
for or
ganising 
social 
research.

the Rockefeller Foundation for aIn applying to 
grant in aid of social research, McGill University has

moved by the following considerations.
the situation of the University in the larg- 

indus trial and financial centre

been
First,

est city and principal 
of the Dominion gives it a unique opportunity of prose-

calculated to lead to re-cuting such research in a way 
suits of national importance. McGill would be in a

full advantage of this oppo rtuni^ ,
it is unfettered

position to take
available, becauseprovided funds were 

by any government control, whether federal or provm- 
restrictions of policy can limit the scope

the publication

d
Uoc ial. r

of its scientific investigations or

of its findings.
Montreal offers, in addition to

other attractions to 
cleavage of its citizens into two

all social problems. 
tigation, but challenges special interest and may give

international value

the population were uniform 
It is also true that, in view of the large

its relative size,
Thethe social research worker.

main races complicates
difficulty to the inves-This adds

to the results obtained a measure of

which they would not have if

in texture.
French element in the population of the Dominion as a

no study undertaken in a purely English-speakingwhole,
ofcommunity v/ould be likely to lead to generalisations

We have in Montreal and itstruly national validity, 
neighbourhood representatives of every Canadian race,

* 
i
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class and industry in a degree to which no other city

can pretend.

The field being a good one, the question may be 

asked what benefits the University considers likely to 

accrue from the improvement of its machinery for social

From our own point of view perhaps the great

est advantage would be that the University would be enabled 

to pursue lines of investigation which are in logical se

quence to courses and studies now going on but which it

research.

is at present prevented from following up by lack of funds. 

Ve already have men capable of directing such investiga

tions, but up to the present funds and organisation have 

been lacking. The provision of adequate means for co

operative research, which would concentrate upon the 

various facets of a social problem the work of economists 

sociologists, doctors and lawyers, would not only add 

greatly to the efficiency of the University in the fields 

of economics, sociology, public health and legislative 

science, it would also intensify existing interest and 

individual effort in these fields.

Once in operation, the plan would offer new faci

lities to graduate students already in attendance, and 

would attract more, thus increasing the supply of trained 

minds available for social research.

We should hope also that the systematic investiga

tion contemplated would soon begin to produce results

visibly useful to the community. If so we should win
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recognition of the practical value of University re

search in community problems, giving at the same time 

effective proof of intimate interest on the part of the
This

new >.'■

University in the every day life of the people.

towards meeting the complaint so fre—

remote academic in
might go some way

quently heard that universities are
unconcerned with the ordinary problems of hu-s titubions
The social results which might be achieved bymani ty.

the frank and sympathetic co-operation of community and

university are incalculable.

to set up a SocialThe University would propose 
_,:.rch C ounc il composed of members of the University 

staff and men from the world of commerce and industry.

•Proposed
organisa
tion. Pcs

The latter would be chosen partly on the basis of the

interests which they represent and partly because of

This Councilpersonal inclination for social work, 
would be an advisory body, but its me mb o rs would also 

furnish actual investigators with ontroos which might

The active a dminis-o therwise be difficult to obtain, 
tration of any funds available for the project, and the 

day-to-day direction of the work, v/ould be entrusted 

to a much smaller Executive Committee of which the

Principal of the University would bo ox-of f i c io. chairman.

One member of this Committoo would bo entrusted with
Enquiry.

the general direction of whatever enquiry is being

prosecuted.
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As the first study in a scheme which has, of

course, great potentialities of expansion, it is pro

posed to chooso the subject of Unemployment, not only

as being of first-rank significance among social pro

blems, but as a subject the systematic investigation

of which is caluulated to open up further fields of

research and to provide at an early stage opportun

ities for contribution from a number of departments

of university work.

A plan has boon prepared in detail, but its 

broad features are as follows :

(1) The analysis and co-ordination of avail

able statistics (with additions whore needed) on the

questions fundamental for this and for furthor social

research -- the population and its character, occu

pations and indus trios, the trend of unemployment, 

etc. in Montreal, with as much comparative material

as is possiblo and desirable.

(2) A detailed survey of unemployment, its char

acter and those problems which aro its direct effects 

(the number, ago and sox of tho unemployed, careful 

distinction of tho typos of unemployment, the indus

tries and occupations to which workers have boon at

tached, conditions of dopondoncy, o to . ); with Montreal 

in tho first ins tance as tho area of investigation,

i
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both, to enable detailed study, and because of its 

characteristics as a city.special
conducted togetherThis to be followed by, or

and sources permit)-with, ( if mo thods

(3) A study of the occupational mobility of 

and the problems of findinglabour

employment.

(4 ) A study of

problems of the now

juvenile unemployment and the 

entrant to industry.

The plan of organisation and enquiry here 

outlined is ready to be put in operation immediately 

on funds becoming available.

k, ' ; j
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Reasons 
for or
ganising 
social 
research.

In applying to the Rockefeller Foundation for a
grant in aid of social research, McGill University has
been moved by the following considerations.

First, the situation of the University in the larg-
est city and principal industrial and financial centre
of the Dominion gives it a unique opportunity of prose
cuting such research in a way calculated to lead to re-

McGill would be in asuits of national importance.
position to take full advantage of this opportunity,
provided funds were available, because it is unfettered
by any government control, whether federal or provin-

Uo restrictions of policy can limit the scopec ial.
of its scientific investigations or the publication
of its findings.

Montreal offers, in addition to its relative size,
Theother attractions to the social research worker.

cleavage of its citizens into two main races complicates
This adds difficulty to the inves-all social problems.

tigation, but challenges special interest and may give 
to the results obtained a measure of international value

m which they would not have if the population were uniform 
It is also true that, in view of the largein texture.

French element in the population of the Dominion as a 
whole, no study undertaken in a purely English-speaking 
community would be likely to lead to generalisations of

We have in Montreal and itstruly national validity, 
neighbourhood representatives of every Canadian race,

■
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class and industry in a degree to which no other city

can pretend.

The field being a good one, the question may be

the University considers likely to 

its machinery for social

asked what benefits

from the improvement ofaccrue
point of view perhaps the great- 

the University would be enabled

From our ownresearch.

est advantage would be that

of investigation which are in logical se-

but which it
to pursue lines

and studies now going onquenee to courses
by lack of funds, 

directing such investiga-

is at present prevented from following up

We already have men capable of

the present funds and organisation have 

provision of adequate means for co- 

would concentrate upon the

tions, but up to

Thebeen lacking. 

operative research-, which 

various facets of a social problem the work of economists

, doctors and lawyers, would not only add

University in the fields
sociologists

greatly to the efficiency of the

sociology, public health and legislativeof economics,

science, it would also intensify 

individual effort in these fields.

existing interest and

Once in operation, the plan would offer new faci-

, and

tl
,:fe

to graduate students already in attendance

increasing the supply of trained

lities I
would attract more, thus

minds available for social research.

should hope also that the systematic investiga

tion contemplated would soon begin to produce results

If so we should win

We

visibly useful to the community. l
■s
'
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new recognition of the practical value of University re

search in community problems, giving at the same time

effective proof of intimate interest on the part of the

University in the every day life of the people. This

might go some way towards meeting the complaint so fre

quently heard that universities are remote academic in

stitutions uncohcerned with the ordinary problems of hu

man! ty. The social results which might be achieved by

the frank and sympathetic co-operation of community and

university are incalculable.

Propose d 
organisa
tion.

The University would propose to set up a Social

?. ;c v-.rch C ounc il composed of members of the University

staff and men from the world of commerce and industry.

The latter would be chosen partly on tho basis of the

interests which they represent and partly because of

This Councilpersonal inclination for social work.

would be an advisory body, but its members would also 

furnish actual investigators with entrées which might

Tho active a dminis-o therwise be difficult to obtain.

tration of any funds available for the project, and the

day-to-day direction of the work, would bo entrusted 

to a much smaller Executive Committee of which the

Principal of the University would be ox-officio chairman.

One member of this Committee would be entrusted with
Enquiry .

the general direction of whatever enquiry is being

prosecuted.

tâ'M
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As the first study in a scheme which, has, of 

course, great potentialities of expansion, it is pro

posed to chooso the subject of Unemployment, not only 

as being of first-rank significance among social pro

blems, but as a subject the systematic investigation 

of which is caluulated to open up further fields of 

research and to provide at an early stage opportun

ities for contribution from a number of departments

-

: ;

of university work.

A plan has boon prepared in detail, but its 

broad features are as follows:

The analysis and co-ordination of avail

able statistics (with additions where noodod) on the 

questions fundamental for this and for further social 

research -- the population and its character, 

pations and industries, tho trend of unemployment, 

etc. in Montreal, with as much comparative material 

as is possible and dosirablo.

(1)

o ecu-

(2) A detailed survey of unemployment, its char- 

actor and those problems which are its direct effects 

(tho number, ago and sox of tho unemployed, careful 

distinction of tho typos of unemployment, the indus

tries and occupations to which workers have boon at

tached, conditions of dopondoncy, etc.); with Montreal 

in tho first instanco as tho area of investigation,

86M
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both to enable detailed, study, and because of its

special characteristics as a city.

This to bo followed by, or conducted together

with,(if methods and sources permit)-

(3) A study of the occupational mobility of

labour and the problems of finding

employment.

(4) A study of juvenile unemployment and the

problems of the now entrant to industry.

The plan of organisation and enquiry here

outlined is roady to be put in operation immediately

on funds becoming available.

k ■ £
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■ November 1, 1930.

Dr. Edmund B. Day,
The Rockefeller Foundation, 
61 Broadway, New York.

Let me acknowledge your letter of 
October 27th and say In reply that I shall arrive 
in Now York on the morning of the 10th of November, 
and that day Is free other than an evening engagement 
to dine with Murray Butler.
I shall go to your office at, say.
In the morning.

If agreeable to you 
eleven o’clock

As for the assurances that I can 
give that the work will be continued in the future, 
I can say this without fear of cavil, that wo are 
profoundly in earnest now, and that we havo shown 
that earnestness by an annual appropriation of 
§5,000, which at present has been devoted to paying 
the salary of a now member of the staff brought to 
the Univorsity solely to engage in this investiga
tional work. Had thero not boon the possibility 
of conducting this investigation I should not have

I havo al-brought Mr. Marsh to the University, 
ready supplied him with an office and a secretary 
and he has begun making contacts with institutions 
and men in order to procure information considered 
necessary.

I cannot at present promise a 
further contribution from University funds until 
after our next campaign, which xve had hoped to 
hold in May of next year, 
depression, we now contemplate postponement until 
a more suitable date.

Owing to the contihued

I am quite sure that I

*
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2. '-■11icould then promise an appropriation of at least 

CIO,000 a year#
3s Æ

furthermore, I have strong hopes (not 
t/1 thout some justification) that the interest 
already displayed by such men as Ur. E.U.Beatty 
and Ur. T. 13.Macaulay will ensure that this work 
will not be allows . to lapso. B

4

M

There is another ground on which I base 
a pioa to you. One day last week it was announced 
by tho government of the Province of Quebec that It 
would hold a survey into many of the questions which 
Y/o contemplated studying, and that its survey would 
be presided over by Professor Uontpetit of the Uni
versity of Montreal.

K
m

It Y/ill lollow that those employed in making 
that survey v/ill all be officers of the University of 
ontreal. That Is one way which this French-Canadian 

Roman Catholic government of ours has of helping the 
Univers!ty of Montreal.
ployed, and it is just that sort of thing that makes 
it harder for McGill to continue to stand as a bulwark 
for liberty and freedom against the encroachments of 
the Church,

I

ko McGill men will be em-

I know full well that the government’s 
Investigation will not amount to a row of pins and 
that its finding will be just exactly what tho 
government heads wish it to be, — a pat on the back 
which may serve a political use, and in other ways 
an excuse for any policy tho government intends 
to put into force.

I plead for a chance to make a really 
worth while, independent investigation and pro
nouncement. Such actions by the government are, 
of course, a challenge to our English-speaking 
people, and we are made of that kind of stuff, I 
am pleased to say, that accepts the challenge.

However, I shall see you in Uovember.

Ever yours faithfully.

Principal.
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THE ROCKEFELLER FOUNDATION
61 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

£1
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY

November 14, 1950.

Dear Sir Arthur:
On returning from a trip to the South I found your 

interesting letter of the first, 
are coming this way on the 18th of the month and that we shall

I have set a definite

I am much pleased that you

have a chance to talk matters over. 
appointment for eleven o’clock that morning. Unfortunately, 

earlier arrangements commit me to a luncheon engagement at 

one o'clock - otherwise I should wish you to have lunch with

me.
It seems to me clear that McGill presents unusual 

opportunities in the field of social science research and I 

personally hope that nothing will prevent the University from 

launching a significant program along this line in the early 

future.

Sincerely yours,
Hi

Sir Arthur W. Currie,
Office of the Principal and

Vice-Chancellor,
% • .V

McGill University, 
Montreal, Canada.

EED:FMR



He mentioned that the grant would he 
made available on the first of July, but I said I 
had hoped that it would become available on the 
first of January, 
him know whether the Committee can do any useful 
work between now and July first next. 
would make a recommendation that the first grant 
be made available on the first of J anuary.

I am to write to him to let

If so, he

/ /

ür. Day intimated that the Foundation 
would like to see McGil1 interest men in Montreal 
or elsewhere in Canada in the encouragement of this 
work, by placing funds at the disposal of the Uni
versity. He thought that if our work were really 
worth while it ought to be possible to secure funds 
from outside sources. If the University were 
able to do this , the Foundation would be more dis
posed to continue its grant.

In Hew York on the 18th instant, I saw 
Dr. Day of the Rockefeller Foundation, who told me 
that at the meeting of his Department on December 10th 
he would recommend that the Foundation grant to McGill 
$15,000 for the first year, $20,000 the second year, 
and $25,000 a year for three years, 
doDurage Social Science Research;
the fourth year, the project would be reviewed, „ 
see whether further assistance might be given and 
to judge of the advisability of endowing the work.

in order to en-
that at the end of

to

kt%
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Principal’s Office,

November 20th, 1930
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THE ROCKEFELLER FOUNDATION
61 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

Cable Address:
Rockfound,New York

THE SOCIAL SCIENCES
EDMUND E. DAY, DIRECTOR

October 27, 1930.

%• dear Sir Arthur:
tel# Your application to the Foundation for a grant in aid of social 

research at McGill was placed in my hands by Doctor Hincks while he was

at the office last Friday. You do not need to be assured that I have 

examined both the formal memorandum and your covering letter with genuine 

interest. The point at which the request seems to me somewhat inadequately 

developed is with regard to prospective financial support after the years 

of initial effort. The Foundation may be willing to carry the load at the 

outset, but almost certainly will expect at least general assurances of 

reasonable support from other quarters as the program develops and demonstrates 

its value. Presumably this is a question regarding which we ought to confer.

I am glad to note that you will be coming to New York about the 19th or 

20th of November. I trust that we may have a chance to talk things over 

then. What time would best meet your convenience?

I am indeed relieved to learn that your recent indisposition

I trust thatappears to be yielding satisfactorily to a change in diet.

you will keep well and will enjoy thoroughly your trip to India and the

Far East.
Cordially yours,

Sir Arthur W. Currie, 
McGill University, 
Montreal, Canada.
EEDiFMR
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December Is t,
1 9 3 0 .

Dr. Edmund E. Day,
îh© Hook®fol 1er Foundation,
61 Broadv/ay ,
Hew York. H.Y.

My dear Dr. Day,

EïH-F ™a till more, with a view to-talcing advantage of 
your grant for the first ^year on July first next.

, La*x.8endlne Marsh to Ottawa to make

vL>? ? th® wofk boinS <ione there, and to West 
iaT also wish to make it known in

otiior universities that we may be able to offer 
scholarships to graduate students to enoourage 
them to Spend two years in this work in proceeding
° r n.A. degree. This would give us an

opportunity of picking up our men.

I hope that on December tenth you will 
be able to wire me (at this office) to say that 
the grant for the first year will be made available 
on July first next. Since seeing you, I have had 
to change my plans, and am obliged to leave Montreal 
a week earlier than intended.
Saint John next Friday.

With kindest personal wishes,
I am.

Ever yours faithfully,

I am sailing from

m

■
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October
Twenty-third
1930.

Dr. E. P. Day,
The Rockefeller Foundation, 
61 Broadway,
New York, N.Y.

My dear Dr. Days

. Hincks is in Montreal today and 
is -oin to New York tonight. On learning- that he had an appointment 
with yra tomorrow I have asked him if he will be good enough to deliver

form an intelligent opinion, our hopes and plans and plea for assistance 
for the prosecution of scientific oo-operative research in the Social 
Sciences at this University.

Dr. C

memorandum I feel that I should add that 
we at McGill understand that it is our obligation to furnish tne men o

£**5 ofpoU«oal

Political Science, a fip. Marsh from the London School of Economics.
Mr. M-rsh wag recommended to me by the Officers of that ochso , w 
recozanendation received the warm support of Sir illiam Beveriuge an 
Sir Josiah Stamp. Marsh has had a great deal of experience in 
investigational work of social problems. I am alio ing him to eivo o am 
lectures in the Department of Political Economy, but his main du.y s

have already made a oeginning.

To that

to supervise the research work on which we 
I considered it advisable to attach him to a staff, believing that in 
that way he could work in greater harmony with others, because they 
would regard him as a man on the inside.

My understanding of the use to which we might 
put any funds the Foundation would place at our disposal is that these 
funds would pay no part of Professors salaries, but that they would be 
available as scholarships for post-graduate students who would do the
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Dr. E. P, Pay, -2-

spcvie work in investigations under the direction of 
fund3 might be used to enable Professors to visit 
at Ottawa, at Toronto, Hew York or 'ashington,

the Professors; the 
Statistical Bureaus sav

-------^«BW iors or ashington, or places from whinh
necessary information could only be got; or thev ml -y,* >>-, -, ,OUT workers to here conference, ."h 7 Bi*t be ule4 *° «“»»«

other centres; or they might be used to publish 
worth publishing; in short these funds would be 
of the staff to enecce In research work In tUuTZ
competent by projidlnc them tth the me.-ns for necessaryttos^o^vestlm
ÎÏSm II SfLS?.*"£«•,J— would^be'under STÏÏT

v/îl° would pass upon the projects
suggest new fields in which intelligent

some leaders in kindred fields in 
any findings thought 
used to encourage members 

in which they are

control of the Executive Conmittee, 
submitted and who would furthermore 

and useful work might be done.

I think I can give you the 
nomes I have set forth in the attached 
they are enthusiastic and

assurance that the group whose 
memorandum are not only capable but 

just awaiting the word "Go".are

It is the intention that this 
oy university vacations, but .will be 
finished.

work shall not be interrupted 
prosecuted continuously until

thp at™* m ® h,ope that the Foundation will place at our disposal for 
feel can be*int ?ecln ininedlately, $15,000.00, which sum we

Ïï ÏÏÆ1 SS Z£~î/z zsr
” ***** ^confi lance yo^ylep^to
to carry through successfully what it undertakes.

Ever yours faithfully,

Principal

Eno.
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October
Twenty-third
1930.

Dr. E. P. Day, 
Rockefeller Foundation, 
61 Broadway,
New York, 2Ï.Y.

hi
m

My dear Dr. Day:

You will be interested in knowing that I 
made rry trip to the ’ ’est with Mr. Beatty and the Jirectors o~ the 
Canadian Pacific Railway, re were fortunate in having perfect weather 
during the month that we were away. It was a strenuous trip, but most 
interesting. I, who have lived in the 'est for twenty years and crosse 
the Continent many times visited places and districts that I never saw 
before. We spent three days in the wonderful Peace River country, 
another couple of days in the mining regions of Southern British 
Colum )ia and several days in Northern Saskatchewan. The rest of the 
time was revisiting places that I have seen before. hile the people 
in the rest are as hard up as can be I never knew them more hopeful 
nor determined,and I came away not at all depressed, but very confident 
as to the future.

Hincks will tell you of the collapse I 
suffered coming up from New York on the train but the Doctors offer a 
reasonable explanation, at least one which sevma to be working very well, 
when they told me that I had been taking too little sugar rather than 
too much. I am feeling very well indeed.

You will.also be interested in learning that 
about the middle of December I am leaving Montreal for India via 
England, as I have agreed to represent Canada at the opening of the 
new Parliament Buildings at New Delhi.1*®** February. I shall return via

i
p
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Dr. E. P. Day, -3-

the Pacific, which will ire ne a chance to spend a few days in China and 
japan. The whole trip ought to be very interesting and instructive.

I am going to Hew York about the 19th or 20th of November, 
and shall call upon you if I may.

Ever yours faithfully,

e

s
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la apply lay to tho 'oofcafollor Foundation for a 

cr at in nid of social research tho purpose of oüiU 

Univers 1 ty is to obtain faollitles * at prooont lisait lac# 

which would enable it to take full aâvant&co of it» 

uniiuo position for tho prosecution of étudié» of this 

nature*

SIS11
;.c

Zn tho first ylaCo 3660ill is ft national usitof*

sitf and its affiliations throncbout tho onlnlon 

would enable It to use tho whole country os a laora- 

lïoroovor, it draws to itself student» of tho
Of its

tory*
K

most varied export noo and points of view* 

total roc is tr tlon the Province of uebee accounts
tho otherfor only sixty-f ivo and one-half per cent, 

provisoes for twenty and one-half por cent* tho United 

ta too for ton and one-half par oont* Great Britain

for three per cent and other countries for ono-half 

per oont* I ta constituency * that is to say « la neither 

a municipal nor a provincial ono, and of nooosslty it 

rouat approach any problem with which it deals frost a 

nationil and international standpoint.

Tho study of humn relation» is fyrclnc itself 

store and noro upon tho attention of the institutions 

of hicher oduortien everywhere no a field la which

■■
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■
6
m
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th-air staff argents i tloa and equipment 

service in the no dont wrl »
can road or net?

In this connection tho 

enquiries nlrondy sponsored hy tho îîocîrefollnr Pounda-

tion furnish instruction In nothodo and exemples of

thh results which can be achieved»
1

/

In -anada, which
is< destined to go on absorbing the oost varied ol onoii ts 

a social need and oppor-ihto its popul tion, there is 

'tunity for oool.il rosearaD,

?he Salvors ity io situated in the largest city 

and principal industrial and f Inane ini 
Denial»»*

centre of the
5ho oloavage of tho citisons of Kentreal

into two min moor capplicates all 

?his adds difficulty to tho investigation, 

special interest and my give to the

social preblons.

A hut oh: lie nee o
4

results obtainedri
« fioasuro of international Value which they would not 

have if tho population wore uniform 

also true that, in view of

■/

in texture. It is

tîio largo French element in
the population of tho Dominion 

taîîen in a purely inglish-spe eking coamnity 

likely to lead to gen railsations 

validity.

as a whole, no study under-

would be

of truly nr t tonal 

o havo in Fontreal and its neighbourhood re

presentatives of the races and nationalities resident In 

*&aada and of all our classes and industries In a degree 

to which no other Jana dies city can pretend.

?he field being a good one, the question may be 

asked what benefits tho Valve re ity considers likely to

I
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accruo f ron the improver» >nt of its machinery for e oial

From our own point of view perhaps tho Great

est advantage % ulà be that the University would bo enabled 

to pursue lines of Investigation which are in logical so-

research#

quenoo to courses sod studies now going on but which It 

la at present prevented fren following up h. look of

va already have non capable of directing suchfunds*

investigations, but up to the present fun e and organi-

?ho provision of adequate

for eo-op ?ratlvo research, which would concentra to 

the various facets of a social pro'.»ion tho work of

... ISI
nation have boon lacking*

noons

upon

économiste , sy chin tris to, sociologie to, doo tore and 

lawyers, would not only add greatly to the efficiency 

of the University in tho fields of economics, psychology » 

sociology, public health and montai hygiene, it would 

also intensify existing interact and individual effort

;_y

SI-

1

In these field»*

Once in operation, tho plan would offer new faci

lities to graduate students already in attondaaoe, and 

would attract more, thus increasing the supply of trained 

minds available for social research*

o should hope also th t the eye tom tic Inves tiga

tion contemplated would seen begin to preduoo results vi-

If so we should win new

K
1

eibly useful to the comma! ty. 

recognition of the praotloal value of University research

:
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In ooamaitjr prohlone, giving at the 

proof of intimato Snfcoros t 

in tlio every day life of tho people*

*ano tine effootlv© 

on tho part of tho University 

This night go

wajr towards nootlnc tho coBpUUt a0 froquontly hoard that 

tmlvoroitlec are rocroto academic institutions

eono

uuconcorned
vltli tho ordinary probiens of humnlty. 

whioh might ho achieved hy the frank 

operation of community and uni vo re it.

Tho social results 

and aynpa tho tic co-

are incalculable.

mo University would 

osoaroh Council composed of north >re 

staff and non from the world of 

IShe latter would ho ah os on partly 

interests which they represent and 

personal inclination for social

propose to sot up a ooial 

of the Univers 1 ty 

comoroo and industry* 

on the basis of tho

I Proposed
organi
sation*

partly because of 

vortc* This council 
would bo an advisory body, but its mdb r« woul also 

furnish actual

otherwise bo difficult
invootlgators with which night

to obtain* mo active a .min
is tration of aqy funds available for tho project, and 
the day-to-day direction of

SB

tho work, would be entrusted 

v) 1 nwo-1'1 sn»lior Uxoeutlvo C omit too of which tho Prln- 

oipa of the University would be ox-off la lo ohcirtt' n.

Oïï© ne tabor of this C omit too would bo entrusted 

v ith tho general' direction of whatever enquiry is being 

Tho University has obtained for this 

poao tho services of r* 1* 0* Karsh, who oonoo to us 

with a record of oxtensive and ouooosaful experience in

Ssqsiiy*

prosecuted. pur-

m
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etaâla* • orfc In London*

As the first sti.dy I» a sohono which has, of 

cours *, Great potentialities of expansion, It le pro- 

peoed to ohooo > the eubjoot of Unonploynont, not only 

as boIns of first-rank significance among social pro

blems, but as a subject t o syetomtlo investigation 

of which la calcul > to ; to open up fur th or f loi de of 

research and to provide at an early otage opportunities 

for contribution froia a «untier of iepnrtnenfco of uni

versity work,

r o bollovo tiiat HOG 111, again owing to its : eou- 

liar situation and to its node of goviranont. has vory

K "K

æ ■

1

special advantages in atfeaoklng the probio» of unon- 

’•;« would refer here to what hue already

■ 
: Iploy mute

boon said about tho character of BoiUoal as a city.m u

m
la tilts indue trial and financial centre oOlll is go- v 

veraed by the outstanding leaders of Canadian industry 

and finesse* *his faott sill enormously facilitate en

quiry into economic and boo la l conditions, Proceeding 

under tho auspice® of non such as those mentioned in 

the attached appendix, cur Investigators will carry

:18. m■
■

\

:S: VIs I;
9
m

mwith thon a gun ran too of good faith and a passport 

which will open doors that night well bo closed to 

tho ordinary onquiror*
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of who» trill bo onliod upon for active participa tlon 

in our -cyuncll of oolnl :osaaroh, offer a cuamntoo of 

tho practical nature and v iuo of tho tasks to bo under

taken.

g

One factor which met bulk 1 rg© In tho study of 

unerspioymon t In this country Is the sort of ORsploynont 

agenc too financed and eon trolled b: the provincial

nodes of relieving, by state or private 

action* tho distress arising out of lack of work, oust

Both oaploynont and relief 

agencies t 111 be examined In comparison with those 

operating in ngland and elsowhoro, and it Is hoped 

that a ay conclusions arrived at nay bo of some Interest

::I
governments •

also com under review.

la other countries faced with sl -illor problem.

\aonc the subjects which may subee juently occupy 

the contemplated rose rob organisation two have been 

repeatedly mentioned in staff reelings called to exnm-

?heee are (1) health

;8B

lno Into possible linos of work, 

services la tho omlnlon, and tho provision, on an 

economic basts, of adequate health protection for per

sona and families of moderate neonsi and (2) into/na-

tlonal rotations and world organisation for peace end

Pho first is naturallyfor eoononlo and social welfare.

i
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suggested by the gtronc nodical tradition of this

The 8000214 would he a response to tho

.

-

tBalverslty.

rapidly developing interest of this country In inter- 

nation .1 affairs and to the groviac consciousness, in

v;.:v
■

ixS
So8ill and la the great harbour-clty whore tho University 

has its seat» of the Intlmto interdependence of all the 

civilised people?) in every aspect of their daily life* 

2ho*o, however, nro only 'two exaaples of tho uniinitod
.

possibilities of useful activity in the domSa of oo-

The difficulty will bo, not to findOlhi eoionoe,

feubjeots, but to choose and adequately déliait porti

on! ,r objects of loVostL: tien frets «ooeg tho .o that 

will olanour for attention as our work proceeds.
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Seattv. Idward eotworth K*C«, LL.D,

Ghanoelljr of McGill Dalvarsity»

President of the Canadien Pacific Hallway Company* 
Member of the üxecutivo and Director, Bank of Montreal; 
Director, Postal holograph and Cable Corporation, 
Director, loyal Trust Company, etc*

Graduate in Law of the University of Toronto* 
Member of the 3&r of the Province of Ontario*

As President of the Canadian Pacific Railway Company 
is Interested in employment quest Iona in Canada and 
Great Britain*

Gordon» Sir Charles Blair G • 3 • 3»

Governor of McGill University,

President of the Bank of Montreal; Chairman of tae 
3oard of Directors, Dominion Textile Com may and of 
Penmans Limited; President, Hlllotfest Collieries Ltd.;
President, Dominion Glass Company; President, Montreal 
Cotton Company; President, loyal Trust Company; Director, 
Dominion Huboer Company•

Sir Charles Gordon s first important executive position 
was as General Manager of the standard Shirt Company,
He has had a life-long experience as an employer in the 
textile industry, is thoroughly acquainted with conditions 
not only In Canada but in the United States and the positions he 
occupies indicate tnat he can speak with authority concerning 
other industries also.

O.F.*
M.B. (Cornell)
LL.D. (queen**)

President end General Manager, Shawinlgan Eater and Power 
Company end Chief Lcooutive of all subsidiary companies; 
Vice-President, Dominion Lnglneering Tories; President, 

uobdo Power Company; President, Montreal Tramways Company; 
Director, Dominion Bridge and Laurent!de Power Company, 
Director, Montreal Light Heat and Power Cons.

is an authority on the economic effect of the production and 
use of hydro-eleotrio power, thoroughly acquainted with labour 
conditions of the power industry and,owing to his connection 
with traction companies, is acquainted with similar conditions 
in city traction and subsidiary industries*



/
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President, Bun Life Ausuranoe Company of Canadai 
director, Dominion Class Company$ Director. Montreal 
Lit^at Hea t and Power Consolidât ads ^1roctor, American 
Superpower Corporations Director, Laclede cas and 
Electric Companyt President, Isle Parrot bridges 
Commission;
As President of tne Sun Ufa Assurance Co paay of 
Canada 3r. laoaulay controla the largest groqp 
of Canadian and American securities held by any 
corporation in Canada, Has a wary wide knowledge 
of general conditions in the liai tad States and 
Oiustda «ad special training as well as a long 
experience which scabies hi» to appro*late them.
Is also a student of agricultural conditions, 
to which he has devoted a great deal of time 
and attention.
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Hao given mny locturea on nociological subjects 
throughout the Unitod 3 ta to s and Canada*

lîaa devoted particular attention to the 
problems arising from limai Ration.

îîow -ombor of the Pionoer Problems Research 
mJttoo. Dr. lawoon is ono of tho tv:o field 
Dlroctors Wkiag under Dr. McIntosh. -his Is 
ono of vho most Important research projects 
undert txoa .>y Social Research Gouncil 
United tatoe.

many

Coa-

of the

Professor of Jociology and Director of the 
School for r,octal Workers. McGill University.

Member of the riooial Research Sooietgr*

:*omb r. ’nerloan Philosophical Association

uthor of "Studios in the Philosophy of 
lav id !*ubk>"

"Solcotions from Hume"
"0elections from Rous eau"

and, in the hands of the publisher, a Treatise 
on Political Obligation.

Jatraoa. lari Ad.lnfrtoj} A.3. (cadla) 
BsD# (Chicago) 
Ph.D.(Chicago)

J£a.rl0S_. • i111 am. Litt. (Prineoton)
Ph.D,

raodon.1 . Prof essor of îloral philosophy and 
Chairman of the Department of Philosophy, 
McGill University•

(Princeton)
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II*km (Harvard)
Ph*D«(Harvard)

Professor of Economics, Ko G 111 University •

Hemmaon. J * ,£.*
/

R*,% Angus

Member of the Board of Arbitration of the 
Amalgamated Clothing Morkors of America 
(international), and has made a study of 
social conditions among these workers in 
Montreal for this association*

Member of the hoard of Arbitration* Lady 
Garment Merkoro* A aeocin tien t international ) •

Member* A nericin Economic Association*

Author of "History of the British Post Office".

$£.B* (Toronto)
K.D* (Toronto)

Professor of Public Health and Preventive., 
Medicine and director of the Department, McGill 
University*

Associate oo -etnry of the Canadian Medical 
Association; Member of the or rd of Management, 
Montreal Mental Hygiene Institute; Me mb or of 
tlm Exocut ivo Council of the lo tori an order 
of Durses for 3anada; "ember of the Oxeoutivo 
Council of the lane Uan Tuberculosis Association; 
ttomb r of the Council of the Canadian Public 
Sealth ' Bsocir.tion*

Plomlnfr. Albort Grant

J
fe.

It

A-
m

■■'y'

Mound ïlore in Eolation to 
Beoondnry uturo*

A Study of Infant Deaths in Toronto 
dur lug the fbaam r o f 1 Of 1

A Public Health Programiao for the
Pro-Ochool Child.

Planning for Ileal th*

Dipthoria Immunisation with 
Diphtheria Toxoid

Responsibilities and Opportunities 
of the Private Practitioner in 
Preventive Medicine*

Author of *
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Harah., Leonard ;, B.30 :oonoaioat with firefc-elass honour» 
(London School of Hconomio»)

"•eoaroh nse is tant to Prof asor Ally# Tounr* 
London»

• •

- m
mAppointed by 3»s»3lewntreo to work on eub- 

oomittoe on belief of Unemployment and 
Public orks Development, London»

’tatiotle. il / 08 is tant on ïïow Surrey of 
London Life end Labour» London School 
of Eoonealos

Appointed to, tie tic.si Secretary of above 
Survey*

.es le tant in aono&ios eDoportrsont, London 
School of "oonemioe

A»olatent Professor of Deonomloel SoGill 
University, 1930.
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m#;>#s#e#. (KoGiili 
C#P*B# (Johns Hopkins) 
Dr# P*H# (Harvard)

Poilev. Prank 0.

Assistant Professor of Industrial Hygiene, 
ÎIoGlll University

Member, î-nadlnn ubllo J'oalth s go lotion; 
Anorloan Public Health Association 
Director Federated Social .‘gencioa (Montreal)

Author of: "The Hygiene of the Pulp and Paper 
Indus try”

"Chronic Poisoning by Tic and 
Its Salts"

"?rond of Occupatlonal Mortality 
in the United States"

"Load Poisoning in Bronso Foundries"

B# o# (Queen’s, Belfast, Ireland) 1920
ditto 
dit to 
11 tto 
lit to

Beattie. John
1923
1924 
1926 
1929

11.B* B.Cfe.
31.1? •
M » D • 
D.Co.

Associat> Professor of Ann tony, KoClll 
University#

Uonber the Anatomical Cooldty of Groat Britain 
and Ireland; the Physiological Society; Corres
ponding Member geological Society of London;
member American ssoci tion o;: Anatomists.

Author of many vforke on Anatomy and allied 
nodical subjects#
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*lai3ie^XEftâ Jî»A. ( Oxon}

Formerly Professor of "duration, University.College, 
.onth .mptoasand outh ’friohn ollogo nnu University 
of vapo Town, ; outh Africa.

Professor of Education, McGill University.

onior do leg-, to for fcho Government of outh 
• al>c ^a ^ International Labour Conference,
l3**5* ib* Imperial .Education Confer- nee, 1927.

Pornorly monbe* of outh frican Association for 
the Aavancement of uclenco.

Member ?ritlsh Association for the 
Solenoe.

Author of ^eaays In the Politics of Education,!924" 
i ouuda Alone of K i s to ly Coach inf 7'’ 
and many articles and pamphlets#

dvancomont of

1
i:ellùr*{r+ J ho a tar "T A,B. iBopdoin Cello go) Associate Pro- 

A#. . ['harvard Univers3 ty} feasor of 
Ph* #(Harvard University} Psychology, McGill 

_ Ualvorsi ty#
psychologie 8» r.xaolnr at Gamp Bov one, 1917

a8 -eycholocioal Examiner or Fduo tional 
2ÎÎ- f at v"rioua oaops# 1920—21 (Salis tod in 
nodical Department U.S.Arsçr 1918, discharged as 
0apt';in smitary Corps, 3 opt. 1920)
)ovolopnont Specialist in Tooting and Grading 

under ar Départiront Fici. Service#

Member, Anorloan Psychological Association 
Poll o’,;, nerioan .Association for Advancement of 
Science

Author of 1 "Alternation and Intorforonce of 
Feelings"

"Graphic Methods of Recording T age 
Hoac ti ons "

Some of Dr. Kellogg*s Test Revisions 
are incorporated In series now in 
ueo in A nor loan Arrjy

Notebook for General Psychology

Ü■
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Frothinchan Professor of Logic and Metaphysics 
and Doan of tho Faculty of Arts, McGill Univer 
si ty.

Author of "Hegel’s Philosophy of Knowledge*
A Criticism" and numerous pamphlets 
and mgaslao articles on educational, 
political and legal subjects.

Member of th© Mova Haétla, Manitoba and 
f.askatehonan ;'aro$ Member "*ha Imperial 
Univers 1 ties’ Conforoace, 1912,

Bagikoar, Ira I!, A, (Dalhouslo)
Ph.D, (Cornell} „ , t .
LL.B, iDalhousle) (Palhousle)

WÊÊÊÊBM

/

Percy B«A* (Mill)
*>, ' , Jurisprudence (Oxford}

"Equivalence" of Lie one© on Droit, University 
of P arlo.

Corbott.

can of tho Faculty of Law, lie Gill University,

Formerly Assistant Logal Advisor of tho 
International Labour Off loo of tho League 
of Hâtions, Goneva.

Member o f the Logal Sorvlco, Loaguo of Hâtions

Fellow of All ouïs’ Jollogo, Oxford,

Author of "Canada and orld loll ties"

""hat Is tho Loa ue of Hâtions1* 
British Tear look of Intornation&l 
Law, 1924,

7h© "last! tv tie Princlpls" of Erasmus

Lecturer on Problems of Political donee in 
the Institute of Poll les, tilllanstown, and 
tho Harris Foundation, Chicago,
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THE ROCKEFELLER FOUNDATION
61 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

THE SOCIAL SCIENCES
EDMUND E. DAY, DIRECTOR

Cable Address:
Rockfound,New York

l December 5, 1930.
:
■ Dear Sir Arthur:

The University’s application for a grant from the Foundation 

in support of social science research will be brought to the attention 

of our Board of Trustees at its meeting of October 10th in a docket 

item which has already been prepared with the approval of the Foundation 

I am hopeful that the action of the Board may be favorable 
and that funds may be placed at the University's disposal, 

is impossible, of course, to say just what is in prospect until the Board 

had taken definite action.

officers.

However, it

"* *'•’*■**.'*«•....'-vurA

The grant, if made, will become available at the beginning of

There
tt**-***1#***- .'JWf. «K*t*1P*'i* * 1

will thus be ample time to plan the program well in advance. The reference 

which you make in your letter of the first to the provision of "scholar

ships to graduate students to encourage them to spend two years in this 
work (social science research) in proceeding to their M.A. degree",leads 

me to ask whether the University is under the impression that it could 

use any part of the Foundation’s grant, if it should be made available, 

to offer such awards? It has been our general policy in providing these 

research funds not to permit any part of it them to be used in support of 

announced scholarships or fellowships. This does not preclude the develo 
ment of part-time research assistantships which can be assigned to

.:r
your next fiscal year, which I understand to be June 1st, 1931.

:;5
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Sir Arthur W. Currie - 2 - December 5, 1930.

graduate students who are employing the balance of their time in

candidacies for advanced degrees. But this, after all, is quite ‘v'.- ^

different from a program of scholarships or fellowships with all the

publicity which is commonly attendant upon the administration of such

I trust this restriction on the use of any funds the Founda-awards.

tion may make available will not upset any plans you have been develop-

It does not seem to me that the restriction imposes any seriousing.

obstacles in the way of the satisfactory promotion of significant research

activities on the part of the permanent staff. Please let me know if I

have made myself clear, or if you would like to discuss the matter

further.

We shall be glad to send your office a wire following the

meeting of our Board of Trustees on the tenth of the month. Meanwhile

you have again my hearty best wishes for your trip.

Cordially yours,

Sir Arthur W. Currie,
Principal and Vice-Chancellor, 
McGill University,
Montreal, Canada.

EED:FMR
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May second, 
19 5 1.

I returned only last Sunday morning 
from my trip to India, China r-nd Japan and 
found myself overwhelmed with arrears of work.

One of the first things I have had 
to deal with is a notice which appeared in a 
recent issue cf the MONTREAL 3T;if headed

”Kew studentships are established, 
*0***1'be ma<le by social Research

The following sentence appearst-

"The money for these studentships, 
will v ry in value which

A according to the work
to be carrieu out, was made possible by 
a large grant from the Rockefeller 
Foundation, obtained by the Univers!tv 
last fall”.

ta it I had to take immediate action. The

—58&W W-
■' 'I- ■ -
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circulars Issued by fir. Karsh* without the 
authority of the University or the Research 
Council* made no mention of the funds to be 
granted by the Rockefeller Foundation being 
applied for such a purpose* 
arose In the mind of the newspaper reporter* 
who Imagined that such would be the case*

The whole thing

The STAR earried a contradiction last 
night and will print two more In its next two 
issues.
withdrawn and another circular substituted.

I am having fir. Marsh*s circulars

Let me give you my sincere assurance 
that the terms of your appropriation for this 
study at McGill will be rigidly observed.

With reference to Mr. Ruml’s letter 
to Professor Stanley of March Slat* suggesting ^ 
that I go to Mew York before May 5th for a con
ference with you regarding our grant from the 
Spelman Fund for Child Study* while I appre
ciate very much indeed the kind consideration 
which prompted the suggestion, 1 cannot possibly 
leave the University again until after Convocation, 

I shall be in Hew York in June, andKay 29th. 
hope to see you both at that time*

*?ith kindest personal wishes.

2 am.

Ever yours faithfully.

Principal.
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^3 THE ROCKEFELLER FOUNDATION

61 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

THE SOCIAL SCIENCES
EDMUND E. DAY, DIRECTOR

Cable Address:
Rockfound, New York

" 4 May 25, 1951.

Dear Sir Arthur:

mThank you for your note of May 2nd reporting the unauthorized 

newspaper releases regarding the new studentships at the University.

We fully understand, of course, how such inaccuracies get into 

paper accounts. We are prepared to leave the matter entirely in your 

hands and doubt not you will be able to work out arrangements which are 

in accord with our previous understanding at the same time that they 

further the research interests at the University which we have had in 

mind from the outset.

ï

r , : :

news-

With regard to a possible conference on the subject of the 

fund in support of the University's program of child study, I have to 

report that Mr. Rural has now left for Europe and will not be back again 

until next fall. It might be well for you to talk with Mr. L. K. Frank 

when there is opportunity, since Mr. Frank is thoroughly familiar with 

your program and will enter next fall upon a connection with the General 

Eudcation Board which will assure his continued interest in the general

field of child study. My own relations with this field are entirely 

indirect, so that I doubt whether a conference on the subject with me

'
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May 25, 1951.- 2 -Sir Arthur W. Currie

However, I hope I may have the 

privilege of seeing you if you come this way. 
much like to know something about your trip to the Far East 

and how matters are now going at the University.

With warmest regards,

alone would be fruitful.
I should very

Sincerely yours,
c i

i'.v-.v.
Sir Arthur W. Currie, 
McGill University, 
Montreal, Canada.

EEDzFMR

■
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Sir Arthur Currie 
Bonaventure, P. Q,

NEW YORK FROM «SXREPLY FROM SEC RE TA-RY SAYS DOCTOR DAY ABSENT 
UNTIL SEPTEMBER AND SHE HAS FORWARDED HIM 
LETTER TO HANOVER NEW HAMPSHIRE

COPY YOUR

D. McMURRAY.

CHG. DAY LETTER McGILL.

i .
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THE ROCKEFELLER FOUNDATION
61 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

THE SOCIAL SCIENCES
EDMUND E. DAY, DIRECTOR

Cable Address:
Rockfound,New York

July 1, 1930. asi
ŸA

fify dear Sir Arthur:

In Mr. Day's absence from the city I

Mr. Day is

at present in Hanover, New Hampshire, and will not re

turn to New York until about the middle of September.

I am forwarding to him a copy of your letter and feel 

that he will regret having missed an opportunity 

to talk with you while you were in New York.

am

acknowledging your letter of June 27th.

sure

Very truly yours,

Secretary to Mr. Day

Sir Arthur W. Currie, 
McGill University, 
Montreal, Canada.

FMR
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1930.June 27til*

Sr. Edmund. E* Dayl
Director*
The Rockefeller Foundation* 
61 Broadway, Hew York.

This has been an extremely
busy month, what with Closing Exorcises, consideration 
of the Budget, conferences with different Departments 
in preparation for next year’s v/ork, and much as I 
regret it, I have not been able to get to ew York,
You will not blame me when I tell you that I am leaving 
to-morrow night for a week*a salmon fishing on the 
Benaventuro,

I shall be back on Monday, 
j I could bo in Hew York on July 9th, or 

July 9th and 10th, but I must be back again in
Would it be

July 7th. 
evon
Montreal on the morning of July 11th. 
convenient for you to see me July 9th or 10th?

Sty Secretary will let me
know if you will address your reply to me at this 
office.

With all kind wishes,

I am.

Ever yours faithfully.

Prino ipal •

E; -‘V H'i



THE ROCKEFELLER FOUNDATION
61 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

.
THE SOCIAL SCIENCES

EDMUND E. DAY, DIRECTOR

Cable Address :
Rockfound, New Yorkm.

May 28, 1950.

My dear Sir irthur:

I am relieved to learn fro"1 your letter of the 23rd that my 

recent chance of pl^ns has not in °ny ray inconvenienced you. 

schedule for the next few weeks- seems no'-T to he fairly definitely fixed. 

I shall be away from the office all of next week and from the 12th to

My own

the 17th of the month. Unless there are unexpected developments I 

shall be here at the office from Monday the 9th until Wednesday the 11th, 

and from Wednesday the 18th until the first of July.

;

I trust I may have

I the privilege of seeing you here sometime during that period.

I note your suggestion that I come up to Montreal. I know 

well entitigh that I -hould thoroughly enjoy doing so, but c^-not see how 

I could wisely make the trip at this time. Your invitation is thoroughly 

"pprecirted nevertheless.

■

6 Sincerely yours, v
• n-

Sir Arthur W. Currie, Principal, 
McGill University,
Montreal, Canada.V

1

EEDtMR

8®«
■
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May 23, 1930.

Dr. Edmund E. Day,The Rockefeller Foundation, 
61 Broadway,
Wow York*n

Let me acknowledge yours of 
th3 21st. As a matter of fact, I was Just about to 
Yryito you to say that my plans had c. nged and that 
I shall not bo In Hew York the weekend of Hay 31st.
The Council of Public Instruction meets here on that date, and as there are very Important natters In which 
McGill Is concerned, I cannot afford to be absent.

The next week Is also an extreme
ly busy one, because several of the closing exercises 
take place, finah meetings of the Finance Committees 
and Faculties as well. But could you give mo, in a 
very rough way, what your movemonts are likely to jo 
after the first week in June and during that month?
I am anxious to see you and toll you what we have done 
and what is in our minds.

Or, eould you perhaps come 
up to Montreal? , The weather is beautiful and. the 
golf Unies never v/ould be better. Hartin will bo 
back from his three months* vacation at the end of
next week.

ith all good wishes.
I an.

Yours faithfully.

mmm?Vm■m -s;

mm



THE ROCKEFELLER FOUNDATION
61 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

THE SOCIAL SCIENCES
EDMUND E. DAY, DIRECTOR Cable Address :

Rockfound, New York

May 21, 1930.

My dear Sir Arthur:
\

Sometime ago my associate, Mr. L. K. Frank, asked me 

if I T,rer-e going to be here in New York on Monday, June 2nd, stat

ing that there was some prospect of a visit from you at that time.

I told Mr. Frank that I fully expected to be around then 

be much pleased to see you. Unfortunately I now find that there is 

some question as to whether I shall be back by June 2nd from a trip 

^■hich I am taking to Michigan the latter part of the previous week. 

I wonder if there is 

Tuesday, the 3rd.

of Tuesday coming. I" you are to be here only on Monday, I shall 

of course make

if there are matters which

and would

m
any possibility of your stay'ng over until 

I shall surely be back not later than the middle

every possible effort to get back in time to see you

you are anxious to talk over rith me.

Sincerely yours,

Sir Arthur W. Curry,
Principal and Vice Chancellor, 
McGill University,
Montreal, Canada.

BED: FUR

i


